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TRYPETIDAE OF NEW ENGLAND

By

Frank L. Thomas,

Thesis Submitted for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

Massachusetts Agricultural College.
Amherst, Mass.
-

1914.

\

This paper on the Trypetidae of New fiagland j forme
the major portion of a thesis for the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy at the Massachusetts Agricultural College,

The

thesis was begun in the spring of 1912 and has been worked

upon with more or less interruption,

for two years, under

the direction of Dr. H, T. Fernald and Dr. G. C. Crdmpton.
It was originally intended to fix the relationships of the genera,

establishing them upon a firmer

f ounda-

tion by using characters which would vary only between the
genera, but owing to the difficulty of getting sufficient

material this plan was abandoned.
made,

An attempt has been

instead, to more carefully describe the structural

characters of the tlies r with the hope that some benefit

may be derived by future workers of the group.
The wings have heretofore occupied the larger

part of the descriptions, but while the value of wing des-

cription is not underestimated (and as Cresson states, no

description is complete without a figure of the wing^more
importance should be given to the structural characters than

has usually been the case.

The greatest chance for investigators of the
Trypetidae to do real service is to define the limits of
the genera, and from what little experience has been gather-*
ed,

it appears that this may be beat accomplished by ex-

amining the genitalia of the males.
Included are the descriptions of thirty-six
species which have been recorded from New England besides

-2one new species.

In addition >«p epeeiee closely related

to New England forme are also incorporated.

During the preparation of this paper it has been

my pleasure to work under Dr. H, T. fernald and Dr. G. C.

CrSmpton who have guided the work and willingly given
The writer wishes to express his

their aid at all times.

appreciation and thanks for the interest they have ehown,
and to Mr. C. *. Johnson for the many helpful suggestions

and the privilege of studying his private collection,
as well as the collection of the Booton Society of Natural

History, and to

Lir.

Samuel Henshaw for the opportunity of

examining the type material in the Loew and Osten Secken
collections at Harvard Univorsity.
for the loan of

arterial

i

wish to thank Ur.

Johnson and Or. Crcutpton, and being the recipient in
the case of material for which Or. Fornald assumed the

responsibility, my sincerest thanks are also due Dr.
W. S.

ritton.

?. L« Washburn,

Dr. K.

Dr.

!-.

fl.

Felt, Prof. R. A. Cooley, Prof.

I, liinds, Prof. P. J. Parrett and

others.

Historical
Without doubt the achievements of Loew entitle

him to be considered the most prominent and reliable work-*
er of those who have

tat; en

up the Trypetidae,

The first attempt at separating the North American
species into genera was by Loew in 1873 in the third part
of the Monograph of the Dipt era of North America.

So far

ae possible he adapts the European genera to the American

form* and his labors resulted in adopting eleven from the

-3-

&uop^ean and establishing fifteen new genera peculiar to
North America^ and including a total of sixty-one species
of which twenty-eight have been found in ?iew England.

Euro eta

Peronyma

Hexachaeta

Aciura

Acidia

2

I

Straussia

Carphotricha

A crotoxa

iiagiotoaa

AspilQta_

Splilographa

iinsina

otenopa

Blepharoneura

Acidogona

Trypota

Tephritis

Epoch ra

Aero taenia

Ictericd.

Oedo>pis

Urellia

0?Jdicareaa

Kutreta

Kuaresta

1, Strausaia Loew

• Strauzi?. Dee v.

2«

A cro toxa Loew is a synonym of Anac trepha Schiner 1868.

3.

Aspilota Loew is preoccupied

•

becomes Meaepilota

Osten

Sacken 1878.
4.

P lagi otoma Loew is oreo ecu plod; brcoueo Toaoplagia Coquillett 1910

Usten

G(6feJken

in his catelog of 1878 lists the

genera and adds /jonosema

.oei

,

e.

division of ^pilop;rapha .

Mexican genera

In 1893 Gigiio-.ss, a worker upon many

gonor a and species established the genus
-

in 1894 by the new genera

g_o

lyaorphon^ jfca

who also accepts Loeu*s Zonosema .

species of Toxotrypana

*.73rst.

.'

olynocoeiia followed

said

Aenochaota of onow,

The discovery by 3now of a

caused that genus to be added,

and in 1896 Will ist on included Cera titia Lac Leay.
In ltt99 'ooquillett among other changes, mostly in

regard to the position of species and synonoray, made Ca r .

photricha culta the type of a new genus

^ aracantha ,

which h

not been accepted by later workers.

V

.

$anper

jVuI,

in the same

yew published

Biologia Centrali-Ainericana, Olptcra,

H,

wmtff

in the

descriptions of

new species of Trypetidae, including fifty-seven figures, a work

-4Two new genera were established Polionota and

ef great value*

Baryplsgma.
In 1905

vldrieb included in his catalog all the
a.

above genera except

.lonoaoiiw.

and ued\c*rena of Loew and in

1908 Y.'illiston recognized all but ^onosoioa.

Although the number of described species from
J-orth America*

nearly two

has increased from sixty-r.i\e in 1873 to

hur.drcci

r.n6

only fivo genera have been

fifty,

added.

The separation of the genera^ however, is founded
on rather indefinite characters

o

thai confusion resul

#

The following taken
711,

264,

Coquillavt, Jour. I. Y.

1899, may serve to illustrate.

Thomson, and
*s

!*rom

Itjn

Loew, a

sin)^ hiv

Bigot; the latior belong* tc

Be*,

flat,

"Trvjpota nurifera
nc.nyrao

of Acini A picciola

showing

iritis ":

-

hov/

a species

has been placed in four difforont ranera by as many workers.
In 1910 Coquillett published the "TypewSpecies of the North

American Genera of Diptera" (Proc, of the

tf,

3.

.,

XXXVII,

ri

499.) and includes in the list, thirty-six genera which belong
to the Trypetidae,

lie

goes back to f/eigen*! v^v^r of 180

if this paper should be

C-

on Nomenclature,

tfte

ted by the International Coiamittee

genus Trypeta will

1

I

roplaced by iiuribia

keig, and many radical changes will necessarily follow,

?

In the following pages Loew's in tercret.it ion with

the indicated corrections has been used

ir<

applying the genera

to the species of New England,

Osten Saeken really provided Lht impetus wiihh

persuaded Loew to publish his

ruph on the North American

-5Dipiera, and a^oo conferred a lasting benefit upon the

American workers by tirranging for the type material to bo
placed in the "useura of Comparative Soology at Harvard.
Prof. R. W. Doane at Leland Stanford University

and the late

f, A.

Snow of Kansas University have added

descriptions aid figures of

i»iany

new species, proving them-

selves to be careful workers,
Kr. Charles

'?!.

Johnson, while adding but few new

species, has contributed valuable knowledge in regard to the

distribution of the group through his extensive collecting
and efforts at feathering material.

Collections
The most important collections in this country

are the Loew and Us ten Sac ken collections containing fofcty—
two types located in the ^useura of Comparative* iooiogy at

Harvard University.

The collection at the United States National
v.tfseum

is also large and gradually increasing in size; Coquillett's

types are deposited here.

Twenty types of Snow, Adams, Cress on and Doane
are located in the collection of the University of Kansas,
ter.

Johnson has a large and valuable private collec-

tion and that at the Boston Sociexy of Natural History under
his care is rapidly growing and complete to date for Hew

England.

The collections containing Doane* 8 types are those
of Prof. Aldtich, Prof. Trevor KincaVd at the University of

Washington, and Prof. V. L< Kellogg at Stanford University,

|
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aentioned by ftMMt (Jour. Hi Y. Snt. Soc. Vli. 177, 1899.)

=

fcctarnal Anatoiay.

== Hoad
r

r:

::r

The head is approximately hemispherical.
cepfaalon or posterior surface is flat,

middle of the cephalon,

The

swelling slightly at the

vhere the point of attachment to the

short narrow neck allows great freedom of movement.
The compound eyes are bare in loth sexes and in

general are comparatively large and oval in 3hape 9 but vary
from circular (Strami a) covering only half the side of the
head, to lirge oval. (Rha^oletia )and nearly covering the whole

side of the head.

elliptical.

The

Henooa they are long and narrowly

In

eyes are never contiguous, nor

i

c

more approximate in the
they are separated by

I

than in the female.

;e called the

e

more than half the vidt-

one-thiri th*» width

?;ale

^frojrjti

In front

which may be

at the head (gyrosta) or less than

Rhagole/t

Near the middle, at the nost anterior projection *f

the head, the three-jointed antennae are borne and are directed downwards, reaching, nearly to the oral margin

only about half way U'trautia)
and inconspicuous,

formin;

.

(

Yrypeta ) or

The first segment is small

the connection with the head; the

second is small at its connection with

*>>•»

first and its

distal portion expands "bell-like* to a gre*t#r width than the

following or third seg-ncnt and bears short black or light
colored hairs, besides a spine on the dorsal side.

This

spine is very small in ^urosta and very dj «tinct in Stramia.

The third segment is longeetj but mmj be short and rounded
or long anU l.-rge with

(

jgjqrosta ).

*«r anterior corner (Acidogona).

-7TnQ a-rista* a

loii^;

slender bristle with its base thickened

is borne on tne doraal side of the third segment near its

juncture with the second, and has in all cases a barely

visible pubescence.
The front

Jtgamia and those

s
ill

usually smooth; in the males of

of Acjara nigricornis ,

however, there

is a remarkable development of lateral ridges.

The width

is practically uniform, but may taper anteriorly

(

Acidogona )

and in the case of Aoiura it is widest in the middle,
tapering uoth anteriorly and posteriorly.

The front extends

anteriorly from tne narrow vertex, which arches between or
connects the upper angles of the compound eyes, to the

frontal lunula, the little crescent- shaped area which
occupies the space

just,

marks the separation

above the antennae.

b< t.ween

The ptilinal suture

the front and the frontal

lunule, and continues down each side of the face to a

point below the eyes, gradually becoming less distinct until
it lurns upwards to the eyes.

The narrow side plates

thus formed are called the parafacial platee and are se-

parated from tne front by faintly marked sutures crossing
between the antennae and the eyes.

The front may be

sparsely clothed with light colored, stubbl e ehap e d pile
as in Aurosta .

The face is the region below the antennae between
the lower branches of the ptilinal suture, and extends to

the oral margin.

It may be strongly retreating (Strauaia )

or hollowed out (Ne aapilota ).

In many groups, deep antennal

grooves are present, semmingly

fftg)

the reception of the

-8antennae.

These grooves may be shallow or oven absent.

The oral margin at the lower border of the face
surrounds the mouth opening.
strongly arcuate

(

Its anterior edge may be

fteappilota ) or not at all so (Kuroata )

and in gpochra it is conspicuously projecting while in

Within the

tttrauzia there i» no trace of this projection,

oral margin is the membranous epistoma surrounding a small open*
ing through which protrude the palpi and proboscis; the pal**

pi are conspicuous for the thin broad flaps set with short
bristles, while

proboscis is longer and narrower and in

th*i

many cases when exerted it is geniculate, the lower portion
The iaouth parts may project prominently

bending backwards.

or hardly extend below the oral margin.
The portions of the face below the eyes, with the

exception of the parafaciaj. plates are called the cheeks

and may be narrow or broad according to the else of the
eyes.

Their clothing consists of short, light colored or

black bristle-like hairs, and they may also bear a strong

bristle (^pochra ) or a weak bristle which is h&rd te differ-

entiate from the ordinary light colored hairs

(

Kurosta) .

The cheeks gradually merge into the "lower portion of the

cephalon^ so-called
of the cephalon,

"

in contradistinction to

"the

"upper portion

which is the part above an imaginary

horizontal line dcawn through the occipital foramen.
cephalon,

however,

The

is subdivided as follows: a portion above

the neck, epiceohnlon: an area on each side, the paracephalon :

and a portion below the neck, metacftphalon.
are rarely referred to in this paper.

These subdivisions

The lower part of the

•»9 M

cephalon and the posterior oral margin are set with
or black hair,

light colored,

rather coarse,

^he occiput is a small area located just behind the middle of the vertex.
The ocelli

,

three in number, are placed on the middle

ef the upper portion of the front in the form of a

triangle with the apex directed forward,

i

Chaetotaxy of the head . Symmetrically placed on
each end of the vertex and near the upper angle of the eye
the two forming a convergent pair

is a long briotlo,

briotles
called the i
inner vertical
Mm
XI
i

«

I

II

»

ii

;'

on the orbits and

i

a little behind the vertex is another pair of bristles,
shorter and more or less divergent, termed the outer
verti cal bristles.
*he cilia of

,>he

A

row of short erect bristles called

poseur -lor orbit extendi from the vertex

half way down the posterior orbit.
times,

These cilia may some-

us in atenopa . be arranged in two rows, one con-

sisting of coarse white bristles and

to

other of short

black bristles, the latter being the nearer to the orbit.

Another arrangement is the coarse white and short black
bristles in one row Upochra j.

Situated just behind the

vertex are usually four to six stiff, medium sized bristles,
referred to as the
daric

post,

verticals.

A pair of blacjk or

brown bristles, one each side of the lower ocellus ana

directed anteriorly is designated as the qcellar bristles^.
besides the o cellar bristles there usually occur on each side
of the front, two sets of bristled, th e upper frontale

directed upwards, and the lower frontals directed inwarde and downwards.

Th« exception is found in Strauxia ,

-10frontalg consist of two bristle* on each side (only one
in the females of Straus ia.

)

the anterior of the two

being considered as the first pair, while the other two,
one on each side, are constantly referred to throughout

the descriptions as the second pair of upper frontal*.
and are the smaller of the two pairs.

The lower f rentals

consist of from two to five bristles on each side, weak
in ffurosta and strong in Bpochra and Kutreta .

In most

Stramia and Aciura migricornis the frontal bristles of
the males are remarkably developed; in Straazia the two

posterior pairs of lower frontals are thickened and truncate, the remaining two pairs of lower frontals decreas-

ing in sise, in Aciura nigricomis the reverse is true,
the anterior pair of lower frontals being strongest and

resembling the horn of a rhinoceros, slightly curving
upwards, while the posterior pair of lower frontals is
weakest.
In the genus Surosta the bristles of the head

are not symmetrical, a peculiar characteristic of several
species of this genus being the occurrence of "double

bristles" where only one is normally found.
In mentioning the bristles of the head as char-

acters,

importance has been given to the number of lower

frontal* and to the color of the second pair of upper
frontals,

the post verticals, outer vertical bristles* and

cilia of the posterior .orbit .

Thorax
Of this region the mesothorax constitutes the

"11largest part, while the prothorax and metathorax are
greatly reduced.

The prothorax occupies most of the anterior
end of the thorax.

The division between it and the

raesothorax is marked by a suture whose median pe-e4erxor

arches just above the neck (the prothorax forming a
•sail collar at this point), and runs diagonally dorsal-

ward on each side to the anterior margin of the mesonotura

where it turns outward and passes downward^ without

including the swelled or raised portions on the anterior

angles of the no turn to a point immediately behind the

anterior coxae, thus separating the prothorax from the
me so thorax.

The convex me so no turn covers the dorsum of the

mesothorax.

Beginning anteriorly just above the week

and including the raised portion or humeral callus on
each anterior angle of the no turn, it extends posteriorly

between the wings and includes the scute Hum, a short,
rounded, very convex (QKdaspis ) or flat

(

Rhagoletis )

region, which is separated from the rest of the mesonotum

by a deep joint-like suture.

On each side before the

insertion of the wings is the transverse suture extending anteriorly upwards across the mesonotum, becoming

gradually obsolete as it approaches the middle line.

The mesonotum is separated from the pleurae" in front of
the wings by the dorso-pleural suture, which runs from
the dividing suture between the pro- and mesothorax
at a point below the humeral callus, and proceeds upward

-12turning sharply at the lateral margin to go directly to

the base of the wing.

From the anterior side of the

insertion of the wings a distinct mesopleural suture
runs obliquely forward and then directly downward to the

middle of the dorsal jaargin of the oternopleural plate,

Where it turns sharply backward and then proceeds obliquely downward and forward,

forming the posterior .Margin of

this inverted triangular plate as viewed from the side.
At the middle of the dorsal margin of the sternopleural

plate or where the mesopleural suture turns sharply backward, a branch suture runs anteriorly for a short distance

and then bends downward and passes beneath, connecting

with the median ventral suture which separates the plates
en the ventral side*

The upper of these two plates of

the mesothorax which lie in front of the mesopleural suture

and which are separated by the small branch suture, is

called the me so pleura, while the lower has already been

mentioned as the sternopleura . Directly behind the mesopleural suture is the ptero pleura, situated just below
the insertion of the wing, and below this plate is the

anterior plate of the hypopleura . The latter is separated
from the pteropleura by a short horizontally arched suture

expending from the rounded posterior corner of the sternopleura to a point near the spiracle of the metathorax.

Above the attachment of the abdomen and beneath the scutellum
is a rounded plate usually called the xaetanotum. a term

which is retained in this paper,

A suture

running directly

downward from the anterior angle of the scutellum to the

-13side of the base of the abdomen, divide s the metanotum
from the posterior plate of the so-called metapleura

:

the anterior plate of the Ynetapleura ie located posterior
to the pteropleura.

The dividing suture extends perpendi-

cularly from the middle of the short horizon tally arched
suture to the posterior side of the insertion of the wing.

The anterior and posterior plates of the metapleura are

separated by a curved suture running from the upper region
of the pteropleura obliquely backward and downward to a

point just above the base of the hal teres.

^cording to Crftmpton (3nt. New XXV.

15,

1914)

the metanotum and the two plates of thernetapleura, as
above- defined,

are in reality plates of the mesothorax,

but the more common terminology has been used to avoid
confusion.

Some authors have referred to thernetapleura

as the aides of themnetanotum.

The metathorax cannot be seen from above.

Lateral*

ly the suture dividing the mesothorax from the metathorax

yasaei from the antero-dorsal angle of the abdomen obliquely forward and downward to the posterior end of the hori-

aontally arched suture which forms the dorsal margin of
^ fte

anterior hypopleur a,.

At this point the suture turns

to form the posterior margin of the anterior hypopleura

and passes in front of the hind coxa to the median ventral

suture beneath.

Below the plates of thernetapleura is

a narrow obliquely placed rectangular region bearing a

Be-

halter and containing the spiracle of the metathorax.

low the ventral end of the rectangular plate and on the

5
posterior side of the anterior hypopleura is a

jjuaall

trian-

-14-

gular plate, the posterior hypo pleura

.,

These two plates

constitute all that is visible of the metathorax.

The

following table shows the usual form of nomenclature here**
in applied to the thoracic plates, in comparison with the

morphological terminology as worked out by Dr. G. C. Crdmpton in the Zoologischer Anseiger, XL1V, 56, 1914 and Mr.
J, F. tiartin in a paper not yet published.

Usual Terminology and equivalent

Terms of Morphology

i'ro thorax

.................. . propleura. ,..,.,
{numeral angles or
(humeral callosilltes.pronotal lobes,
C.

jthorax

Prothorax

3

Hesothorax

Motum or dorsum,, ..(prescutum,
<

(scutellum

^ecutum...,
.scutellum,

median plate or
mediotergite
{anterior plate. .... .ant. plate} pleurotergites, }>
postposterior plate.,.. post, plate >pleurophiagiTitei\ scutellum
k
Jor lateral plat«
mesopleura. ... .... .anepistemum
s
( upper plate
of the e^pifernum)
sternopleura..
sternopleurite
sternal
(lower plate of epist.
pi eu rite)
pteropleura, ...... -pteropleurite
>vu
(
(upper plate of epineron)
[anterior hypopleura.meropleurite
{
(lower plate of «*pi«. + meron)

•Me so no turn

J
\
\

Mesopleuron

Metathorax
posterior hypopleura.

. ,

fmetaepisternua,
J
(metaepimeron

............)

kotapleuron
...«••......

)

The plates of the thorax may be smooth and shining
(Rha^olelfiB) or minutely punctate and dull (Suroeta )

.

A clothing

of short hair cevers the notura except on the anterior end of the

thorax,

but is lacking on the metanotum, and becomes sparse and

-15scattered on the pleurae and scutellum; the ventral portions of
the sternopleura are thickly covered with nhort and long bristle—

like hairs.
covered

The notum and metanotum, however, are frequently

(jJrelllc.

)

or marked (Rhagoletis

with dust-like pubes-

)

cence.

Chaetotaxy

of

The usual bristles of the

the thorax.

thorax are placed as follows: on the side of the as it nature there
three in front and one behind

is en outer row of four bristles,

the wing.

Of the bristles in this row, the first, which is on

the humeral callus is called the humeral mmmmmmmtmmmt
bristle the second
:

i

in

ii

ii

i

i

i

and third, situated near the dorse—pleural suture, are the
no topi sural s, while the fourth located behind the wing along

with the corresponding third bristle of the inner row, are to-

gether called the p o st-al vr br i s tie s

The second of the inner row

located above the wing is called the supra-alar bristle, and the
first in this row may be called the ppst-humeral bristle . Near the

middle line of the notum and in front of the scutellum are
usually two pairs of dorse-central bristles, but in QUdaspie there
are three pairs.

In the latter case the first pair is situated

in front of ths transverse suture, while in the former case the

first pair may be very close to the transverse suture (Buaresta )

but newer in front of it, or halfway from the suture to the
scutellum.

T'he bristles of the posterior pair are nearer to-

gether than those of the other pairs and are placed in front of
the scutellum on a line between the post-alar bristles of eaeh
side of the notum.

In Iiiurogt a, the bristles are weak and the

do rso- centrals especially variable.

Care should be taken when pinning specimens to place

,

,

-16the pin a little to one aide of the median line, so as not
to destroy any characters offered by the dorso-central bristles

The scutellum bears either two or four bristles
located near the margin.

The apical pair of bristles when

there are four, may be much weaker than the ether pair, or they

may be of equal size.

The remaining bristles of the thorax are found on
the mesopleura, pteropleura and sternopleura.

The mesopleura

usually has two distinct bristles, whieh may be supplemented
by a few smaller ones, all placed in front of the wing on

the upper posterior surface of this plate.

The pteropleura

bears one strong bristle on its upper anterior portion, and
the sternopleura normally has a strong bristle on its upper

portion also.

The gre test variation in this arrangement

is found in the genus jSurosta ; the sternopleura may bear from

one to three bristles,

*Momen .
Excepting the genital modifications, the abdomen
is composed of five segments in the male and six in the female,

the divisions being easily distinguished on the ventral surface.

On the dorsal surface, however, the first two abdominal seg-

ments have become fused, and appear as a single broad segment

attached at its base to tho thorax, thus giving the appearance
of only five segments in the female and four in the male,

Fnrm

the rather narrow connection with the thorax, which is just below and
equal to the width of the metanotum, the abdomen broadens out

attaining its greatest width at the posterior margin of the
second segment end from this it tapers gradually to the posterior

-17aargin of the terninal segment.

The length of this portion

may equal the width at the second segment or it mayBe^'one-

half times as long.

Upward tilting movements of the abdomen are made
from its base, while the articulation for downward movements
is at the base and also between the second and third seg-

ments.

In the larger number of museum specimens the abdomen

In cases where the abdomen

is bent downwards at this point.

is short and very tapering the lateral outlines are sharply

angled at the point of greatest width.
The last segment of the male is usually longer

from front to rear than any of the other segments.

Some-

times the abdomen of the male or female is distended so that
a soft membranous area the pleura! region

is easily seen

When not

separating the dorsal from the ventral plates.

distended as is more often the case, the dorsal and ventral
plates lie very close to each other and the pleural region
is quite hidden beneath the lateral curling edges of the

dorsal plates.

The modified conical

or flattened segment ter-

minating the abdomen of the female is called the genital
segment, the length of which varies greatly.

It may be

short, conical, and barely as long as the last abdominal

segment

(

Rhagoletis ). or it may be long, flat, truncate,

and equal in length to the last four abdominal segments
(Trypeta) or it may be long and narrowly conical

(

uSdaspis ).

The genital segment may also be quite hairy as in RhaKoletis
or nearly devoid of such clothing.

Usually retracted within

-18the genital segment, but sometimes extended is the sharp

corneus ovipositor, its anterior end being within a sheath

which is attached to the tip of the genital segment and
when extended presents a telescopic arrangement.
In the male there appear only five segments, but

partly retracted beneath the fifth is the genital apparatus ,
Wholly concealed is a small plate on the dorsal side and behind
this a rounded segment, which is uaually seen extending

slightly behind the fifth.

Projecting anteriorly down from

each side is a chitinous clasper.

These are used for grasp-

ing the end of the ovipositor of the female.

Between these

claspers and extending from the end of the rounded segment is
the recttm, covered with short stiff hair,

From the ventral

side just anterior to the claspers extends the very long,

chitinous penis which is usually kept coiled up in the open-

ing just under the fifth segment.

The penis consists of a

long thread-like rod, the inner side of which is covered with

transverse folds, produced by coiling.

It is terminated by

a rectangular enlargement.
The clothing of the abdomen consists of short hair.
The dorsal and lateral margins of the segments, especially sear
the caudal end have longer hairs or bristles.

In

jfoir osta

these are very weak while in Rhagoletis sfotvis the greatest

development is reached.

The term macro chcle toe used in the

descriptions refers to the bristles on the posterior margin
of the last abdominal segment.

The legs, each of which consists of the coxa,

,

-19trocharttor,

femur tibia, and five tarsi, are Moderately long

and not very much thickened.

The thickening is noticed most

in the fore femora of ffuaresta aequalis . The fere-cojae are

long and stout, feeing about half the size of the fore femora
6

and aj attached at the proximal end to the ventral margin of
the prothorax.

Three or four short bristles are placed on the

anterior side of the distal end beyond which is the small trochanter followed by the femur, usually somewhat swollen.

The

fere femur is usually armed with a ventral row of long strong
bristles and two rows of shorter bristles on the posteriordorsal side; these bristles are always present, but may be
weak or light colored in some cases

(

Suattsta ).

The fore-

tibiae are slender, a little shorter than the femora, and
except for very short hairs are without clothing.

Of the

five tarsi, the metatarsus is longest, equalling the length
of the remaining tarsi taken together,

as the tibia.

the whole about as long

The last tarsal segment ©ears a pair of small

curved claws and a pair of soft pads or pulvilli beneath the
claws.

There is also a long slender bristle or empodium

attached to the last tarsal segment between the pulvilli .
Besides the minute bristles of the tarsi there are two short

bristles on the lateral distal angles of each segment.
The coxae of the middle legs are attached to the

anterior hypopleura of the raesotherax, are much smaller than
the fore coxae" and bear an anterior row of four or five posterior

curving bristles.

The middle femora are a little longer in

comparison with the fore femora, and not quite so swollen.

They are usually free of bristles, although in Kutreta there

-20ie a short,

stout anterior row and in Straugia a ventral row

of scattered long weak ones.

The middle tibiae are a trifle

longer than the femora und are remarkable on account of the
strong spine borne on the anterior distal extremity of each, a

characteristic of the family Trypetidae*.

The tarsi of the

middle leg« are not as long as the tibiae, but their comparative lengths are the some.

The hind legs are attached to the posterior hypo-

pleurd of the metathorax by the hind coxae which are a
little larger than the middle ones, but not as large as the
fore-coxae.

From one to three bristles are set on the outer

surface of the coxa.

The hind femora and tibiae are about

equal in length; a few preapical bristles occur on the dorsal
side in all cases, and in addition there are a few scattered,
long, weak bristles on the

ventral side of the hind femora

k* StrauKia . The hind tibiao may vary in regard to the poss-

ession of a more or less complete row of short strong bristle*
on the anterior—dorsal side.

This occurs in Hhitreta. flpochra

Trypeta and Rha^oletls among others, and is absent in

JS

,

urosta .

The length of the wings is usually equal to the

length of the body of the male, while in the female they are
a little shorter.
* n ^trauzja,

they are longer and narrow and in

iSutreta they are broadly rounding, a*»£ rather blunt in Icterica

*nd Eurosta . In color they vary from hyaline to dark brown or nearly
black with only a very small portion hyaline and may be spotted,
banded^ or reticulata^

The surfaces of the wing are covered

with so ft minute hairs, which also fringe the posterior margin

V
-20from the fourth vein.

Small bristle* occur on the anterior

margin to the fourth vein.

At the break in the costal vein,

one-third along the anterior margin are two small spines
(

Kurosta ) which reach their greatest development in the

genus Stcnopa .

This genus has two breaks in the costa and

two sets of three bristles each,

strongly developed.

The venation and arrangement of cells is with a
few exceptions very uniform and is given in

f."J pi.

The Loew system of vein and cell nomenclature has been
*v
c
The tjaness^ence of the tip of the

used in this paper.

auxiliary vein after sharply turning towards the costal

margin is a family character.

The first longitudinal vein

is always beset with bristles and as a rule proceeds to

the costal margin without abruptly turning, but in Utenona
an exception occurs.

The third longitudinal vein is usually

bristly, but may be bare

(

Rhagoletis )

.

This character is

rather unsatisfactory on account of the difficulty of de-

termining in some cases whether the bristles are present
In Hutreta the bristles of the third vein are much

or not.

more prominent on the under surface of the wing.
The position of the email er anterior croosvein
in its relation to the discal cell is a character used by

many writers and in the descriptions of this paper the lovrse
of the posterior basal crossvein is also used,

for instance

right angled (StrausiaJ, obtusely angled or only slightly
curved

(

^rellia) .

In other papers reference to this character

is made by stating that the anal cell has

a long drawn out

point or only a short point at its distal portion.

~^^0-dU^\s* tWb. j«nMA

(k**tsis*{>fc-r^
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^eondarv^xuftl^hB liters.
The sales have the same general appearance as the
females,

but are about one millimeter shorter in each species,

due in a large measure to the sice of the abdomen.

The length

of the females as given in the descriptions is to the tip
of the genital segment,

but does not include the ovipositor

when extended.
In the case of Tephrltis albicepa there is a slight

difference in the wing picture in the two sexes as well as in
the shape of the wing, and in the genus Stramia some of the
,es
.es,

have an entirely different wing picture from the fe-

with which they are in copula .
The most remarkable secondary sexual characters

are exhibited in the frontal bristles of the males in certain

otrauzia and in Ac Jura nigricorais

described in the external anatomy.

:

these characters are

The bristles in the fe-

males follow the usual assignment except that there is only
one pair of upper frontal s in

-traaiia .

Family TrypetidaT
The family Trypetidae contains

M

the 'peacock flies,*

so-called because of their habit of elevating the wings and

strutting about, peacock-like.

Their wings are often prettily

marked and spotted with black or brown.

The flies are grace-

fully built, fly slowly and are noticeable by

wings in constant motion.

Most of thei

keeping their

embers of the series

feed in plant tissue of some kind, either in leaves, in stems,
or in fruits, and a number of them are gall makers. n (Johnson)

The structural characters distinguishing the

,

-22Trypetidae and separating them from related families are as
follows: the anal cell is closed and angular, and remote

from the border of the wing; a complete discal cell is

always present.

The empodia are bristles and not develop-

ed like the pulvilli.

The wings are not lanceolate; they

contain one submarginal and three posterior cellsj the

auxiliary vein turns sharply forward and is evanescent
at its tip; the first lengitudinal vein is bristly and does

not extend beyond the middle of the wing; the third vein
is not furcate,

parated.

and the discal and basal cells are se-

The eyes of the male are not more approximate

than those of the female.

These are no oral vibrissas.

thorax is without a complete transverse suture.

The

The hind

metatarsi are not incrassate and always longer than the
following segment; an apical bristle is present only on the

middle tibia.

Table of Genera
The following is a modification of tfilliston's table:
1.

Ovipositor of female remarkably elongated; second longi-

Toxotrypana

tudinal vein usually with a slump of a vein

Ovipositor not remarkably elongated and curved.. ......
2.

Front on each side with a bristle having a terminal

leaf like appendage

.

Xratitis

Front without such bristles
3.

2.

wings with colored markings not reticulate

Wings hyaline or with markings reticulate or spotted..

..3

••••••4
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-234.

Scutellum with six

\>t istles

. .

Hexachaeta

Scutellum not with six bristles,
5.

5

Fourth longitudinal vein conspicuously curved forward at its tip

Anastrepha

•

.

Fourth longitudinal vein not conspicuously curved
forward at its extremity
6.

6

, . .

Distal portion of the wings with two hyaline indentations,

separated by a curved or arched brown

projection from the brown oblique cross-band or
spot before it, the anterior indentation more
slender, the posterior one (in the sedond pos-

terior cell, crossing or not the fourth vein)

mere triangular in shape.

7

,

Wings with three such indentations

Wings not so marked
7.

8.

.

Polionota
11

»

Body elongate; abdomen narrower than the thoras.

8

Body short; abdomen as broad as the thorax

9

The hyaline triangle at tip of the first vein

Otrauiia

does not cross the third vein

The hyaline triangle at tip of first vein
crosses the third vein......
9.

.

Kolynocoelia

.

otenopa

The horizontal diameter of the eyes remarka-

bly short

,

Horizontal diameter of the eyes not shorter than

usual

10
c

10;

Fourth vein in front of the dismal cell straight .Acidia

Fourth vein in front of the discal cell curved.. Epochra
11. Coloring of the body general light,

never black...

12

-24Coloring of the body black
12.

16

Wings near the middle with two crossbsnds,
converging toward the posterior margin

13

14

Wings not with such crossbands,
13.

The third longitudinal vein is gently curved backward toward the tip; head not

Spilographa

swollen

Third longitudinal vein straight to the
extremity; head distinctly swollen. , .OEdicarena
14.

Wings with four very oblique cross-bands.

15

Cross-bands nearly transverse, or dissolved
into spots; crossveins but little obli-

.Trypetq

qu
15 .

Scutellum

tuijid

,

bituberculate

Peronyma

.

Scutellum of the usual structure, not

Tomoplagia

swollen, though convex
16.

17.

Cross-veins conspicuously approximated..

17

Gross-veins not approximated

18

Wings with hyaline indentations and

apreapical crescent hyaline; scutell-

um black

...••..

Polymorph ibayia

Wings with three brown bands or projections, the distal one following the
costa, the middle one beyond the

middle of the wing, the proximal one
toward the base. ................. OKdaspis
18.

Scutellum with four bristles, yellow, wings

-25with black cross-bands

.

lhagoletis

.

Ac. Bra

iicutellum black; wings brown with hyaline in-

dentations along the margin
19.

20.

Scutellura with six bristles

20

Scutellum with four or two bristles,.

21

Fifth vein strongly bristly

,

Fifth vein hrt bristly.
21.

ftings

.

Blephftroneura

.

Xenochaeta

broad with rounded tip, the central portion or

nearly the whole surface finely reticulated or spotted

22

Wings of normal shape with a more scattered re-

ticulation
22.

23

Wings dilated; tip with a narrww white border
or with small white spots.

rlutreta

Tip of wings broadly yellow with hyaline stripes
Aero taenia

or spots

Wings of an evenly broad shape and with an un-

usually blunt distal extremity
23.

Icterica

Front very broad

Front not very broad
24.

.

24

26

,

Third antennal joint elongate, with a sharp anterior angle; genital segment flattened ...... Acido gona

Third antennal joint elliptical or with rounded
anterior angle
25.

•

Kings fuscous with numerous small spots and lar-

ger ones along the distal margin; genital
segment conical

•...••••.... . aurosta

Wings yellowish with some rather large hyaline
dots

^ryF^fifflft

25

-2626.

binge without markings, or, on the apical

half only with a reticulation dis-

Neaspilota

solved into crossbands. ...
Flies not having the above character*,..,.
27.

27

Fuscous coloration of the wings not radiated at the margins or at the tip

28

Fuscous coloration of the wings radiated
at the margins or at least at the tip,
28.

Proboscis long and geniculate

.

Proboscis not, or but little elongated.
29.

.

i-.no

29

ina

Tephritis

Radiation along the whole margin of wings;
scutellum swollen,

,

.......... Carphotricha

Radiation only at apical portion of wings,
scutellum not swollen
30.

30

The whole, or nearly the whole surface of
the wings with an unicolorous reticulation, , ,,,....

.,,...••. . fluaresta

a star-shaped picture at the distal ex-

tremity of the wings, the remaining
surface immaculate, or with a

very

few spots, or at the most with an

obsolete reticulation.

Urellia
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otramia Oesvoidy,

?<yodafti)ee,

718,

Straus sia Loew. Mon. N. A. Dipt

,

3

J#d#

,

1830.

HE,

243,

1873.

Strausia Cresaon, Trana. Am. Ent. Soc, XXX111, 100, 1907
Typa

—Trypeta

longipennia Wiedemann.

This genus was established by Desvoidy in honor of the Ana-

Although Straussia

tomiat, M. Straus.

Loew would have been a

more correct form, the rules of nomenclature do not allow us to
change Desvoidy' s form Strauzia, which therefore must hold.

Yellow or yellowish-brown species; head swollen, face retreating; abdomen narrower than the thorax; wings long; picture
of the rivulet pattern; posterior basal crosavein right angled;

third vein with bristles.

Scutellfcra

with four bristlea.

Hind

tibia with a row of short, strong bristles.

Head .— Swollen; eyee rounded and rather small, so that in

profile the front projects much before the eyes.

Front hollowed,

greater than one-third the width of the head, and with prominent
lateral ridges, which are much larger in the male.

lower frontals

;

the males hav« no upper

have only one pair.

and the

f emaloa

One row of black cilia on the posterior orbits

Cheeks very broad with a long bristle.

Face retreating.

f rontals,

Usually four

Oral margin not projecting.

Antennae extending barely half way to the oral

margin; second joint with a distinct spine.

Thorax .

—Two

pair of dorso-central bristles, the first placed

more than one-third of the distance from the transverse suture to
the scutelluin.

Scutellum convex,

bearing four bristles.

Abdomen-r-JSlongated and narrower than the thorax.

Genital

-28segment of the female conical as long as the last two ab-

dominal segments taken together.
Legs .— A row of short strong bristles on each of the hind

tibial.
Wi figs.— Comparatively long and only moderately broad, in

the male narrower than in the female, especially towards the end;

third and fourth veins arched and nearly parallel beyond the hind
crossvein

Synopsis of opecies
1*

Except a black spot above the neck, the thorax is

unicolorous in both sexes; three lower frontal bristles in the
sub-species perfecta

females

Thorax with spots on the lateral corners of

tellum and usually on the inetanotum; four lower

tils

f rentals

scuin

sub-species longipennis

the females.

Strauiia lo ngipennis longipennis

Trypeta longipennis

Stramia inermis

ffied.,

Auss. Zwei., 11, 483, 1830.

Desv., Wyoda(r$e8,

otrau2ia anuata Desv.,

Tephritis trimaculata
f.

Trypeta cornigera

(v/ied)

'

yodaires,

i.iacq..

3,

.Valker,

718,
719,

{%)

(o) 1830.

Dipt. Exot.,

D,

226,

pi. XXXI.

List Brit, Jus., IV, 1010, 1849.
;.1us.,

Irypeta longipennis Loew. Won. i. A. Dipt.,
239,240,

3,

1843.

Trypeta cornifera Walker, List Brit.

1X1,

1830.

IV,
1,

1011, 1849.
65,

1862;

1873. Vars. typica and longitudinalis

,

placed

-29in genue ptrauesia.

Trypota (Straussta) longipennis Osten back en, West. Dipt.,
345, 1877; occurs in Colorado.

Trypota latruusaia) longiyonnis vintner, 3d Kep. Insects
of R. Y. 1867; oviposits in stalk of sunflower.

Straussia ion^jponnis var. typica Snow, Kans. Univ.
Quart.

H,

160, 1894.

traussia lon^i^enni s Joane, Jour. N. Y.
178,

lint,

8oc. Yll,

1899; note.

Straus ia lon^ipennia Creeson, Trans. Am. Knt, 8oc.,
XAXlll, 99, 1907; pi.

1,

f.

i.

Type.— In Wiedemann's collection.
Yellow: front hollowed, face strongly retreating; wings long and

parrow especially in the male, picture^ with yellowish-brown rivulets.
Scutellum with four bristles.

Posterior basal crossvein right angled;

small crossvein at least two-thirds along the disca.1 cell; third vein

with bristles,

Length t 6.5. mm., $ 8 mm., wing 7

.

Headr-As a rule the front is more deeply holl/s/wed in the male than
in the feruale, and greater than one-third the width of the head; frontal

bristles of each side set on a ridge, the number varying from three to
five.

In the males the two posterior of the lower frontal bristles are

usually strong and truncate.

In the males both pairs of upper frontal

bristles are absent, but in the female one pair of strong bristles is
present.

All bristles and cilia black.

bristle.

Oral margin long and narrow, not projecting, slightly raised.

Cheeks very bvoad with a long

Face pale yellow or whitish; strongly retreating in profile and not

hollowed.

Antennal grooves deep.

_

el

Antennae very short, not reading

half way to the oral margin; third segment rounded,

slightly tapering

-30and sometimes with a sharp anterior corner; second segment with a

distinct spine*

The peculiar sloping face and front come together

anteriorly st the base of the antennae, making a right angle.

Thorax.— Yellowish; the brown markings which may occur vary in
the different sub-species, but all have a black spot bohind each wing.
First pair of dorso-central bristles greater than one-third of the

distance from the transverse suture to the scutellum; the latter is
convex

t.rvd

'.bdomen

bears four black bristles.

.—Yellowish

black hair.

Halteres yellow.

with more or less brown color, and rather long

Macrochaetae prominent.

Genital segment conical, yellow,

usually tipped with black; as long as the last two abdominal seg-

ments taken together.
kegs .— Yellowish,

long and weak bristles.

on the middle and hind femora are scattering
A row of short strong bristles on each of the

hind tibiae.

A series of nine males, one from branford, Conn,, three from
Albany, K. Y., and five from Stockton,

gradations between l*oew's varieties

N. J.,

t ypica

form such perfect

and longitudinall.B., that

I have found it impossible to make a separation.
In the Osten backen Collection two specimens under var. typica

have traces of black spots on the metanotum and in the Loew Collection the
specimen of var. longitudinalis from Conn,, also has the meta-

notum brownish.

In both varieties the metanotum is described by

Loew as being without a black picture, but it proves to be variable.
The black lateral stripes of the no turn are also mentioned as being

absent in both varieties, but the stripes are found to be more or
less distinct in the specimens from New Jersey,

All the members of

this series have a black spot above the neck and also spots on the

-31lateral corners of the scutellum.

The apical pair of bristles

on the scutellum is of about the same size as the basal pair in

the typica forms at one end of this series^ while in the lonei -

tudinalis forms at the other end, the apical pair is not more
than two-tnirds the size of the basal pair.

Again the two bristles

on the mesopleural plate are of about equal size at the corres-

ponding end of the series, but the lower of these two bristles
graiually becomes weaker and is even absent as the other end is
reached.

A male specimen from Sydney, Montana, while not included
in the above series is here mentioned because it has two strong

mesopleural bristles and a wing picture as in pi.

^

</*******

^^^

Usually there are four lower frontal bristles, the two
posterior in the male being thickened and truncate, but considerable variation occurs among these, especially in the specimens
from Hew Jersey,

One has five lower frontals on each side, with three

truncate bristles on one side and two on the other; the most

anterior pair of bristles is very small in comparison.

Another

one of the males has the two posterior of the four lower frontal

bristles thickened and pointed instead of truncate.
The male of a pair in copula from Hennepin Co., 'inn.,
shows another variation from Loew*s variety typica and may be

added to the series as a step towards a more complete wing
A comparison of the female of this pair from Hennepin

picture,

Co, with the female of the pair in c opula from

Hew Jersey near

i

\

the longttudinalis end of this series,

only strengthens the

view that a division cannot be made between Loew's varieties typica
and longitudinal is .
size,

The females have four lower frontals of equal

a black spot above the neck and another on the scutellum.

-32There are truces of lateral stripes on the notum and a dark ring
at the tip of the genital segment in the New Jersey female, while
in the specimen from Hennepin Co., these areas are yellowish.

A

female not in copula bit captured at the same time as the three

Albany males in the scries, is without the lateral stripes, but

with the black ring on the tip of the genital segment.

Hab.— Auburndale,

Brookline, Cambridge, /ramingham, Spring-

f ieldj

and on Mt, Greylock, Mass.; Lranford, Janbury, and winni-

pauk,

Con;..} Kingston,

N. Y.;

R.

I,; Albany,

Stockton, I. J.; Pennsylvania;

Hennepin Co.,

fciinn;

Host plants.-

Ithaca, and Aharon Springs,
Lit.

Anthony Park, and

New Mexico; Colorado; Sidney, Mont.

— Sunflower

S$rauzia longiponnis perfecta (Loew)
T ry^e-ta lonfiip enn is v ar . perfecta Loew, Mon. U» A.
i

Oipt,

HI,

239,

pi. X.

f.

2,

1673; places

it in Strausa ia.

Strausaia longipermis var. perfecta Jnow, Kans, Univ.
Quart., IX, 159, 1894*

Type— nale

and female at Harvard University.

A pair on one pi© from Olasteid Co., Minn, and a female from
Lawrence, Kans.

The two posterior bristles of the low r frontals

in the male are truncate.

frontals.

Both females have only three lower

With the exception of a black spot above the neck in

the male, the thorax, including the scutellum, is unicolorous
in both sexes.

Bristles of the ccutellum about equal in size.

Anterior half of the abdomen brown in the male, unicolorous in
the female except the genital segment which is tipped with a

-33black band.

Two of three bristles on the mesopleura.

Wing picture complete.

K a b.~-Conn.

(Snow)

;

Lawrence, Kans.; Olmstead Co., Winn.

Genug Stenopa Loew.
$»ge.r*»otenopa Loew
*

J\$x

;:at

,

•-

i

on. I, A.

L'ipt.

LXL,

234,

1873.

V r ype ta vul n e rata Loew.

finding a suitable location for Trypeta vulnerata in

any of the genera already established, Loew, created the above
genus having this newly discovered species for its type.

The

distribution of the genus is the same as that of the single
species it contains.

The chief characters separating this from the aiost closely
related genera are found in the structures of the head, scutellum,
and genital segment, and in the venation of the wings:

neral color black; wings broad vdth blackish connecting
crossbands; stigraa short and square; first posterior oell marrowed at the distal end; posterior basal crossvoin obtusely angled;

small crossvein on the middle of the discal cell; third vein

without bristles.

Head .--

fr'ront

Ucutellum with four bristles.

smooth, not tapering and greater than one-third

the width of the head

;

three lower frontal bristles and two upper

frontals; two rows of cilia on the posterior orbit consisting of

small black and larger white brisxies.

j^yes

Cheeks moderately broad and with a bristle.

drawn upward, but not projecting.

long and elliptical.

Oral notrgin slightly

Antennae extending nearly to

the oral margin; third segment with a distinct anterior corner^

spine on the second segment.

a
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Thorax .—Two pairs of dorso-central bristles, the first
located very close to the transverse suture.

Bristles black,

Scutellura very convex with four long bristles,

pile short, erect.

Abdomen r-Cenltal segment flat, broadly truncate, nearly as
long

at)

the last three abdominal segments taken together.

wings .

—The

first longitudinal vein turns sharply to the front

giving the stigiaa a short and square appearance; marginal cell
broad.

Ste iopc vuln orata i-oew

Trypeta vulnorata Loew,

ILon.

N. A.

UT,

Dipt.

1873. 5he

232,

genus otenopa is here established by Loew.

Stenopa vulnerata Johnson, Psyche, XVI, 113, 1909; distribution
Type.

— harvard

University; one female in the Loew Coll.

Blackish; head whitish,

face with a yellowish middle 3tripe,

scutellum with four bristles; wings broad^ with black connecting
cross-bands and a short, square stigma, a broad marginal cell and
a posterior cell attenuated at the distal end; posterior basal

crossvein obtusely angled; small croeevein on the middle of the
e

diseal c^ll; third vein without bristles.

wing

6

>

Length o

5 arn,,

o

6 mm,,

mm.

Head .—

'front

whitish with a conspicuous ochre-yellow or al-

most orange-yellow middle stripe, or f»ont yello

;i a h-brown

with the

orbits pale; the front is greater than one-third the width of the
head and is not tapering.

Three lower frontals and the inner and

outer vertical bristles black; the second pair of upper frontals
and post vertical bristles white; cilia of posterior orbit coniifl^B
of two rows,

one of larger white bristles, and nearer the orbit
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a row of small black ones,
ish-brown.

*;>yeo

Cephalon whitish, upper portion yellow-

long and elliptical; cheeks of moderate breadth,

below the eye there is a brownish spot and a black bristle,

^ral

margin slightly drawn upwards not distinctly projecting.

Face

white with a yellowish middle stripe, slightly hollowed.

Antennae

yellowish nearly reaching the oral margin; third segment rather
long with a distinct anterior corner; second segment with a distinct
black spine.

Arista browiish-black.

Thorax, -"-Black or brownish, the humeral callus yellowish or

whitish and a faint stripe running back to the base of the wing.
Thoracic dorsum and pleurae with very scattered, short, erect

white pile and black bristles.
very close to transverse suture,
ibly swollen
;dpncn.

Trith

—

First pair of dorso-centr&l bristles

3cutellum vary convex, percept-

four long bristles,

Halteres infuscated,

The intermediate abdominal segments have a xore or

less distinct pale coloring on the posterior margin; all segments

with the exception of the posterior one* have some scattered whitish
pile towards the posterior Virgin and blackish pile on tha lateral

margins; macrochaetae with prominent black bristles.

Genital segment

flat, rather broadly truncate, hardly as long as the last three

abdominal segments taken together, blackish-brown or black with
black pile.
Lefts.—'Fore-legs including the fore-coxae clay yellow; on the

posterior legs the coxae and the femora arc brownish black, or
dark brown, the trochanter, the tipsof the femora, and the entire

tibiae and tarsi are clay yellow; the under side of the front femur

bears a row of black bristles.
JinKS .— Larse. rather broad, with convex anterior and posterior

margins; the first longitudinal vein turns, not very

far beyond

-26the end of the auxiliary vein, sharply towards the margin of

the wing,

which causes the stigma to assume a strikingly short

and square shape; the second longixudinal vein is rather distant

m ving and has a rather straight

from the anterior margin

course, so that the marginal cell, although

attenuated towards its end;

t>»e

rather broad, is

third longitudinal vein is turned

backwards towards its ond, so that the first posterior coll is
somewhat attenuated
wing picture .

e/t

—

the end,

Somewhat the appearance of rivulets,

of conspicuous and r

consisting

well defined brownish-black crossbands,

p

which leave two hyaline indenxations on the anterior and three or
four on the posterior margin; -these hyaline spots have
light, a whitish reflection,

,

in a certain

ihe first of these spots on the ante

terior margin is a rectangular triangle, the hypothen^se of which
begins on the costa a little before the and of the first longitudinal

vein and rune

a."

far as the anterior end of the small crossvein;

the second hyaline

p*t

a

separated from the first bv an almost per-

pendicular dark band, runs from the costa posteriorly as
middle of the discal cell.

ftir

as the

On the ,.osterior margin a hyaline spot

begins at the end of the last longitudinal vein and rcuch^A, as fur
A

Xunr

as the

f(flgulth

vein; spots begin at the margin of the second posterior

cell; both are pointed anteriorly,
the fourth

3
the second ffpot roaches only to

vein, while the t&i-fd reaches to the third vein.

Besides these hyaline spots, there is at the bast & sm*ll hyaline space;
in the anal angle of the wing, near the margin, there is a diluted
dot,

which in some cases is hyaline.

The last of the dark bands is

separated from the costa as far ao the third vein by a narrow Opaline
border; the small crossvein has a similar,

very narrow, hyaline border.

A peculiar mark of this species is, that the spot at whieh the second

-37and third longitudinal veins diverge, forms a knot-shaped, bloodred swelling,

like a drop of coagulated blood;

the first longi-

tudinal vein, near its base, likewise shows a more or less distinct blood-red coloring,

Hab.—Cohasset,

Mass.; So. Kent, Conn.; Woodstock, Vt.; Kt,

Taxoway, H. Car.; Cranberry, K. Car.; eastern Tennessee and Georgia
(C.

I.

Johnson)

Genua Ac idia Robineaft-Cesvcidy
Ajgidia Desvoidy,

Lyodaftijes,

720,

1830.

Acidia Loew, iiurop. Bohrfliegen, 34, 1862.
Acidia Schiner, /auna Austriaca

H,

114, 1864.

Type- -Trypeta cognaia Wiedemann.

Loew*s statement,

that the close relationship of Acidia fratria to
o

c

Acidia herdfrlei

,l..in.

)"is a sufficient proff that this species

(Acidia fr atria ) is a true, typical Acidia »" along with the generic

characters as zivan by bchinor, has

beer,

the uasia upon which the

following characters are proposed after an examination of the type
of Acidia fratria Loew.

Yellowish species; wings with the rivulet pattern.

Posterior

basal cross vein right angled; small cross vein a little beyond the

middle of the discai ceil; third vein with bristles.

::>cut

ilium

with four bristles; Hind tibia without bristles.

Head

.—

Front smooth of nearly uniform width and loss than one-

third us wide as the head.
head, black.

Ihree lower frontals; all bristles of the

Cheeks moderately broad, with a bristle.

not projecting, but slightly raised.

Oral margin

Antennae" reaching but little

beyond the middle of the face; second segment with a spine.
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Thorax.—Two pairs of dorso-central bristles, the first pair
located at one-third of the distance from the transverse suture to
the scutellum.

The latter convex and with four bristles.

Abdomen .— Genital segment of the female short, barely equal
to the last abdominal segment

Legs .— Fore femora with strong bristles; hind tibiae with none.

Loew (Europ. Bohrfliegen) states in addition that the band
immediately before that one which seams the tip of the wing runs
through the second posterior cell to the margin of the wing.

Habits: Leaf miners in the larva state, working in the leaves
Heracleum. Ligusticura. Archangelic^u

of Rmne*»

Celery^ and

x

arsnip^

(Coquillett).

Acidia fratria Loew
Described from the type.

Trypeta fratria Loew,

*

on. N. A. Dipt. 1,

1862; 111, 234 pi X,

f. 4,

"

67,

pi. 11,

f. 4,

typical Acidia ." 1873.

'iVypeta liogaster Thomson, iSugenies Resa,

578,

Trypeta fratria Coouillett. Ins. Life, Vll, 383,

1868.
f. 41,

1895;

life history.

Acidia fratria Doane, Jour. N. Y.

lint.

ooc. Vll, 178,

1899;

notes and syn.

Type —Harvard University.
.

One female, Loew Coll. "United States.'

Common name —Parsnip Leaf-feliner.
.

Yellowish; wings with brownish-yellow rivulets, including a

hyaline 3pot in the distal part of the discal cell.
four bristles.

Scutellum with

Posterior basal croesvein right angled; small

crossvein a little beyond the tnlddle of the discal cell; third vein
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Length *

with bristles.

6 ran.,

vring 6 am.

Head.— Front yellowish-brown,

of nearly uniform width and less

than one-third as wide as the head.

Three lower

of upper frontals, the vertical bristles
orbit, black.

Cephalon yellowish.

black bristle,

,

f rentals,

bpth pairs

and cilia of the posterior

Cheeks moderately broad with a

^ral margin not projecting, but slightly raised.

Face whitish, not especially hollowed, with deep antennal grooves.

Antennae yellow, reaching but little more than half way to the oral
margin; third segment with a distinct^ but not sharp anterior corner;
second segment with a black spine.

Arista with a black bristle and

yellow base.
Thorax .— Yellowish-brown with a clay-yellow stripe running
from the humeral callus to the base of the wing.

On the notum there

is also a faintly marked double yellowish stripe running backwards

from the neck.

First pair of dor so-central bristles one-third of the

distance from the transverse suture to the ecutellum; the latter
convex, clay-yellowish,

and bearing two brighter yellow spots on the

upper side near the base, and also four bristles of nearly equal size.
i.etanotura with a tfark spot on each side as in

so.

the type, but not always

Halteres yellow.

Abdomen .— Yellowish-brown; short hair black; macrochaetae
and prominent.

blafck

Genital segment yellow, short, barely equal to the

length of the last abdoraenal segment.
^egs .—Yellow with strong black bristles on the fore femora.

None on the hind tibia.
Wings .

—The

picture is yellowish-brown, and of the rivulet pattern.

The part of it adjacent to the base of the wings reaches from the costal

border as far as the dark- brownish stigma, having, however, between

-40the transverse humeral vein and the tip of the auxiliary vein a

rather large and almost hyaline space; it includes between the
third and fourth longitudinal veins an oval transparent spot

near the base of the discai cell; it covers the v/holc of the two

posterior basal cells and fills up fh^ two thirds of the discai
running then in a darker color behind the fifth longi-

ceil,

tudinal vein as far as the tip of this vein,

from whence forming

a band, it rises upon the hind crossvein

is connected v/ith ths

arid

remaining picture in the neighborhood of the small crossvein.
7rom the latter place a band runs obliquely to the costal border,

where

it sesuis the tip of the wing as far as the tip cf the fourth

vein; on the third vein it emits a parallel ttrar^h running to the

posterior border in the seconu posterior cell.

rtab

.—at.

Greyiock, Mass.; Darien, Gomi,; .ronton and

Riverton, N. J.; California

I'i'homs);

Visoouri (Coq.,;

-ashington

(Ooane).

Hos t p l ant e.— Parsnip,

Life History .—But little known.

Froia

numerous mines, taken in Missouri June 11,

parsnip leaves showing
1891, adult flies emerged

June 23, and proved to be of this species.

Genus Epochra Loew^

Kpochra L oew, Hon,
Type.

—Trypeta

N-.

canadensie

A. Dipt.

.

UX,

238,

1873.

I*oew.

Pvesembles the genus Acidia in the structure of the head,

but

differs in the somewhat modified picture of the wings, structure
of the genital segment,

and peculiar course of the fourth vein.
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yellowish species

;

Posterior

wings hyaline with crossbands.

basal cross vein right angled; fourth vein distinctly curved downward before the small crossvein; the latter slightly beyond the

middle of the diocal cell; third vein with bristloo.

—

as wide it

black.

«'ront of

th.3

with

Hind tibia with a row of short bristles*

four bristles.

Head

.'>cutellura

head.

uniform width and a little no re than one-rthird
Tftree lower frontals;

all bristles of the head

Oral margin project-

Cheeks moderately broad with a bristle.

Antennae reaching nearly to the oral margin;

ing and arcuate.

second joint *dth a distinct spine.

Thorax.— Xvt pairs

of dorso-central bristles,

the first or

anterior pair being plnced half way between the transverse suture

The litter convex

and the scutellum.

bearing four briotles.

abdome n . —Genital segment of the female broad, flat, nearly
the last three abdominal segments token together,

as ieng as
^fcgj
e»ach.

wilt)

.—Fere
|

femora witn rathej wtak bristles; hind tibiae,

rev of short bristlee.

JSpochra canadensis

T

.

.oew

Trypeta canadensis

i-oeur,

Ganuc Kpocnra

Hon.

c reated

*".

A.

235,

1873.

for the species.

rvpeta canadensis Gillette, Bull.
1892,

Dipt. TTT,

19,

Colo. Exp. Sta,

Larva attacks gooseberries,

ochra canadensis aarvey, liaine top.

'ita

.

Rep,, 111*124, 1895

Irypeta canadensis Baker, £nt. News, VI. 174, 1E95J note from
Ft.

Collins,

:^pochra canadensis

r

Colo.
Iarvey,

Bull, 35,

i:

aine

lixp.

uta. 1897,

Life history, remedies; infests currants and

-42go o 8 be rr left.
dfrcJL* canadensis Fletcher, Trans. K. Soc. Canada,

ser.,

2d

Y. 223.

Kpoohra canadensis Doane, Jour. N. Y, *nt. Soc. Vll,
176,

1899. Infests currants and gooseberries

in Washington,

Kpochra canadensis Piper and Ooane, Bull. 36, Wash.
Sta. 1898,

Type.

—Harvard

Common

x.

Life history, remedies.
One female, Loew Coll,

University.

names—Gooseberry fruit-fly, currant

yellow currant fly,

fly,

Yellowish; wings hyaline with four brownish bends, the second and
fourth connected anteriorly, the third short and covering the hind crossvein,

ocutellum with four bristles.

Posterior basal cross vein right

angled; fourth vein distinctly curved downward before the small cross
vein, which is placed slightly beyond the middle of the diseal cell;

third

vein with bristles.

Head .

— Front

Length

f

o 5 mm.,

°

6 mm.,

wing

6

yellow, of uniform width and more than one-third

as wide as the head; three lower frontals; bristles black; cilia of

posterior orbit black,
ish.

A black spot on the ocelli; cephalon yellow-

Cheeks moderately broad with a black bristle,

margin projecting and arcuate.
deep.

oral opening

large;

Face whitish, hollowed, antennal grooves

Antennae yellow, reaching nearly to the oral margin; third seg-

ment with rounded anterior corner; second segment with a distinct spine.

Arista with black bristle and a brown base*
Thorax ^—Thoracic dorsum with a very thin, whitish bloom, only the
double middle stripe and the narrow lateral stripes not poalinose, rather
shining and somewhat darker than their surroundings.

The posterior end

of the no turn and the scut ell um likewise without pollen,

shining, very

-43pale yellow; a not very broad yellowish stripe runs from the

humeral corner to the base of the wings.

First pair of dorso-

centrals placed half way between the transverse suture and the

scutellum.

The latter convex with four bristles of about equal

site; all bristles as well as the short pile of the notum black.
Metanotura distinctly infuscated on its superior margin and its

middle line.

Halter es white.

AM o aen .—Shining,

with short black pile; the third and

fourth segments have^ -euch at -its base?, a chestnut crossband, in-

terrupted upon its middle, while upon the second, segment only a
lateral beginning of such a stripe is indicated by a chestnut

The broad genital segment is flat, almost as long

brown spot.

as the last three abdominal segments taken together, very broadly truncate and infuscated at the end.

Macrochaetae black and

prominent,
i«egs

.—Yellow:

the front femora sparsely beset with

bristles upon the upper and under side; the mdddle femora entirely without bristles; upon the hind femora, likewise, there
are only a few bristle-like hairs; hind tibia with

a row of

short bristles.
Wings

.

— Usual

shape, hyaline, with a pale brown picture;

it consists (1) of an oblique half crossband running from the

humeral crossvein to the base of the second basal cell; (2) of
a crossband parallel to the first, abbreviated behind, which begins at the stigma, near the anterior margin and runs across the

base of the submarginal cell, as well as across the basal crossveins, and thus reaches the sixth longitudinal vein; (3) of a

rivulet which begins above the posterior crossvein, near the third

longitudinal vein, runs from it across the posterior crossvein

-44as far as the posterior margin, is continued along this margin

ineide of the third po8terior cell, but before reaching the
sixth longitudinal vein, is suddenly turned upwards, running

parallel to the band which begins at the stigma, crossing the
small crosovein, and thus reaches the anterior margin, where,

gradually expanding, it forms a border ending a little beyond
the tip of the fourth crossvein.

The two cross bands, as well

as the rivulet, are of moderate breadth only; the latter has,

in the described specimen, the following faded spots, which,
in more fully colored specimens,

or altogether absent;

(1)

are probably lees apparent

a rounded spot in the marginal cell,

above the origin of the rivulet; (2) upon the longitudinal axle
of the submarginal cell

em.. indentation

in the inner margin of

the section bordering the apex of the wing; (3) upon the longi-

tudinal axis of the first posterior cell an interruption of

the rivulet at its origin and an indentation in the inner margin of the portion bordering the apex of the wing; (4) upon the

longitudinal axis of the discal cell a narrow interruption of the
section, running again toward the anterior margin; (5) the spot

upon the posterior margin connects the first, descending portion,

with the second, which rises again upwards.
voting

The third and fourth

are parallel towards their end, both very gently curved

backwards; the section of the fourth vein preceding the discal
cell is gently, but rather distinctly arcuated backwards.

Hab .— Canada and all the northern states from the
Atlantic to the Pacific.
s

Hort plant

.—Currant,

gooseberry.

•

Life History .

—

The flies emerge the last of Way or early

in June and live about a month.

begins to lay her eggs.

Soon after emergence the female

Her total is at least two hundred^ and

usually only one egg is laid in a currant, the fly selecting the
larger currants.

The egg is laid at one side of the puncture made

by the ovipositor and so close to the skin of the currant that it

can be plainly seen.

The egg soon hatches into a white footless

maggot with thirteen segments to the body, the head armed with a
pair of black parallel retractile hooks, used as

rasping organs.

The larva matures in about three weeks, when it is one-fourth to

one-third of an inch long.

The fruit turns red and drops pre-

e

M

maturely and the maggots when

fruit,

grown leave the fallen or hanging

enter the ground, and change to the pupa state from which

the fly emerges the following Lay or June.

Genus

Sjailograph a

Loew,

Spilographa Loew Europ. Bohrfliegen, 39, 1862.

Zonosema Loew, Europ. Bohrfliegen, 1862,

Spilographa Schiner, Fauna Austriaca
1864,

H,

118,

Includes ftha^olatis and Zonosema

Spilographa Loew, Don. N, A. Dipt.

HI,

.

245, 1873,

Includes Zonosema .
Type.

—Trypeta

harnifera Loew.

In establishing his new genera of the European Trypetiae,

Loew makes a separation of Spilographa and Zonosema .

tfhen Schiner,*

Jibjoeaiopm appeared, Rhagoletls was also included, but it seems
advisable to keep this genus separate.

Loew recommends in the

third part of his monograph on North American Diptera that Zonosema

-46be united with Spilographa "owing to the intermediate forms

which occur."

Yellow, more or lees shining species; wings large

marked with straight brown bands; posterior basal cross vein
right angled; crossveins not approximate; third vein bristly,

Scutellum with

four bristles.

Hind tibia with a row of

short strong bristles.

Head .—'Three or four lower frontals; both pairs of

upper frontals and oilia of posterior orbit black.
margin not projecting.
retreating.

Oral

Face descending straight or slightly

Second joint of antennae with spine.

Thorax

.— Two

pairs of dorso-central bristles, the

first pair at least half way between the transverse suture
and the

:.

cute Hum.

Abdomen .—!4acrochaotae black and prominent.

Genital

segment short and conical less than the last two abdominal

segments in length.
Legs

.—'Fore

femora with large black bristles

;

hind tibia

with a row of short strong bristles.

Synopsis of Species
S*oond and third bands connected on the hind naqggin
and forming a complete V; four lower frontals

electa Say.

Second band does not reach the hind margin and is

not connected with the third band; three lower frontals

flavonotata Uacq

.

-47-

Spilographa flavonotata (^acquart)
Tcphritis flavonotata Llacquart, Dipt.
pi Vll,

125,

f.

Suppl Y.,

L'xot.

1855.

9,

Vrypeta flavonotata Loew, Mon. N. A, Dipt. TTI, 244,
1873« places it in Spilographa .

Trypeta (Zonoeeioa) basiolua Osten oacken, West. Dipt.,
1877.

348,

Opilogra^tea oetooa rte&M, Jour. N. Y, ^nt. Soc, Vll,
1899,

261,

Syn. of baaiolum and satosa.

Spilograuha aetosa Doane, Jour. N. Y. Ent. Soc. Vlll,
47,

1900. Differs from flavonotata.

Type— Tephritis flavonotata

fciacq.

Yellowish with four yellowish or greenish stripes on the
no turn; wings hyaline with four

brown bands, the basal

one

faintly marked, and a costal spot between the two median bands.

Scutellum with four bristles.

Posterior basal crossvein right

angled; small crossvein a little before the middle of the discal
cell; third vein *dth bristles and only gently curved,
6

6 mm.

i

L ength

$ 7 mm., wigf 6 mm.

lead

.— Front

yellowish, not tapering, and less than one-third

the width of the head.

Three

lower frontals, upper

f rentals!

the inner and outer vertical bristles, and the cilia of the pos-

terior orbit black.
yellowish.

Post vertical bristles white.

Cheeks moderately broad, with a light colored bristle*

^ral margin not distinctly projecting,
anteriorly.

Cephalon

Face yellowish, hallowing,

but slightly raised
with

deep antennal grooves.

-48Antennae yellow, reading two-thirds to oral margin; third
segment tapering to a sharp anterior corner; second segment

with a small spine.

Arista with black bristle and yellowish

base.

Thorax .—Yellowish with faint traces of four yellowish stripes on the notkum.

^etanotum with two black spots, larg-

First pair of dorso-central bristles about half

er in the female.

scutellum*

way from the transverse suture to tho

convex and bearing four bristles of equal size.
spot behind each wing,

often hidden.

Abdomen. —Yellowish-brown
of the same color and prominent.
stout, and conical,

;

The latter

A small black

Hal teres yellow.

ehort hair brown, macrochaetae

Genital segment brownish, short,

a little longer than the la.st abdominal seg-

ment.
**egs

.—Yellow:

bristles

b|§Qjck.

A row of short, strong

bristles on the hind tibiae
WinfiS

.

—

k short,

oblique, brownish stripe running

from

the humeral arossvein to the fourth vein on the anterior side of
the second basal cell; anal cell clouded, darker at its apex;
a brown crossband runs from the anterior margin,

nail

covers the

crossvein, and stops short in the rndddle of the third

posterior cell without ro.ching the hind margin; the anterior
end of this cross band is very dark brown^fdistal end of the

marginal cell, which it fills out, except its extreme tip,
covers the hind crossvein and ends in the posterior margin of the
wing; between these two principal crossbands, there is a short

oblique brown

spot on the costal

margin bisecting the marginal

cell and extending as a pale shadow acroaw the submarginal ; along

-49the apex of the wing, there is a brown border, which begins
at the anterior end of the preceeding crossband and enda a

little beyond the fourth vein,

Hab .—Cambridge, and Cohasset, k ass.

Glassboro, ?. J.;

;

in the Loew Collection, one from Yukon R., Alaska; Osten Sacken

Collection, two from Brookline, tease,; Waoh., Ida,, Lich., 5. D.,
Minn.,

(Ooane).

Having examined Spilographa flavonotata Loew and Osten
Sack en's Trypota (Zonosema) baaiolum in the Loew and Osten

Sacken Collections at the Museum of Comparative Zoology, the only

difference is that Loew's Yukon River specimen has four faintly

marked yellowish stripes on the notum.

This difference is alsd

all that separates 3. flavonotata Loew from Spilographa setosa
Doane, and although the difference in geographical location is

great, 1 am inclined to agree with Coquillett in regard to the

synonomy of these forms.

I have not,

however, examined the type

of S pilographa setosa Doane.

Spilographa electa (Say)
'i'rypeta

electa Say, Jour. Acad. Sci.

:

nil. VI, 185$

1830; Compl. Works, IX, 369.

Trypeta electa Loew, Hon. N. A. Dipt.
f.

7,

1862;

m,

244,

1,

71,

pi. II.

pi. X. f. 7, 1873. Belongs

in Spilographa .

Spilographa electa #illiston,Xans
3Q7«

.

Univ. t^uart., /111.

Bred from berries of Solanum carol inens e.

Spilographa electa Snow, Kans. Univ. yuart.
1894, Notes.

H,

161,

-50-

Type—Lost

tfth

Jay's Collection

The original description by Thomas Say* rearranged
follows

:

Headr-pale yellowish.
Thorax .-*'ifrbney yellow; lineate with bright yellow;
a line before the wings bright yellow,

another over the wings

confluent behind with the bright yellow scutal and another on
the middle abbreviated before; poisers pale yellow; pleura with
a yellow line each side.

Abdomen .—-pale yellow, ultimate segment with a black

dot each side.
Wings .

—hyaline,

a brown V on the middle, the posterior

limb extending along the costal margin to the tip or a little below; a brown point on the costal margin within the V; near the

base a brown band parallel to the basal limb of the V.

^

Length

inch,

Hab.—'Indiana
The above description is applicable to the female from

Florida in the Loew Collection and to the male from Knoxville,
Tennessee, in the Qsten Sack en Collection.

The following des-

cription is based upon these specimens*

Head .— Yellow; front about one-third the width of the
head.

Four lower frontals,

vertical bristles,

both pairs of upper frontal s, the

and cilia of the posterior orbit black.

margin not distinttly projecting.
deep antennal grooves,

Oral

Face slightly receeding, with

^itennae yellow reaching beyond the middle

-51of the face; second segment with spine.

Thorax ,—-On the no turn there is a yellowish-green
stripe running from the humerus to the base of the wing, and

a

pf-oo-pri

above the base of the wing running from the suture

to the posterior border of the thorax; scutellum of the same

color andyonother stripe, alsoqaf the

spot on each anterior

s wi i e

ftsjksr

comeHruns from the middle

wieh a blink
of the pos-

terior border, anteriorly to beyond the middle of the no

turn,

where it ends in a point; the stripe lying above the base ef
the wing is interiorly edged with black,

Bristles black

;

short hair yellowish.

stripe on the middle.

changing to

brownish.

Pleurae with a yellowish

First pair of dorso-central bristles more

than half way from the transverse suture to the scutellum, the

latter with four bristles.
Abdomen . --Yellow with short black hair; the last
segment has a black dot on each side near the base.

Genital

segment short, yellow, conical, about as long as the last

abdominal segment, and covered with black hair,

V'acrochaitae

black and prominent*
Legs

.— Yellow:

bristloablack.

Hind tibia with a row

of short strong bfistles,

Wings .— Hyaline with four brown crossbands and a costal
spot between the two median bands.

The first of these bands runs

from the humeral vein diagonally to the sixth vein a little beyong the tip of the anal cell; the anal cell and second basal
cell sub-hyaline.

The second band, beginning at the short stigma,

covers the small crossvein and crosses the discal cell to the

posterior margin of the wing, where it is connected

**ith

the third

band, which in turn passes forward over the hind crossvein to

-52the anterior margin

forming a V.

juafet

before the tip of the second vein, thug

The fourth band is perfectly connected with the

anterior end of the third and seams the margin of the wing to a
little beyond the tip of the fourth vein.

Between the second and

third bands there is a costal spot extending to the third vein.
The posterior basal crossvein is right angled; the small cswssvexn
is a little beyond the middle of the discal cell; third vein with

bristles.

I

lab.— Florida. Indiana (Say), ?1iesouri (Williston),

Doyglas Co., Kans. Conn., and Georgia (Snow), Knoxville, Tenn.

Genus Trypeta keigen. i8e3-.

Irypeta iieigen, Illiger's Mag. 11, 277, 1803,
Trypeta teeigen. Syst. Beschr. V. 210, 1826.

Trypeta Loew, Sur. Bohrfi., 51, 1862, Defined in
restricted sense.
Irypeta Schiner, ?auna Austr,,

U,

125,

1864.

Trypeta Loew,Mon. N. A. Dipt. HI, 253, 1873, Notes.

Type—-In the restricted sense "^ Trypeta palpos a Loewy
Iieigen* s type is Trypeta artirnisiaeP.

Yellowish or yellowish-gray with black spots on the
abdomen and with banded or spotted wings.

Scutellura four bristles.

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely angled; small crossvein about
two-thirds along the discal cell; third vein without

bristles.

Head .— Front about one-third the width of the head;

three lower frontal bristles; post vertical bristles and cilia of

posterior orbit pale or white.

Oheeks moderately broad with a dark

-53Face hollowed.

Oral margin raised or arcuate.

bristle.

Antennae nearly reaching oral margin; second 4«**t with a
small spine.

Thorax .—-Two pair of dorso-central bristles, the first
pair placed at least one-third of the distance from the trans-

The latter with four bristles.

verse suture to the scutellum.

Abdomen . —With four rows of black spot3.
black and prominent.

Kacrochaetae

Genital segment flat, broad, and equal

in length to the last three abdominal segments.

Last segment

of the male rather long.

Legs .—A row of 3hort bristles on the hind tibia.

Synopsis of Spe cies
Yellowish; wings banded; fifth vein covered with a
.palposa Loew

stripe,

"U,

rufica^da Fabr,

Yellowish-gray; wings spotted,

Trypeta palposa Loew
Trypeta palposa
1862;

m,

Loe#r,

253,

&on.

pi. X.

Trypeta (sensu strict^

)

f.

*!,

A. Dipt. 1,

9,

74,

1373.

sp. Osten Sack en,

West. Oipt., 345, 1877, Note.

Trypeta palposa Snow, Kans. Univ. Quart, , II,
162,

1894.,

Note.
XBT,

Trypeta palposa Johnson, Psyche, 113, 1909, Kote.

Type—Harvard

University, male in Loew Coll. from N.

//is con s in.

Yellow with four rows of black spots on the abdomen.

-54*ings with brownish crosabands and a stripe on the fifth vein,

Scutellum with four bristles.

Posterior basal crosavein ob-

tusely angled; small crosavein nearly two-thirds along the dis6 ram.

wing

7 nm.

6 mm.

Head .— Front yellowish, orbits pale; upper portion green-

ish yellow, slightly tapering, one-third as wide as the head.

Three lower frontals, both pairs of upper frontals, the inrer and
outer vertical bristles, brownish-black

;

the post vertical bristles

and cilia of the posterior orbit pale.

Cephalon yellow, choeks

moderately broad with a black bristle.

Oral margin slightly

projecting and raised anteriorly.

Face white, hollowed, with deep

Antennae yellowr reaching nearly to the oral

antennal grooves.

margin; third segment rounded; second segment with a small spine.

Arista with a black bristle and bvewn base.

Thorax .—-A black 3pot on the anterior side above the neck.

Metanotum black; lower portion of stemopleura and a large part of
the no turn blackish,

A rectangular yellow area on the posterior

portion of the notum contains two black spots in which the second
pair of dorso-central bristles are set.
on small black dots also,

The first pair are placed

just within the black portion and one—third

from the transverse suture to the scutellum,

Bristles black,

Short hair yellowish.

A pale yellow stripe runs from the shoulder to the

base of the wing and above and below it are stripes of a darker shade.

A black spot above the hind coxa,

Scutellum with four bristles.

Abdomen. --Yellow with two black spots on the middle of the
base of the second segment, four black spots on each of the following
segments, with a black spot in each posterior corner of the fifth

-55•egment of ihe male in addition.
ish on the first segnunto,
broad,

•eg-uent yellov?,

black on the remaining ones.

flat,

Le^.—Yellow,
.

hair rather coarse, yellowGenital

nearly equal in length to the last three

liacrochaetae black and prominent.

abdominal segments.

*in^8

^>hort

bristles black,

— Hyaline

*ith brownish bands.

The picture extends

on the costal border frora the base to the tip of the first longi-

tudinal vein, and on the first portion of this extent reaches as far
as the fourth vein, and on the second half as far as the third only.
Krora

the tip of the first vein a band runs over the small srossveinj
e

a second band runs from the ap/x of the marginal cell over

the*

hind

crossvein; these two bunds become more obsolete towards the posterior
margin, the first is always and the second may be connected with a

stripe covering the fifth vein,

A third band which seams the apex

of the wing is connected anteriorly with the second band and runs

to a little beyond the tip of the fourth

vein.

Ano cell is brown-

ish,

Hab .

—

N, Wisconsin (Loew Coll.)

;

Colo. Spring* and

Platte River (Osten backen ($11.): Kansas (W. A. Snow); Pennobscot
Co., He.; Hyannis Port,

Button

*.'ood8,

R.

1.

;

Woods Hole, Nantucket, and lOdgartown, i*ass.;

Intervale, I, B.J Avalon,

and Angle3ea, M, J.

Food Plant , —Common on thistle, Cnicus ^uaiilus (C.

W.

Johnson)

Trypeta ruficauda (Fabr.)
iiusca ruficauda Fabr.,

int. oyst., IV,

353,

1794.

Pacus ruficaudt' Fabr v ^yst. A&£1., 276, 1605.

Trypota florescentiai

!*>eifcen,

Syst. Leschr., V. 321 J

<

J

* 2-^'

-56^rypeta floreecfntiue' Loew, Germar's Zeitschr.jV, 338,
pi. 1 f, 15,
r

irypeta florescontiae Loew, Kurop. Bohrfl., 59,

U,

pi.

f.

2.

1862.

Trypeta ruficauda Jchiner, Fauna Auetr.,
132,
Trypot??.

U,

(Schiner*s footnote is repeated below).

1864,

floreecentiaa Loew, Mon. N. A, Dipt. i

254,

HI.

1873.
ML

.

rypeta ru f icaltda Johnson, Psyche, XVI, 113, 19C-.

Type «— Ln^X^rv^

u*Jt*VTWvv. to

Yellowish; notun gray,
abdomen; wings hyaline with

flX*

u/vvtl*,

.

four rows of black spots on the

two fuscous spots on the costa,

the apex and one on the hind cross vein,

one in

bcutellum with four bristles.

Posterior basal crcssvein obtusely angled or curved, small crossvein
two-thirds along the descai cell; third vein without bristles, Length
1

I 4 mm.,

°

5 ram.,

wing 4 mm.

Head.— Front yellowish

of nearly uniform wiaih and greater

than one-third the width of the head.

Three lower frontals,

ooth

pairs of upper frontals, and the inner and outer vertical bristles
black; the pest-vertical bristles and cilia of the posterior orbit

white.

Cephalon yellowish.

Cheeks moderately broad with sbart

black and white hair and a black bristle.

Ural opening large, the

margin slightly projecting and distinctly arcuate.

Pace yellowish,

hollowed, hidden by the yellow antennae which reach nearly to the
oral margin; third segment of antennae with a distinct lower anterior
corner; second segment with a weak spine.

yellowish base.

Arista with black tip and

-57T h o rax . —No turn gray, pleurae with longitudinal yellow and brown

gripes*

A pale yellow stripe beginning with the humeral callosity *a&4

$

running back to the base of the wing.

Above and below this are brown

stripes; below the brown stripe on the pleurae is another pale yellow

stripe and on the lower portion of the sternopleura it is grayish-black.

Behind and a little inside the brown stripes on the lateral margins of
the notura are yellowish stripes which proceed posteriorly and become

confluent with the yellow scutellum.

The scutellum has a black spot on

each of the lower anterior angles,

flat and bears four bristles of

is

nearly equal size.

First pair of dorso-central bristles oloce tc the

transverse suture.

Sletanotum grayish-black.

aba Omen .— Yellow with

Halierea yellow.

black and white short hairs; four rows

of black spots on the last four segments of the nale, the spots of the
two median rows do not cross the segments while the spots of the outside

lateral rows do, and on the last segment they extend into the posterior
corners.

Macrochaetae blacV and prominent.

Genital segment flat, brownish,

with two black spots at the base, nearly as long as the last three abdominal sogmento.

Legs . —Reddish-yellow with weak black bristles; a row of
short bristles on hind tibia.
"in^s .— Hyaline with rather large brown spots; on the costal

margin three such spots, one filling the stigma and reaching to the
third vein, a second before the apex of the marginal cell just above
the hind corssvein and extending into the first posterior cell, and the

third on the apex of the wing filling the apex of the first posterior
eoll and partially filling that of the subiaarginal cell, but does not

extend below the fourth vein; the hind croscvein is covered by a similar
spot; the apox of the marginal cell is usually entirely hyaline or only

-58Jouietitues and

the very tip is borwn.

especially in the female the large

aide Id spot of the costa is blended into an imperfect band with the

spot

browning in and above

situated on the hind croQsvcin; there is also

the base of the first basal cell over the anterior basal crossvein.

Other specimens may show the brown spots more intensive and the

middle costal spot reaching with its lower point down to the hind crossvein uniting with the lower spot, but never forming a complete band; the
aaall crossvein is browned and the darkening in the first basal cell
exists; in the variet y
fa»

it

tlifc

stigma is usually honey yellow.

jthe hyaline spaces are of

For b o th

different densities or shades of white,

Hab.-Hfennobscot Co., Orr's Island, Ashland Jet., and Capens,
Maine;

kit.

Grey lock, Mass., Bolton and Oswego, K. Y.

(

C. W.

Johnson};

Canada.

Larvae inhabits, the flower-heads of different species of
•traiuzu in Europe, (Loew)

In the tenth edition of Linne 1,

601,

the wing of Lusca

florescentiae is described as having two narrow dark lines at the
r*pex,

which does not apply to any of Loew's specimens of Trypeta florescentiae

On the oxher hand the description of fcusca ruficauda Fabr. Knt. 3yet #>
IV,

353,

is not contradictory to Loew's specimens.

maxiam is a good one;

I

think 5chinar*s

'that a Linnean name is valid if the accepted

interpretation of the description is not contradictory,"

Therefore

Trypeta florescentiae of Loew should be called Trypeta ruficauda Fabr,

Genus OEdaep is Loew.

usaaspis Loew, Burop. Bohrfliesen, 46, 1862.
QRdaspjs Schiner, Fauna Austriaca, 11, 122, 1864.
Oadaspis Loew, ^on.

'I.

A. Dipt., Ill,

260,

1873.

]

-59Type-^Trypeta multifasciata Loew,

ttchiner separated Loew'a genus of 1662 into two parts OKdaspi s

and g re Ili a Desv.

Loew admits the justice of the separation in hie intro-

duction to the Trypetina. Monograph*

\t

Dipt., XXX,

Shining black or yellowish ;oiddle sized species with banded
win^s.

Thorax with three pairsrof dorso-central bristles on the notum;

•cutellum very convex with four bristles.

The transverse veins very

approximate.

Head .—Usually only with one pair of upper frontal bristles

(exception 0£. penelope ); post vertical bristles and cilia of posterior
orbit lighter colored than the othir head bristles.

Cheeks moderately

broad.

Thorax .

—Three

painffof dorso-central bristles.

very convex and polished, with four

bristles.

Scutellum

Short stubble - like

hair or pile.
Abd omen . —Genital segment usually long,
abdorainul segment* (exception

Uii*

equal to about three

p enelo pe,).

Wines .--Having three cross bands and a spot at the base.
Posterior basal crossvein obtusely angled,

synopsis of opecies
ur

1.

Thetthree crossbande of the wing connocted anter^rly; front
v/ith two ptiirs of

upper frontal bristles; genital segment

short, equal to ono abdominal segment.

....

penelope

The third band not connected with either of the other
two bands; only one pair of upper frontals; genital segment
long,

equal to three abdominnl segments,

.

.

,

.

.

•

2

-60The dark banda of the wings with pals gray

2,

The

borders

polita

bands of the winc;s without pale gray borders

dart:

atra

O^daspio atra Loew

Trypeta atra Loew, Cent.
pi.

XI,

f.

17,

H,

74,

1862; Uon. r. A. Dipt,

256,

1873. Places it in uTidaspie.

T ryp eta polit a Osten Jacken, Trans. Aaer. Knt. Soc.
1869,

Ed,

Description of

H,

301,

:;alls.

Oidaspis atra J'atton, Can. Knt., XXIX, 247, 1897, dails do not
differ.

QKdaepis atra Van der
*1,
Ty^pe

.

f.

29,

1898;

ft*

Eiologia, Dipt, II, 408, pi.

iVulp,

lionora,

ilex.

ffc^

-—Harvard University. Male and female in the Loew Collection

Black; head, tibiae and tarsi yellowish,

Via gp hyalino with a

black spot on the base and three broad, brownish-Black crossbands.
pair of dorso-central bristles.

Three

Scutellura very convex with four bristles.

Crossveins very approxdcpfcte, the small one being four fifths along the discal
cell? posterior basal cD0S3vein obtusely angled; third vein without bristles.

Length Jr4 mm.,

He: d

* 5.5 ma.,

.~ Front

wing 4 mm.

tapering, one-third as wide as the heud, upper

half dark, brown, lower half yellowish.

wo lower

f rentals

and only

one upper frontal bristle; these nlong with the inner and out©:* vertical

bristles are black, but the post vertical bristles and the cilia of the

posterior orbit, are white.

A spot on the ocelli and the upper portion

of the cephalon are black, the lower portion becoming pale brown.

Cheeks

s

moderately broad with black and white hair.
arcuate, but not projecting.

Orai margin very ^lightly

Face whitish, hellowed.

Antennae ywllow

-61reaching nearly to the oral margin; third segment with
corner t aocond pegMSt with
'Xho rax

.— Shining

a distinct 8>>ine.

rounded anterior

crista dark Drown.

black, very convex; snort hair white; bristles

black; pleurae with some stiff, bristle-like white hairo.
the three pairs/of dorso-central bristles is located near,

t$e tron3Yb~se suture,

3cutelluzn shining black,

bearing four bristles.

Halt ares yellow.

•\bdomety

— ohort,

The first of
but in front of

almost hemispherical,

shining black, at the base of the separate

segments a very thin grayish pollen.

The scattered very rough pile on the

abdomen is whitish; only the posterior margin of the segments and partly
also the middle line of the abdomen, have black hairs.
narrow, conical,

Genital segment stout,

shining black, be jet with black pile, somewhat longer

than the last three abdominal segments taken together.

Macrochaetae

black and prominent.

Legs .— Coxae and femora shining black, only the front femora
on the under side with a few black bristles; the tipf/of the femora,

the

tibiae and the tarsi brownish-yellow or mora reddish-yellow,
Winps .—Whitish-hyaline, short and rather broad, with very much

approximated and very perpendicular crossveins.

ihe extreme root of the

wings is whitish; next follows a rather lflgge and almost deep bLack spot,

reaching as far as the axillary excision, and not much beyond the base of the
small baBal cells; the first two crosebands, which follow neat are connected

near the anterior margin vnA strongly diverge towards the posterior one;
the first of them is even a little broader than the second and altogether
black,

while the inner part of the second is partly brown; the third band

is separated from the second, near the anterior margin,

only by a very

narrow hyaline spot; it ^orders the apex of the wing far beyond the tip
of the fourth longitudin

Ln,

but actually touches the margin of the

-62wing only beyond the tip of the third vein; its inner portion is brown

anteriorly.

Hub.—'i'he Loew

Coll, contains 1

Cr.,li fornix,

1 L'ew York and 1

without locality label.

tAYOn,
ichias,
ch

ignolia, Wantucket,

Kingston, R.L.;

:.e.;

1

J.j 2 N. Y.,

!>,

iven,

J.;

Conn.;

^la,

Uoni«

>acken Coll. now under &K polita 1 'lass.,

In the Osten
X Wise.,

•

.hbtidge, Haas.;

born

7

bred from galls, and four without labels.

Among the thirty specimenc examined and placed under .this
is

species,

there are no trace^ of the pale gray border of the crossbands,

which is so characteristic of the type p.^daspis polita .

bristles of Qgdaspis atrfl vary from two to four,

The lower frontal

the femora may be black

and thei*» appears to be no relation between the divergence of the

or yellow,

crossbands, which is variable, and the

nur.t>er

In some specimens the genital segment han

of lower frontal bristles.

become flat and

Vror..d.

orb plrji t.—- Solidago altissiaia

i

jj f e

hist ry
..

—Mr

.

flra.

H. Pat ton v*io has

bred both sexes from

Solidafo galls in Connecticut says that the "galls do not differ from those
°*

Qfl.

polita. as described by Osten Sack on."
it

-

-

- galls,

not unlike small Brussels sprouts in appearance,

Caused by the arrest of the growth of the aide branches of Solidago

altigsima .

The accumulation of leaves produced by this stunting is a

little over half an inch long, sometimes much smaller; on the inside there
is a comparatively large holiow space,

containing the pupa,

^oroa of

the

galls were nearly sessile on the central stalk of the plant; in other
cases,

the branch had grown an inch or two before being defonaetj by the

-63gall.

same cases from four to six palls occupied the end of the stalk,

X»i

^he flies after escaping leave a whitish, transparent pupa-case inside of
the gall."

Adults may be collected in June, July,

From

August, or September,

the galls described by Patton and Oaten 'iacken, adults emerged about the

middle of

L>epto.-;ber.

1

QEdaspis polita Loew

Unintentionally the writer failed to obtain a full description of thie
species and so xhe originpJ description of !,oev/ is here rearranged and given
with a .'erf udait. .onai obser va tion s r.ade o n the type .
1

:

'irypeta politu Loew, kon. 8,

1862;

HI.

256,

a.

Hpt.

1,

260. pi. X, f. 12,

77,

1873,

H,

pi.

f.

12,

places it in

^.daspi s.

Type— [harvard university.

One female in the Loew Coll., without

locality label.

shining black; heud and leg6 yellow, wings hyaline with three

broad brownish— black bands # bordered with gray.
central bristles.

Three pairs of dorso-

iScuteilum inflated, with four bristles.

Posterior

basal crossvein obtusely angled; s^all crossvein more than three-fe)urthe

along the disc;

L

eellj third vela without bristles.

Length

o
«•

6 mm.,

wing

4.5 mm,

I:.fc.^q.

—

;

ront bright yellow, beautifully yollowish-brown

considerably broad.

Three lower

f rentals

black,

occiput is whitish-yellow, the superior blackish.

.bove,

ihe unform part of the

Geenig£ of mouth rather

small; proboscis and palpi short; border of the mouth not prominent.

whitish-yellow, a little recoeding, its middle rather flat.
yellowish, descending to the middle of the face,

arista

Antennae-

blafli/c?.

Face

-64-

the

broc-.d

1'horax .

— Hather

la .eral

e tripos

convex,

altogether glossy black, bars, but

are bordered everywhere with a row of

yellowish short hairs, and the broad middle stripe is divided by a

Bristles black; three pairs of dorso-

longitudinal row of such hairs.

rleurae with a few stiff yellowish hairs and soma

centrals present,
black br'.stles.

^cuteiluia shining black, very convex as if inflated.

Metanotu^ black, with an indistinct whitish reflection.
^Vlomen

.

— Black;

t'.ie

h#ire fstbitf stiff, whitish on the

posterior part of the first segment; on the second and third segments
they are black, nxcept those on the posterior border, which are

whitish; on the two last ^segments
black,

tiiwy

Genital seb/aent

all are whitish.

flattened, pointed, as long as the abdomen, with vary short black

hairs.

Legs

bristles

or.

.—

Fuscous-yollow; fore femora not much incrdssated, weak

the und ere sidles.

Win £8 .~- Short and rather broad, having the transverse veins
very approximated and perfectly perpendicular; they are rather whitish

with very bro^d brownish-black bands, bordered with gray.

The inner-

most base is yellowish, then follows a large triangular rather deep
black spot,

which reaches from the costal border as far as the axillary

incision of the wing, and only reaches into the basal cells.
first broad

'jjj.da

ire

The two

united on the costal border, so as to form an

inverted V; the second of thara runs from the stigma over the transverse
veins, and has a more inclined position than the first; the isolated

third band has a position similar to that of the second, and seams the

tip of the wing some distance beyond the tip of the fourth longitudinal
vein, without coalescing anywhere completely with the border of the wing.

Hab .
tO

—Unknown;

probably

C*V* 0VV&J 0Vv< jP 4~*~*< ^LAU^X.

.

.

^shington, 0. w.

J&t

"yh-*-

-65"In volume 1 of the Bono graphs (l.c^), Loew gives "teiesissippi
^

(Schaum) ; Caching ton (Csten^acken)" as the habitat; in volume 111.

Miesissippi (ochaum); Washington D.

C.

;

f-ew

Hab .

York; Connecticut (0, 5.)"

The footnote is as follows:" 'This species produces the galls
o n ^olidago ,

301.

^.S.

described by

w

llit

rae

U,

in the Trans. Amsr. jtntorool. Soc. Vol

p.

tails described by Osten Sacken under Trypeta polita

are produced by pTdaapis atra Loew.

Under polita

I

saw only one

specimen, a female, bearing the "Loew Coll" label, but without n locality

label.

There were, however,

iSacken Coll.";

1

7 bred from galls

without labels.

sixteen specimens bearing ths

from liass., 1 Mississippi (r.chaum),

1 R«

(presumably those described by Oste-

"Osten

fcalhel,

J.,

Y. #

2 M.

ktn) and 4

'*here is a very characteristic difference in the

wing

picture between Loew's type and the sixteen specimens of the Osten
Sack en Coll., that i* the pale ^ray border of the cgpssbands,

always perceptible in Qisdaspis polita .
t*o have four lower

f rentals,

\v

.lei:

i3

Among the Osten Liacken specimens,

and seven have two lover frontal bristles.

The color of the femora must be disregorded as a character for differ-

entiatin g CKdaspis polita

-dnd

atra for both black and yellow femora art

possessed by those having three frontals and the ones with two lower
f rentals.

Theref.ro,

I

have not the slightest hesitation in saying

t

that 4f the stxtten specimens of the Osten
QJBdaspis

polita,

>acken Collection now under

none oelong there, but that they should be placed for

the present under o&daspl s atra

,

recognizing, however, that the latter

shows considerable variation.

OEdaspis penelopt (0. S.

)

llgypeta (OCdasjpis) p one lo pe, Ostsn Sack en,
346,

1877.

--at,

.Upt.

-65Typ_e— Harvard University, Male and female from New York
in the Us ten Sacken Coll.

Reddish-yellow, blackish on no turn soutellura and metanotum;
wings with three brownish croesbands connected anteriorly.

Thorax

with three pairs of dorao-central bristles, scutellum four bristles.

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely angled; small crossvein about fouro

7-

fifths along discal cell; Length o 3.5 mm., + 4 mm., wing 4 mm.

Head .— Yellow, slightly tapering and less than one-third as

wide as the head.

Three lower frontals, both pairs of upper frontals,

the inner and outer Vertical bristles brown; post verticals and cilia
of the posterior orbit paler brown.

a brown bristle.

Cheeks of moderate breadth with

Oral margin arcuate and a little projecting.

hollowed and with deep antenna! grooves.

Face

Antennae yellowish, reaching

two-thirds to the oral margin; third segment with an anterior corner,
but not sharp; second segment with a small spine.

Arista with brown

bristls and yellow base.

Thorax .— Notum, 3cutellum, netanotua, stemopleura, and a
spot above the hind coxa, shining black.

yellowish-brown.

Short hair of the notum

Three pairs of dorso-central bristle;;; the first

pair being near the anterior margin of the notum in line with the post
humeral bristles; the second pair nearly one-third from the transverse
suture to the scutellum.

abast equal size,

Abdomen

Jcutellun convex, bearing four bristles of

Halteres yellow.

.— Yellow:

the abdomen is brown.

in the type specimen the first segment of

Genital segment yellow, short, broad, flat,

barely equal in length to the last abdomenal segment.
of the abdomen yellowish,

Short hair

Macrochaetae yellow and prominent.

Legs .—Yellow with strong yellow bristles on the fore femora;

-66hind tibia with a row *f short bristles,
'.grigs

.—A

short basal crossband runs from the humeral vein

Three bands are connected anterior-

across the base of the anal cell.
ly!

the first is broadest and runs from the stigma, covering the

basal crossveins, to the hind angle of the wing; the second covers the

anterior and posterior crossveins and with the first forms an inverted Y; the third band borders the margin of the wing from the stigma
to a little beyond the fourth vein.

The

color of these bands is

reddish-brown; the ends of the V and the apical portion of the marginal band are darker brown.

There is a faint brownish cloud in the

third posterior cell between the two branches of the inverted V.

Hab.—lianlius,
ttass.,

N. Y.

(Osten Sacken)

;

Chester and vestf ield,

(Collected by C. W, Johnson.)

Q^.

penelope

varies from the other members of

tliis

genus

in having two pairs of upper frontal s and a short genital segment.

The fact that it has three pairs yf dor3o-eentral bristles and a

characteristic wing picture, seems sufficient for grouping this
species with the other members of p^daspi s.
(

Genus Rhagoletie Loew.

Rhagoletis Loew.
N. A.

i'lurop.

Dipt.^HI,

Bohrfliegen, 44, 1862; Mon.

267,

1873,

Diff. of N. Amer.

and fJuropean forms.

Rhagolotis Ooane, Knt.

Jlows,

IX,

69,

1898? table of

species.

Rhagolet ie, Aldrioh, Can. Ent.^XLl, 69, 1909; table of
species.
Tfcpe—•Lusca cerasi Linnaeus

-67-

Thie genus is placed by Schiner as a part of his Spilographa

,

Black or yellowish specieo; head, cide 3tripes of thoraa,

ecutellum white or yollow; tibiae

arid

tarsi yellowish, wings with four

or five dark crossbanda at least* the last tvo connected anteriorly;

small crossvein near the middle of the discai cell; third vein without bristles.

Head— Front

yellowish, one-third or less than one-third

as wide as the head.

£yes large, oval; both pairs of upper frontal*

black, the post vertical bristles white; oral margin slightly raised;

third segment of antennae long and with a sharp anterior corner; second
segment with a distinct spine.

Thorax—Two pairs

Scutellum not

of dorso-contral bristles.

swollen, bearing four bristles.

Usually with whitish or yellowish

notopleural stripes and scutellum,
-i.liuu.ueu— fiacro

Segments as a

chaetae black and prominent.

rule with light colored jjosterior margins (except R . faus ta). Genital
m

segment of the female short, about equal in length to the last ab-

dominal segment.

Synopsis of Specie _
1.

Yellowish flies having cilia of posterior orbit white
or yellowish

.

suavis

Black or brownish flies having cilia of posterior orbit
black
2.

2

Wings with five cross bands, the distal four connected; small crossvein a little before the middle

el the discai cell....

fausta

-68or

Wings with four crossbands; small crosuvein onrya little
beyond tho middle of the discal cell.. ....... .3
3,

The four crossbands connected......

fiomoiyl la.

The second and third bands not connected
4, The second band is entirely separate,

•.••••4

standing alone. cingulata

The seiond band is connected with the basal band.

.

tabellaria

.

Bhagoletis cingulata (toew)
\rv;v6ta cingulata Loew, tton. h. A. Dipt. 1,

263, pi. X.

f

11,

.

76,

1862;

1873, places it in fthagolotig

Rhagpletis cingulat a Slingerland, Bull. 172, Cornell
&cpt. ata. 18*9, Life history.
^-ha^oletis cingulata Ooane,

iiint.

News, IX,

70,

1898.

Ehagoletis cingulata xlldrich. Can. int. XLi, 72, 1909.
Khagoletis cingulata

,

Johnson, Psyche XVI, 113,

1909, Occurrence.

Type—Harvard University.

A male and female in the Loew Collection,

Common name— Common Cherry Fruit-fly.

Black, the lateral borders of the thorax and the scutellum

white or yellowish; wings hyaline

wJth

four bands and an apical dot,

the third and fourth hands connected anteriorly,

bristles.

ocutellum with four

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely angled; small crossvein

about on the middle of the discal cell; third vein without bristles,
t

Length 64

o

nw».,

+ 4.5 mm., wing 4 mm.

Head— Front yellowish-brown,
the width of the head.

narrow, lees than one-third

Three lower frontals, both pairs of upper

frogtals, inner and outer vertical bristles andtthe cilia of the

posterior orbit are black; the post vertical bristles, however, are

-69Cephalon yellow with the upper portion black.

white.

ately broad with light colored hair and bristle.
projecting,

slightly raised anteriorly.

Cheeks moder-

Oral margin not

Face straight, retreating,

yellowish, with moderately deep antennal grooves.

Antennae yellowish-

brown reaching a little more than half way to the oral margin; third
segment with a sharp anterior corner; second segment with a distinct
black spine.

Arista with black bristle and yellowish base.

Thora x— Slack : the humerus and a stripe running from the latter
to the base of the wing is white or yellowish; the notum has a yellow-

ish-gray appearance due to the short yellow-hairs and finer pubescence.
First pair of dorso-central

bristles a little less than one-third of the

distance from the transverse suture to the scutellum; the latter is

tipped with yellow and bears four bristles of nearly equal sise.

Halteres

yellow.

Abdomen— Black, with the posterior margins of the abdominal
segments white except that of the terminal segment which has a reddish
or yellowish spot.

Short hair coerce and black; macrochaetae prominent.

Genital segment short, broad, black and with rather long black halt;
as long as the last abdominal segment.

Legs— Yell owi8h -brown,

in the males the middle and hind femora

are dark brown, becoming liphter towards their tips.

Bristles black;

besides those on the fore femora there is a prominent row of short ones
on the hind tibial,

lingfe— With four black bands and a little black spot at the
tip.

The first band ^uns from the

angle of the anal cell.

-feesaa

humeral vein to the posterior

The second is broadest, running from the

black stigma to beyond the fifth vein, and ending abruptly in the

middle between this vein and the border of the wing.

The third, which
ec-

ru n s over the posterior transverse vein, is also rather perpendicular,

-70and completely reaches the posterior border of the wing.

The fourth

hand is perfectly united with the third on the costal border, and
reaches the posterior border behind the tip of the fourth vein, so that
it has a rather oblique position.

The small apical spot includes the

tip of the third longitudinal vein and may be narrowly united in the

submarginal cell with the fourth band.

Hab .—Long Branch, N. J. (0. S.); Atl. Highlands, N. J,
(C.

Ithaca, and Geneva, N. Y.

W. Johnson); Geriaantovn,

s
Ilolrt

.— Fruit

Life history

;

of the cherry.

— Similar

to that of Rhagoletis porno nella t

Eggs laid from June to August in fruit of the cherry.

than one maggot is to be found in the same fruit.

infested cherries

oJC-jall

Rarely more

But few of the

from the tree, the maggot drops. to the ground,

instead, enters it and soon forms a pupariura.

changes to a pupa,

Boston, Mass.

Within this the maggot

emerging as an adult fly the following spring.

Rhagoletis fausta (0. S.
Described from the type

)

.

Trypeta (Acidia) fausta Osten Sacken, West. Dipt tJ 346, 1877.
Rhagoletis fttobta Coq.^Jour. K. Y. Knt. Soc.^Vll, 260,

P

1899. places it in Rhagoletis

.

Rhagoletis cingulata Fletcher, Rept. Exp. Farms Can.
1906, 228, proved to be R.

fausta,

Rhagoletis infrrudens Aldrich, Can.
pi. 4,

f.

3,

J£nt.,

(1907)

XL1. 70,

1909; Can. Bnt v XLll, 99, 1910.

Admits the synonomy.

Rhagoletis

f,flak\a

Illingworth, Bull. 325, Cornell

-71Univ. 1912, Life history.

Typo—Harvard

University, A male and female from Mt. Washing-

N. H. in the Csten S»cken collection.

ton,

Common

name— Northern 6herry Fruit-fly.

Black; head, lateral stripes of thorax, scutellum, and

lower portion of legs yellow; wings hyaline with a short basal stiipe
and four dark connecting orossbands; a hyaline spot in the diecal

Posterior basal cross vein ob-

Scutellum with four bristles.

cell.

tusely angled; small crossvein a little before the middle of the
discai cell; third vein without bristles.

Length o 4 ma.

5 mm,

wing 4 mm.

Head— Front yellowish,

of uniform width and one-third as wide

Three lower frontals, both paxes of upper frontale, the

as the head.

inner and outer vertical bristles, and cilia of the posterior orbit black;
post vertical bristles white.

narrow orbits.

Cephalon blackish-brown except the

Cheeks rather narrow with hair and bristle white.

margin projecting and slightly raised.
deep antennal grooves.

_

Oral

Face yellowish, hollowed, with

JL

Antennae yellowish, reacting nearly to the oral

margin; third segment with a distinct anterior corner; second segment
with spine.

Arista having a black bristle and yellow base.

Thorax—Black with grayish stripes on notum separated by narrow
black lines; yellow stripe running from shoulder to the base of the
wings,

first pair of dorso-central bristles about one-third from the

transverse suture to the scutellum.
feur bristles of nearly equal length.

yellowish-white.

Abdomen— Black

Scutellum flat and yellow, bearing
Bristles black; short hair

Halteres yellow.
:

short hair black; macrochaetae prominent.

Genital

segment black and conical | short about as long as the last abdominal

-72segment

Leg^ s—Femora brownish-black, tips yellowish; tibiae and
tarsi yellow and also the trochanters.

Winffs—The basal portion is hyaline, tinged with yellow
at the root, and with a narrow black cross-band, beginning at the

humeral vein and running to the sixth vein, a little beyond the
f

apex of the anal cell.

The first of the four connected bands is

broad and runs from the stigma, which it fills, back over the small

crosovein to ebout the middle of the third posterior cell without

reaching the hind margin of the wing; its connection with the second

band is a little greater than the width of the diseal cell; the second
band is also broad and rises from the posterior margin to the costal

margin of the wing, covering the hind crossvein, inclosing a hyaline
spot in the apex uf the diseal cell and filling the apex of the marginal
cell; ths third b&njA is emitted from the second at the third vein, and

reaches the hind margin in the second posterior cell, very near to
the fourth vein; the fourth band is connected anteriorly with the

second and third bands and seams the apex of the wing to the tip of the
fourth vein.

^iab

t— " Appe are to extend across the continent from Mt»

Washington to the Tacific coast, favoring northern latitudes and
higher elevations."

(lllingworth)

1-ios^— Sour cherries.

Life history

University.

— Worked

out by

Briefly stated is as

J.

f,

fc>llo**s;

Tliingworth of Cornell

Adults emerge the second

week in June and after about two weeks the female begins to lay
her eggs to the number of about three hundred, in the half -ripe

-73cherries.

The eggs hatch within four days and the larvae mature in

about ten days or in the second week of July,

The full grown larva

l

tyeaves the cherry and drops to the ground,

into which it burrows and

pupates until the next season.

Rhagoletis pomonella Walsh
Trypeta pomonella

.'.'alsh,

1867; First 111.

U.

Amer. Jour. Hort. y

Rept.,

36,

1868,

330,

Bred from

apples and fruit of Crataegus
Tr ypeta pononella Glover,

Rept. Ent., U. S. D, A., 1867,

notes on habits.

Trypeta pomonella Loew, Won. K. A, Dipt.,

HI,

Describes and places it in Hha^oletis

265, 1873,

,

RhaKoletis pomonella Coast ock, Rept. U. S. Dipt. Agr.,
1881-82, 145, pi. XIV, 1882. Life history.
ooinQnella Lintner,

flhaflolctis

Bui. LXXV, N. Y. Agr. iSxp.

Sta. Geneva, 1833; 2d Rept. N. Y.,

117-125,

1885,

Life history.

RhaKoUtis pomonella Harvey,

Fiept.

Maine Agr. Exp. Sta.

1889,

pp.

190-241, 4 plates, 1890,

fall account;

Rept.

i,.e.

Agr. Kxp. Sta. 1892, 99,

1893. Found in

pears.

Rhagoletis porionella Snow, Kans. Univ. Quart v

H,

164,

pi. VI, f. 3. 1694.

Rhagoletis pomonella itoanejEnt. News^lX,
Rhagoletis poiaonei
260,

1906.

-

-

~ttton,

5th,

164;

1898,

footnote.

Hept. Conn., 1905,

Bred from huckleberries.

RhaRolotis pomonella Fletcher, Rept. Ex$p
1905,

69,

crabapples infested.

Farms Can..

-74-

F^hagoletiB pomonell^a Illingworth, Bui.

324, Cornell Univ. Agr.

Exp. Sta. 1912; Biology and a bibliography of 154 pages,
y

Type— toJi
Common

^A WJA

name—Apple

<*

cUJUJZ^

,

maggot, Railroad worm*

Black; lateral margins of the thorax, the tip of the
scutellam, and the posterior margins of the abdomen white; wings

hyaline with four black bands, the first of which lies near the base,
the last three connected near the anterior margin and divergent

towards the posterior one,

ocutellura with four bristles.

Posterior

basal crossvein right angled; small cswssvein slightly beyond the

middle of the discal cell; third vein without bristles.
4 mm.,

Length

5-6 mm., wing 4-4.5 mm.

Head— Front

yellow, of uniform width and less than

one-third the width of the head.
of upper fsontals,

Vhree lower

f rentals,

both pairs

the inner and outer vertical bristles, and the

cilia of the posterior orbit black, only the post vertical bristles

white.

Cephalon brownish with white orbits.

with black and white hair and a brown bristle.
jecting and but very slightly arcuate.

Cheeks moderately broad

Oral margin not pro-

Face whitish descending straight,

slightly retreating and with moderately deep antennal grooves.

An-

tennae brown, reaching two-thirds to the oral margin, third segment

narrow with a sharp anterior corner; second segment with a distinct
black spine.

Arista with black bristle and brown base.

Thorax—Black, the humeral callosity and a stripe running fa
from it to the base of the wing white; the notum shows four rather

narrow longitudinal stripes, formed by whitish pollen; these are separated into two pairs and the stripes of each pair are confluent

-75anteriorly, sometimes having the appearance of
ish stripes on the notum*

tiro

separate gray-

The outside stripes, however, are longer*

First pair of dorso-central bristles a little more than one—third
of the distance from the transverse suture to the scutellum.

The

latter convex, white with blackish sides and base, beating four
bristles of nearly equal size.

Hal|eres with brown knob and yellow

stem.

Abdonen— Blnck

;

the short hair also black and coarse

with the exception of the last segment on which there is a reddish
tinge, the posterior margins of the abdonimal segments are white*
itacrochaetae prominent.

Genital segment black, heavy, conical, with

short black hair; a little longer than the last abdominal segment*

Ley 3—Tr o ohanfte r yellowish, the middle and hind femora
black with brownish tips.

Fore £emoru yellowish with a brownish-black

stripe on the dorsal-posterior side.

Remainder of legs yellow except

the tips of the feet which are blackish.

Bristles black; a row of

short stout bristles on each of the hind tibiae.
7/inp;s— Hy aline with four blackish bands

;

the first, a

short, gradually widening band running from the humtferal vein obliquely
to the sixth vein and completely filling the anal eell; it is narrowly

connected to the very beoad second band which rises from the sixth

vein without reaching the posterior margin and goes directly to the
stigma which it fills, including the small crossvein in its course;
the third band is narrow and branching from the second in the first

posterior cell, passes over the hind crossvein to the posterior
margin; the fourth band does not come in contact with the costa,
except perhaps for a short distance in ths marginal pell, but gradually

becomes narrower until it reaches the apex of the wing at the tip of

-76the fourth vein.

The hyaline space between the second and third bands

does not usually reach the fourth vein and the space between the

third and fourth bands does not usually go above the third vein,

Uab .— New Brunswick, Quebec, and Ontario.

Canada,

south to North Carolina and west to Colorado,

Host plan ts— Apples, pears, Crataegus berries, huckleberries! and cranberries.

In 1913 the loan of some flias bred fron cranberries

June 29-July 11, 1907 was received from Dr.

II.

J.

Franklin.

These

were five males and four females, the males varied in size from 2,5
-3 mm.; the females from 3,5 - 4 mm.

There are no external structural

differences between these flies and HhteAletie pomonella,. There are
a few color distinctions, however, #iich are rather variable.

description is the same as that of

porno n.el la v/.iih

The

the following

modificationa:

Thorax- Brown; the notum brown to brownish-black; pleura?

lighter brown. In the case of one of the males the scutellum has two
small white spots instead of one large one.

Abdomen—'Yellowish-brown

to brown,

the margins of the

segments white as in pomoneila .

Leg;s— Same as pomoneila and also a color variation of
yellowish,

for all three pairs of legs,

Winps—The color

of the bands is less distinct, Init

varies to the depth of color found in species bred from apples.

The

fourth band seems to fill out the tip of the wing more completely.

It was thought that these flies wwre similar to Rhagoletis

a

-77fcephyria onow, described in Kane. Univ. Quart., II, 164, 1894,

Z have

compared them with a cotype of zephyria, in the collection of Mr. C.
W,

Johnson and find that they agree except in one particular; there are

only two lower frontal bristles in zophyria

,

whereas in all nine of the

species bred from cranberries and those bred front apples there are

three lower frontaie.
On account of the fact that the lower frontal bristles de

not appear to vary within the species of the genus Rhagoletis. 3now*e

species of gephyri

from Southern California can hardly be considered ae

a synonym of pomonella. yet the relationship is so close that the

erection of a separate species seems undesirable.

In the light of

present knowledge, it may be called Rhagoletis pomonella zephyria,.

Life history—» Well known; adults of first brood emerge

Kggs laid in the fruit;

in July, a partial second brood in September,

larvae activity results in premature ripening and the apples usually
fall, the larva leaving the fruit to pupate in the ground.

Winters

over in the pupal stage*

Rhagoletis suavis (Loew)

Trypeta aaUvie Loew,
J2, f. 10,

1962;

V»on.

m.

N, A, Dipt.,1,

235, pi. X.,

f.

75, pi.
10,

1873/ places it in Acldia .

Acidia suav is Coq., Journal N. Y, Knt, Soc.^Vll^
260, 1899," places it in Rhagoletis

.

Rhagoletis suavis Babb, Ent. Ne^s, Xlll, 242, 1902^
plate and disc. of larva.

Rhagoletis suavis Aldrlch. Can. Snt.^XLl, 69, 1909;
note.

Type—Harvard University.

One male in the Loew Collection.

-7 fi-

nale yellow; wings hyaline with a fuscous basal stiipe

and three connected bands, the middle one split by hyaline at the

posterior

:aarfcin,

Scutellum with four bristles.

Posterior basal cross-

vein nearly right angled; small crossvein on the middle of the discal

Length 1

cell; third Tela without bristles.

Head

— Frcnt

5 mm.,

*

6

mm., wing 5 mm.

yellowish, of uniform width, narrow, less

than one-third the width of the head.

Three low9r frontals, both

pairs of upper frontals, the inner and outer vertical bristles black,'
the post-vertical bristles and cilia of the posterior orbit pale

yellow.

Cephalon yellowish, brown on the upper portion,

ately broad with white hair and a brown bristle.
jecting, slightly raised anteriorly.

moderately deep antennal grooves,

Chheks moder-

Oral margin not pro-

Face whitish, straight, with

An4*nnae yellow, reaching two-thirds

to the oral margin; third segment with sharp anterior corner; second

segment with a distinct black spine.

Vrista brown,

Thorax—'Yellow with a paler stripe running

froi their

humeral callus to the base of the wing; bristles strong and black;
short hair yellow,

i'irst

pair of dorso-central bristles a third to

one-half the distance from the transverse suture to the scutellum.
The latter flat, pale yellow, bearing four bristles of about equal
site.

Halteres yellow,

abdomen— Yel lowioh-bro wn» the posterior border of the
segments pale yellow; coarse black hair; the macrochdetae prominent
and thick.

Genital segment black, a little longer than the last abdo-

minal segment, covered with short black huii.

Legs—Yellow: strong black bristles
femora,

on under sideS^f fore

bristles of the upper sides/either black or white; a row of

black bristles on the hind tioiae.

- 79 -

.

inga*— Banded: a not v<sry striking stripe runs from the

tip of the humeral vein to the posterior angle of the anal cell.

The

remainder of the picture of the wings consists of three very broad,

rather blackish bands; the first runs from the black stigma, widening
gradually* perpendicularly to near the posterior border, where it is
connected with the second, which rises to the costal border, and connects
there completely with the third band Yfhich sooras the tip of the wing to
The connection of the first and second

a little beyond the fourth vein.

bands ie somewhat interrupted by a clear. incision reaching from the

posterior border into the discal cell.

The small croosvein is in-

cluded in the first of the three bands and the large or hind crossvain
in the saeond.

Hab .—-Amherst. Mass.; 3uf field, Csmi.; Kingston, R. I.;

Olmstead Co., Minn.

Host . —fruit of the black walnut, Juglans ni ^ra.

Life history—Larvae" are miners in the pulpy coverings of the
fruit of the black walnut.

parasite

— Hymenoptorous

auripes Prov. emerged

frora sottm*

parasite of the specie s Aphoere ta

of the pupae of R, aauvia,

(Babb).

Genus Aciura Roblneau-Deavoidy
\cuira Desvoidy, Myodaires,

Aciura Loew,

'durop.

773,

1830.

Bohrfliegon, 2d, 1862.

Aciura Gchiner, Fauna Austr. 11, 112, 1864.
Type

Aciura femoral is Desvoidy.

Hedium sized species with brfiwnish black wings having

-80cuneate hyaline indentations along the iaargin»

bcutellum with two

or four bfistles; posterior basal erossvein obtusely or right angled

respectively; third vein with bristles.

Head— to nt smooth
three lower frontals.

or with strong ridges and bearing two or

Cheeks moderately broad with a bristle.

margin slightly raised anteriorly.

Ural

Antennae reaching at least two

thirds to the oral margin, and with rounded anterior corner; second
segment with spine.

Thorax— Two pairs

of dor so -central briutits.

The first pair

is either close to the transverse suture or about half way towards

the scutellum, these cases occurring whore the acuteiluui bears

respectively two and four bristles.

Abdomen

—Macrochuexae

black and prominent,

Genital segment

less than the length oi the last two abdominal segments,

^e&e— Hind tibia without
TA's

a row of short strong bristles.

This

genus especially needs revision,

Sings with two hyaline apaces in the distal portion beyond
t

the hind erossvein,

,

....,..,••••••••••••••.,.« limafla

Wings with one hyaline space beyond the hind erossvein

ni^ricornia

4

nciura iimata Ooquillett
Aciura limata Coq>y Jour. N. Y, £nt. Socr-Vll, 263, 1899,

Type—U.

5,

K, L. ; Ko. 4404,

from f*ew Bedford, ,ass.

Brownish yellow, abdomen black

;

wings dark

bi

own with

hyaline indentations along the margin and a spot in the ditical cell,

t
Scutellum four bristles,

Posterior basal erossvein right angled;

-81small erossvein a little beyond the rafcMle of the discal cell; third

vein bristly.

*s
Length 6 4.5mm.,

4.5

'

ram.,

wing 4.5jom.

jleajf--Yellowich-brown slightly tapering, about one-fourth

as wide as the h,6ad.

Three lower

frontals, the vertical bristles,

black.

Cephalon yellowiah-brovm,

f rentals,

both pairs of upper

and cilia of the posterior orbit
cheeks moderately broad, with a black

Oral margin not pro jec ting, but slightly raised anteriorly.

bristle.

Antennae brownish,

Face a little hollowed with deep antennal grooves.

reaching nearly to the oral margin; third sclent rather long and narrow,

anterior corner rounded; 6econd segment with a very distinct bristle
Austa with black bristles and brown base.

or spine.

TjTorax-*-BrtDwn,

stripes running beck on

with two distinct greenish or grayish-green
-the

notum from the reck.

Bristles black.

First pair of dorso-centr&.l. bristles more than half way from the

transverse suture to the rcutellum, the latter with four bristles of

nearly equal size.

Hal teres yellow.

Abdomen—-entirely black and shining.
prominent.

Short hair black.

Uacrochaetae black and

Genital segment conical as long as the

last abdominal segment.

Le^s— Yellow; femora brownish;
darker in color.

the :i|ddle and hind femora

Bristles black.

^inus—The extreme

base,

axillary angle and the following

spots hyaline; a l^r^e one in the costal cell; two triangular spots

ni
beyond the tip of the first vein, exteflaing to the third vein, the
first reaching it a little before the small cross-vein, theraecond a
short distance behind; a small spot in the first posterior cell directly

beneath the 3econd triangular spot may or may not be connected with the
latter; a large narrow space begins at the apex of the fourth vein and

-82curves upwards almost to the second vein a short distance from its

3

tip; large triangular spot extending- from the margin in the niddie
ot the second posterior cell nearly across the first posterior cell,

forming a narrow brown band separating this from the proceeding spot;
a small spot in tho discal cell on the fifth vein a short distance
from the hind crossvein; tne hyaline of the axillary corner extends
into the third posterior cell over the last half of the sixth vein
and also runs attenuated and interrupted,

obliquely to the spot in

the costal cell.

fr

fo

E.

L.

b.—New

Dickerson,

Bedford, kiass.,

(Coquillett)

;

Brookfield, Conn.^

collector.

The third vein is described as being bare by Coquillett, but

tn the Brooktield specimen, now in the collection of the Boston
lieciety of Natural History tie third vein is bristly.

Aciura nigricornis Ooane
Aciwra nJKricornis Joane Jour. K.
lo3,

pi. 111,

f. 7,

"{.

Int« Soe. Vll,

1329.

ivciura niKricoriiis Johnson,

Reddish-yellow, abdomen black

;

.

oychc, XVI,

113,

1909. Occ.

wdngs dark brown with hyaline

indentations along the margin and a spot each side of the small cross-

vein besides one below it in the discal cell.
bristles.

Scutelluw tvun

Posterior basal crossvein right angled;

uuiall

beyond the middle of the discal cell; third vein briotlyy
4.5 mm.,

5 mm.,

crossvein

Length

wing 4,5mm.

Head—Yellow, front of female nearly uniform in width about

-83one-third as wide as the head

ui

without ridges,

'j.nree

lower frontal©

male the front is greater than one-third the

of equal size in th'

width of the head, slightly tapering

<*,bove

strong ridges on the lateral portions, each

and below, and having

side bearing three lower

frontals; the J.o*est pair are la/gest and slightly curved upwards,
the upper pair being smallest and .curved.

Both pairs of upper frontals

the vertical bristles and cilia of the posterior orbit, black, Cephalon yellow.

Cheeks with a black bristle; moderately broad, a little

narrower in the female.
slightly.

Oral margin raised anteriorly and projecting

Antennae yellow reading two-thirds to the oral margin;

third segment with rounded anterior corner; second segment with a spine,
rather long in the male.

Arista with black bristle and brown base.

Thorax—- Yellow; bristlee black.

First pair of dorso-central

bristles nearly half way from the transverse suture to the scutellum
The latter with four bristles.

Halteres yvllow.

Abd oiaen— fir s t segment yellowish-brown, the remainder black,

Macrochaetae black and prominent.

Genital segment shining black, flat

and broad, a little longer than the last abdominal segment.

Le^ ptr-Yellow with black bristles; a few bristles on the hind
tibiae,
nines'

—Broad

and rounded; the extreme base, the axillary corner,

and the following spots hyaline; a large one in the costal cell; twe

triangular spots of about equal size beyond the tip of the firstfrein,
the first one nearly and the second quite reaching the third vein,

respectively before and behind the small crossvein; a large somewhat

triangular incision in the sec»nd posterior cell and a narrower one in
the third posterior

cell;

the hyaline of the axillary corner extends

-84into the third posterior call and readies the fifth vein at the

position of the mterior basal crossvein,

A round spot in the

first posterior cell in front of t H.e posterior crossvein; one in the

discal cell behind the small crossvein and another in the first

basal cell below the stigma.

ifc.b

.~-Ar;igden,

Vermont; Horth Mt., Pa.

In the raalo and female from which this description was

taken there were four bristles on the scutelluin.

Doane's des-

cription gives the scuteliura only twu bristles, but he states
that the abdomen is missing.

other pair of bristles also,

Possibly that is the case with the
for the male in Mr, Johnson's

collection agrees otherwise with the description.

fxenue

Sutreta Loew.

Icaria Gchiner, Kcise dsr iMOvara Dipt. 276, 1868J

(preoccupied)
gutr».,a Loew,

Type— Tryp eta

Hon. N. A.

Dipt.,

EH,

275,

1873,

spars a Wiedemann.

Brown or blackish flies having large, br&ad rounded wings
covered with small whitish hyaline spots.

bristles.

iScutellum with four

Posterior basal crossvein very nearly right angled;

11 crossvein two-thirds along the discal cell; third vein with

bristles on the under surface of the wing.

Head— 'Yont smooth

about one-third as wide as the head.

Three lower frontals; the second pair of upper frontale,

the

postwiw* -vertical and outer vertical bristles white; cilia

of

the posterior orbit black and white, oral uiagin slightly raised.

-65Third joint of antennae with sa anterior corner; second

4^«t

wih

a spine.

Thorax— Tw» pairs of dorso -central bristles, the first
ocutellura four bristles.

pair placed close to the transverse suture.
.

|

daiiion-

equal in length

to

^acrochaeta© black and prominent, Genital segment
the last two abdominal segments.

Vinro—-The marginal cell i3 broad and the small crosovein
e

is naarly as long a^ the hind crowsvAin.

Kutreta sparsa (Wiedemann)
.rypeta sparsa >7ied., Auos. Zweiflugen, II, #92, 1830,

Trypeta caliptera Say. Jour. Acad. oci. Hiil. Vl, 187,
;
1830; Compl. Works^n,

370.

tlatystocaa latipennis I'acq.. Dipt. Exot.,11, 3,200,fig..

1843,

Acinia novagboraccnsis I'ltcn. 1st

N.

Y. R»pt

v 67,

Vrypeta sparsa Loew, Mon. N. A. Dipt. 1 78, pi.
1862;

m.

274,

pi. X

f.

13,

1855.

H,

f.

13,

1873.

,utrata aparaa ^now, Kara. Univ. ^uart,. EL^ 167, pi. Vl^
f.

10,

1894, notes on varieties.

11,

Jutreta sparsa Joane, Jou

.

Soc.^Vll,

184,

Uiologia, Qipt.yU,

413,

\'.

Y.

Ent.

1894, Note.
ijutre^a

a^rsa

Van

tier

*-/ulp,

,

pi. Xll,

f.

9,

1898.

Kutroxa sparsa Cresson, Trans, Am, Ent. Soc . XXXL11, 101,
1907, Occ.
flutreta sparsa Thompson, Psyche, XIV,

Solidago.

Type-— In Wiedemann's collection.

71,

19'>7.

Gallon

-86r

Btown

;

ss
poesewSiinfc;

black spot* on the face; wings

brood and rounded, reticulate,

blackish with small drops and a

white apical border. 3cutellum with four bristles,

i-osterior

basal crossvein right angled; small or anterior crossvein two-

thirds along the aiscai cell; third veinWiAh bristles.
6

am, t ? 6.5

uisi.,

wing

Head— Front
the width

of

6

rana.

brownish,

the head.

pair of upper frontals,

Length

slightly tapering, about one-third

Three strong lower frontals; the second
the outer vertical bristles and the pest

vertical bristles white; the cilia of the poster or orbit consisting
of short black bristles and longer white bristles.

transverse bands. Cephalon yellow, bro

r

Eyes with three

ish on the upper portion

and with a small blackish dot on the middle of the orbit.

Cheeks

moderately broad with black hair Mid a black bristle; a blackish
spot is just below the eye.

Oral margin slightly raised, but not

projecting although the face is deeply hollowed; a pair of black
spots is on the face and a similar pair occur, one on each side, be-

tween the bases of the antennae and eyes.

Antennal grooves shallow.

Antennae yellowish-brown reaching nearly to oral margin; third
segment with a distinct anterior corner; second segment with a
spine, sometimes light colored.

Arista with black bristle and

yellowish base,
T h o rag— Br own ,

on the notum there are usually two or

three darker longitudinal lines, and a broad dark RTtir edge of
the lateral border;

t.ie

Short hair is whitish, bricties black.

first pair of dorso-central bristles are placed clo&e to the

transverso suture,
size.

lieu-tell

Halteres yeltow,

um with four bristles of nearly eq^al

A black spot behind eacn wing.

-37a j

t

en

— Usually

with two rows of large blackish spots,

of a rather quadrangular form leaving between them a brown middle

streak,

not completely

-u.d

-ng the

t

posterior borders of the

single segments; sometimes the spots extend so

irxc'n

that only the

posterior borders of the segments retain a pAlsr color, whereas the

whole surface is blackish.

Short hair black and yellowish;

y'rochaetae black and prominent.

mae—

GonSial segment blackish-brown

sometimes with me reddish spot on each side, broad, flat, as long
as the last two abdominal segments token together.

Leffg— Yellowish-brown with black bristles, the fore
femora somewhat darker. A row of short bristles on hind tibiae,,
\yin

^s— Prc:-.d.

reticulate, with a white crescent seaming

the tip from a little before the second vein to near the middle of
the second posterior cell.

The reticulation consists of numerous

clear drops rather equally scattered, but totally wanting in that
part of the black color which adjoins the white crescent, as well
as before the first vein.
clear,

At the tip of the first vein a small

but little distinct stripe is seen; seme forms are without

thAs clear space and a series shows the gradual disnppe
it.

e of

There may also be clear spots in the costal cell before the
Third vein with bristles on either side of the win£,

first vein.

those on the unaer surface being more prominent.

I;ab .

i&iita kts.

.

.

— lorthern
'.;

Ithaca, Cold

L.pr.

and Stockton,

K,

^.ia.

(I.oew)

;

common in Lasa.* and Conn.)

!!orwich and Brattleboro,

Lar.,

L.

I.,!.

^.;

/enaont; i'ennobsoot Co.

Caldwell, iJamesburv^

ronton,

J
fl(. ;

Gallatin valley,

Licnt;

so. vai,; Canada;

New Mexico (Cresson).

Hpst plant s

— ^ulida^o

probably jun cea

lie.}

-88Life history— Galls underground; larvae pupated early
in June and the flies emerged two weeks later. Thompson.

AcidogoT^ La ewAisM eldbk o Ao. D»ee «. HI,

285,

1873.

Type—-Trypeta melanur a Loew.

Medium sized yellowish flies with abdominal spots and
reticulate wings.
four bristles.

Front broad, antennae large.

Scutellum with

Posterio r basal crossvein obtusely angled; small

crossvein less thin two-thirds along the discal cell; third vein

with bristles.

He ;tdy» -ront smooth,

slightly tapering, one- half as wide

as the head.

Two or three lower frontal*; cilia of the posterior

orbit white.

Cheeks moderately broad.

u ral

margin slightly arcuate.

Antennae long and large with sharp anterior cofner.

Thorax—Two pair

of dorso-central- bristles.

The scutellum

with four bristles.

Abdomen— Four rows

of black spots,

jjjegs— Weak bristles on hind tibiae.

Synopsis of Sp ecies

Wings with three hyaline spots in the discal cell; the
first pair of dorso-central bristles placed about half way between the transverse suture and scutellum.

cantabrigensis n. sp.

Wings with one hyaline spot in the discal cell, the first
pair of dorso-central bristles placed near the transverse suture.
•••••

melanura Loew

-89-

Acidogona cantabrigensis n. sp.
Co types— Boston Society of Natural History.

Two

males from Cambridge, Mass,

Yellow; thorax grayish, abdomen with four rows of black
spots.

Vlltf.s

reticulate with round hyaline spots and a dark stigma.

Scutellum with four bristles.

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely

angled; small crossvein less than two-thirds along the eiscal cell;

third vein with bristles.

Length

Read— Front yellowish

f

o

3.5mm., wing 3.5 mm.

tapering, broad, about one-half

as wide as the head. Three lower

f rentals.

and cilia of posterior orbit white.

moderately broad with white hair.

Post vertical bristles

Cephalon yellowish. Cheeks

margin not projecting, but slightly arcuate.
grooves shallow.

Oral openin^Lirge;

Eyes brown.

Face brown, retreating,

Antennae brown, large, reaching nearly to the

oral margin; third segment with a sharp anterior corner.

Thorax— Grayish black with a braid yellowish -brown band
running between the humeral callus and the base of the wing; scutellum

yellowish brown, black at the base and with black spots at the bases
CTVLL.

of the four bristles.

apical pair.

In xmr specimen there aie

no black spots for the

First pair of dorso-central bristles about half way

from the transverse suture to the sjcutellum.

hair coarse and yellowish,

Bristles brown.

K'etsnotum shining black.

Short

Halteres

yellowish.

Abdomen— Yellow with four rows

of comparatively large black

spots, two near the middle ani one on each side.

on the last three segments of the male.

yellow and black.

There spots occur

The coarse short hair is

»

-90Yellow; bristles pale,

Veak bristles on hind tibiae.

Wines— Fuscous with hyaline spots located

as follows;

three in the marginal cell, the first two of which extend into the
subjjarginal cell; two more in the apex of the submarginal cell; one

each side of the small crossvein; three in the apical half of the first

posterior cell (a fourth may occur at the apex), one of which touches
the third, another the fourth vein.
four large spots occur,

In the second posterior coll

three of which border the margin of the wing;

three in the discal cell located at the base, middle, and apex, and

touching the fifth vein; a hyaline spot at the base of the third

posterior cell and a large hyaline space which borders the sixth
Vein and the margin of the wing.

The fuscous coloration extends into

the axillary cell, bordering the sixth vein and branching on the margin

Stigma black with a light colored spot.

of the wing.

Hub .

—

Cambridge, Mass.

Two males labeled "Cambridge" in rather poorly preserved

condition.

They were in the collection of the Boston Society of

Natural History when Mr. C.W. Johnson became the Curator
A comparison of this form with Loew's type of Acidogona rnel-

anu^ra reveals the following differences;

Jfhe

type of Loew is a female

from Washington, D. C. and has only two lower frontal bristles, and the
first pair of dorso-central biistles is placed nesrthe transverse
suture.

There are also several differences in the picture of the

wings; A* melanura has five separate hyaline spots in the triangular

group beyond the first vein; only one spot (centrally located) in
the discal cell, without a spot in the extreme apex of the first

posterior cell, and having well defined round spots in the axillary
corner as well as five such spots in the apical half of the

-91third posterior cell.

Genua

jgu rosta

Lo©w_

Kurosta Loew, Mon. N. A. Dipt., XXX, 280, 1873.
Type

—Aclnia

solida^inis fitch

Modiutj to large sized brownish species with broad

brownish or reticulate wings; very broad front.

Posterior basal

crossvein obtusely angled; small crossvein about two-thirds

along the discal cell; third vein with bristle^ cro ss v e in about
-two - third o

alo iiRth e dio c al coll; thir d v ein

Head

— ?r on t

smooth

,

dL

i

—bri

th

s

tles.

very broad, more than half as wide at

the head; bristles of the head weak and variable.

Cheeks broad;

oral margin not projecting and at most only very slightly raised

anteriorly,

r'ace

hollowed, antennae rather short, reaching but

little beyond the middle of the face.

Thorax—Ordinarily

two pair of dorso-central bristles,

the

first pair placed nearly half way from the transverse suture to the

scutellum.

The latter convex and bearing two or four bristles.

Abd ome

n—Macro chaetae

weak.

The genital segment is stout

and conical and about as lngg as the last two abdominal segments,

taken together,
]jej|s— Hind tibiae without bristles.

The species &» latiforns differs from the above characters
in that the bristles/of the head are stronger,

the first pair of

dorso-central bristles pre only one-fourth the distance from the
transverse suture to the scutellum, and the genital segment is
longer than the last three abdominal segments/.

-92Synopsis of Species.
1.

Two bristles on the scutellum

2

>Vur bristles on the scutellum, wings not crossed by
a band of hyaline; apex of wings with hyaline spots.,..
2.

tfings

4

almost entirely fuscous, a hyaline spot on the

costal margin, a narrow apical streak and a spot at tip of sixth

vein

.

|

.

.

. .

Wings with a larger proportion of hyaline space
3

3.

co. .una

3

Wings with nine large hyaline spots on the margin between

the first ana fifth veins

•••••»••*••«

latif roils

•

wings with four hyaline areas located as follows; on
the costa, apex,

second posterior cell, and the third posterior

cell.

......
4.

solidaginii

•

First posterior ceil with dark, shining convexity or

callosity .......,,,....

.*•«.

First posterior

oeLi

.

consuurcata

without a dark, shining convexity

or callosity.

.,.•..

.

reticulata

iSurosta conia (Wiedemann)

Trypeta comma wied.. Ausg. Zw.,

H,

Aciuria comma Lacquart, Dipt. &cot v ll,

Vrypeta comaa Loew, Mon. N. A. Dipt
pi. XI,

f

.

2. 1873,

1830.

478,

.,

I,

3,

229, 1843.

93,

1862J

KLaceed in Jaurosta

.

m,

280^>,

1873.

Kuro8ta comma onow, Kans. Univ. '^uart. EL, 169, pi. Vll,
f. 3,
ii/uroAta

1894, Mote.

comma Doane, Jour. N. Y. Knt. Soc. Vll, 186, 1899,

iTote.

Kuroeta elsa Daecke, Knt. News, XXI, 342, 1910.

-93-

Typs— location unknown

to the writer.

Reddish-brown, largo flies, and with a very broad front; wings
broad, brownish-bl-4, covered with small yellowish spots; a triangular

indentation on tho costa contains a brown comma,
bristles.

ocutellum with two

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely angled; small crossvein

little leso than two—thirds along the discal cell; third vein with bristles,
•>

•

Length o 8-9

ram.,

o
+ 9-10 mm.,

Head— /ront yellowish

wing 7-8 mm.

or brown, very broad of uniform width and

Bristles weak; frontals variable,

more than half as wide as the head.

usually two; second pair of upper frontals usually pale, the inner
and outer verticals brown; the post vertical bristles white, cilia of the

posterior orbit consisting of coaise white and short brown bristles*
Cephalon yellowish brown.

Cheeks very broad with brown and white, sfeort

hair

Oral margin not projecting, but slightly

a-id

a brosn bristle.

raised anteriorly.
straight.
face,

Face pale, hollowed above, but descending nearly

Antennae yellow, short, barely reaching the middle of the

third segment with a distinct but not sharp anterior corner;
f

second segment with a brown spine..

Xrista with a dark bristle and

yellowish bass.

Thorax— Brown with short yellowish hair.
notuxn two darker brown median stripes,

interrupted lateral stripes and a

short dark one above each wing, also appear.

Bristles brown and weak.

Frequently on the

Metanotum dark brown.

First pair of dorso-centrals platted half way

between the transverse sutwre and the scutellum.
very convex and bearing two bristles.

The latter short,

Halteres with dark knob and pals

stem.

Abdomen— firowni sh with short black hair.

Kacrochaetae weak.

Genital segment reddish brown or blackish with a black tip,

of

;

«*94aa*

conical,

constricted, about as long as the 1-xot two abdominal segments

taken together, covered with delicate black hair.

Legs— Brownish, femora

darker, bristles

b(a(r)wi.

Hind tibia

without a row of bristles.
Wings*—»Broad, blackish-brown or black,

including the estreat

root; upon the surface are a very variable number of very small dots
of but moderate transparency; upon the anterior margin, immediately

beyond the stigma, there is a triangular hyaline spot, the tip of which
does not quite reach the third longitudinal vein and

lsyhich

includes

s

a blackish-bromi Crosslins,

extending from the costa to the second vein;

the end of the sixth vein is surrounded by a cluster of smallbore or

less coalescent drops,

especially on the anterior side of this vein; the

extreme tip of the wing has a very narrow hyaline border, which begins

a little before the tip of the third vein and ends beyond the tx
fourtfc vein;

of the

at the tips of these veins the border is often interrupted

in such a case there are

posterior margin.

froi;;

two to

four lawrger hyaline drops on the

The anterior cross vein is very oblique.

Hab—"Kentucky

(tfied);

Intervale and Hanover, N. H4

!i.

Philadelphia (**acq); Maryland; Iowa
J.; Long Island, N. Y.; Westfield,

Coan.

Springfield, W. Bedford, and Aiaesbury, Mass,

Host-^S olidaflo rugosa and S. juncea .

•I

have specimen? which show variations in the wing picture

between a very distinct comma within a triangular space which reaches
nearly to the third vein,

and a partly attached comma ow one side of a

small hyaline space which reaches only to the second vein.
females,

ha-fclig

Of the

these variations all possess genital segments "more or

less attenuated near apex and finely ridged transvereeley" one of the

-95differences used by Daecke for distinguishing Kurosta elsa.
furthermore,

from an examination of a cotype of Kurosta elsa

in the Coli«tion of Mr. C.

ff.

Johnson,

I

am convinced that it only forme

a link in the chain of variations of the species Euro eta comma .
In the wing of one of the most striking forms of &. comma

there are two hyaline spaces in the costal cell, the first of which
only half crosses the cell whiiw the second completely crosses it a
short distance before the auxiliary vein.

In the stigma there are two

light colored spots; beyond the hyaline triangle containing a distinct

separate spot, there ore two small hyaline spots on the costa in the

marginal cell; One just beyond the second vein an

y

besides the usual

apical crescent there are four or five small spots on the posterior

margin and a large hyaline space
e xtondo

Jfcv

the tip ef the sixth vein w hich

-

nearly to the fifth vein.

This species is another one of those which possess an ab-

The bristles

dominal number, or abnormally placed briatloo.
head,

01

the

are often unsynmetricai both in number and pootition;

for instance,

sometimes they are double.

Because of this variability,

it i3 con-

sidered that the three upper frontal bristles in the cotype of ffuro ot a
elsa only adds to the evidence which would show thn.t no reliability
can be placed on the chaetotaxy of the head in this group.

Eurosta latifrons

(L.oew)

Trypeta latifrons Loev, Hen,
f

.

22,

1862;

m,

Type—Harvard University.
Brown, head pale,

283,

;..

1873.

A.

Dipt. ,1,89, pi.

n,

Places it in Kurosta

.

One female without locality label.

front very broad; wings reticulate with short

rays at the tip and containing a large convexity in the first posterJbr

-96cell.

-jcutellum with two bristles.

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely

angled; small crossvain two-thirds *long the discal sell; third rein

with bristles.

Length o

Head— ir oil t

7.5 mm, wing 6 mm.

7 mm.,

yellowish, very broad, of uniform width and more

than half as wide as the head.

Two lower irontals and the inner and outer

vertical bristles black; the second pair of upper fruntals, post vertical bristles and cilia of the posterior orbit white.
Cheeks broad with white hair.
but not distinctly arcuate,

Cephalon yellowish

Oral opening broad; xhe margin projecting,
'.'"'ace

pale yellow, hollowed; with shallow

Antennae yellow, reaching two-thirds to the oral margin,

antennal grooves.

third segment with a distinct anterior corner; seoond segment with a weak

Arista dark at the tip, yellow at the base.

yellow hair or spine.
Thorax

— On

the notum there is a broad,

simple intermediate

stripe, and on each aide a bipartite lateral one, moreover a 4ferk#P

streak above the base of the wing; metanotum shining black.
dark on the

stripes, whitish elsewhere; bristles black.

Short hair

First pair of

dorso-central bristles about one-fourth from the transverse suture to the
scutellum.

The latter very convex tipped with yellowish, bearing two

short and weak bristles,
/.bdo^en

—

i)ark

Halteres with black knob and yellow stem.
brown with a median reddish spot and two

reddish spots on the anterior lateral corners of each segment; the
last segment of the male has also a shining reddish tip.

blackish; mac&ochaetae weak, not prominent.

Short hair

Genital segment of the

female shining black, a little longer than the three last abdominal

segments taken together, stout, conical, not at all flattened.

Legs— femora almost

black at the base becoming browi and then

yellow at the tip; tarsi and tibiae yellow, the latter bjjownish-jello w
towards the base.

-97fc'ings

— Rather

broad with a dark reticulation; the drops in it

are more numerous, larger, and hyaline on the borders of the wings, and

There are eight short blackish-

mostly yellowish-brown in their middle.

brown rays on the portion of the costal border lying beyond the tip of
the first longitudinal vein and at the tip of the wing.

.Between the

third and fourth longitudinal veins there is only a single hyaline drop

before the small transverse vein.

Transverse veins perpendicular; the

convexity of the first posterior ceil very large and deep ; rendering

thereby its surroundings rather uneven,

otigma with

i.wo

yellowish drops

each side jf a black center.

H a b— Carolina (Loew)
Cohassst,

;

Conn.;

Detroit, Ilich,; ?'ew Haven,

Springfield, and "cliesley, Wass.; St. Albans, Vt.

5

Jfiurosta

solidagini^ (Fitch)

Tephritis as^eris Harri3, Inc. In j
417,
4

1841.

1,

Annals,. Nat. Ilist .

U

300, 35b,
1839.
t

Acini a solioarJ-nis /itch,

fii-st Rept.

Trgpeta salidaginis Leew,

Ilea,

1873,

1st ed.,

Preoccupied

Tephritis asteris Curtis, British Insects
^oLllday,

to veget.,

.

Fanas genus

.

..iurosta for

tfurosta soliua^inis ijrodie.

4.

1829.

Ins. of K. Y.,

Dipt.

1,

82,

1855.

66,

1862;

HI,

279

it,

Can. Bfct., XX1Y,

137,

1892

5

Trypeta 3olidaginifc

XXVI,

i-'yles.

Can.

fist.,

'jrypeta solldaginls Baker,

tint.

Naws^ VI, 174, 1895 # Notes.

120, 1894 4

Parasites

6

ijuroata solidtoKlnift Harrington,

Gen. SotJUTll, 197, 1895,

Parasites,
'jrypffta

solaaaginis ars

.

A.

J. Snyder,

Can.

M«,XXIa

Emergence.

Type—Museum

of the Kew York Stat* Agricultural oocitey.

99,

1898,

-98-

nam*—Qo lien-rod

Common

jtiy.

Brownish; wings with brown reticulation and four hyaline areas,
one an tne costal / a»d- two on the hind margin and one crossing the apex.

Scute

Hum with

two bristles, i-osterior basal crossvein obtaaely angled;

small croesvein a lit He more than two-thirds along the discai cell; third

vein with bristles.

Head

— front

Length I 5-8

ns»

v+

8.5 mm., wing 4-6 ma.

brownish, very broad, of uniform width and more than

half as wide as the head.

Lower frontals varying two to five, dark brown,

small and weak; the second pair of upper frontals,po»t vertical bristles.
and cilia of Wis posterior orbit whitish.

alon brown.

Spot on the ocelli black; ceph-

Cheeks very broad with white hair.

Oral opening large and

broad; the margin not projecting and only slightly if at all arcuate.

whitish or pale yellow, hollowed, with shallow antennal grooves.

segment with a distinct, but not

without a distinct spine.

—

Br* own

Antennae

reaching about two-thirds to the oral margin; third

yellow, short, ar»d broad,

Thorax

Face

;

ehfttp

interior corner; second segment

Arista black at tip, yellowish at base.
convex and broad; on its upper side in the middle

usually a double stripe ending abruptly behind the posterior port of the
lateral stripe and a longitudinal streak above the base of eachWing, black,
Short hair whitish yellow; bristles delicate and dark brown.
central bristles are variable both in number and position,
convex,

bearing two bristles.

Sometimes a

immediately beside each of those

or,

segment a little prolonged -md rounded.

ocutellum very

smaller bristle is inserted

the ccutellum.

Abdomen— Broad, especially in the

The dorso-

male,

Halteree brown.
which hao also the latt

Genital segment of the female

a little longer than the two last segments taken together, moderately
broad, and quite flat, red, blackened at its extremity.

-99k«gs—Rather dirty yellow, femora more brownish.
£inge "—Hather l'-rge and of more oqual brendtj than usual.

The

>

reticulation of the wings is brown

wftth

small pale brownish drops and

hyaline marginal spots very rarely dotted with brown; the first of these
•pots is triangular and ox tends from the posterior border to inside of the

discal cell; the second is much

3ia.iller,

but also of triangular form, and

JL

reaves with its tip to the fourth longitudinal vein; the third forms a

margin uiong the apex of the wing, reaching from the tip of the second

longitudinal vein to the tip of the fourth vein; the last spot forms a
email obxique triangle extending from the costal border to the third longi-

tudinal vein, and lying immediately beyond the tip of the first longi-

A stout costal 3pine does not exist,

tudinal vein.

but too small spines

In some specimens the second and last hyaline spots

oeeur instead.

come :ne;;rly together and form an interrupted hyaline band across the

wing.

Numerous specimens occur showing considerable variation in size

and in the picture of the wing.

hau
Ft. Collins,

— "ew

York, Uainc,

Conn., Ma3s.,

N#

J.,

/la.,

Washington,

111.,

Colo.; Provinces of Ontario^, %**£<c , a^<^'u^^aXoS^..

Host plants— Sol idago serotina^

^

ftugosa and 5.

canadensis

.

Life history— This insect causes the formation of small
(pe.

).

•longate or large spherical galls on the stoma of golden-rod, A The
galls are pithy being filled up with the cellular tissue of the plant,
and vary from less than one-fourth of an inch wide to one inch in dia-

meter.
six

The flies emerging from these galls were practically of the same

T^^JU^o^m.

cvUUJjuI ty ^*~*

c^h.cJlLJU,^*^-^^ cL

/Wk*, So-w^

*"

T
The short plump, yellow lara lies closely surrounded by the
A.

vegetable tissues, and it gradually tunnels a way of exit to the outside of

-100the gall, on).y the skin of the enlurged stem serving as a covering.
It pupates in the spring.

The pupa is about one quarter of an inch long, oval, ochreous, brown
at the head.

Records of emergence of the adult are from the first of Jay to
about the nidddle of June, the latter in Canada.

rarasitas

— Several

intects h-ive been found in the galls caused by

f
gj

.

s olid a^in i s ,

jfcurytoi.r.

but only two are parasites of the

^igante a

'

a.leh,

j^ly;

the chalcid^d

and the ichnsuraor. Fim^l a inqu i s i to

An inquilinous beetle

'

I

v

o rd e 1 1 la I en a

Say,

n i gr i car. 3 Melah, may enter th«

gall and feed upon the pith, and this beetle has three parasites; a

braconid Sigolphua uexanus Croes., the chalcid Kurytoiaa studio sa
.

">ay,

and an unidentified chalcid.

W

Purest a reticulata Sn4w.
\'m r o b

fi

pi.
'•iurcsta,

VU,

f.

relic.

:

.

Univ.

^uart.-II, 170,

1894.

6,

Jour. B. Y. JSnt. Soc.^VIl, 186,

*0*&e,

••*•.•-.
.

1899. occ, in Colo

Type— At Kansas

uans

Snow,

t a r oft 1 cu 1 at,

v

University,

S.

0.,

Mid LAinn.

Lawrence, k'ans,
c

If a

comparison of the types of reticulata Snow and conspur^ata

Soane were iaade,
Joane'

easy.

8

1

believe that they would prove to be separate species.

description of concpurcuta is such thai indentificatior? is mad*
The description of re ticu lata by Snow, however, cones very near

applying to specimens of conspurcata .
types of either of these species,

ticulata has not
made.

beoi<

positive,

Since the writer has not seen the

and since the identification of re-

* redescripxion of this form has not been

-101Following is a copy of the original description:

Male and female.

Dark

brown— Head

of a yellowish-brown.

Front

very wide with weak black bristles, slightly darker than the face.
short,

clay yellow; third joint with an anterior angle, arista incrassate
/ace quite strongly excavated; on the sides below with a few

at base,

short hairs; oral border projecting, mouth rather large,
large,

Antennae

of greater extent than in solidaginis .

light colored pile.

Proboscis short.

Kyes moderately

Cheeks broad, with stout

Palpi bvoad, extending beyond oral

margin.

Thorax broad, dark, dingy, bwown, blacker on the dorsum; with
short whitish pile and light colored pollen, through tfiich the brown of

the ground color shows in small round spots.
four bristles.

Scutellum very convex, with

Metathorax black.

Abdomen broad, dark brown, with a pollinoso light stripe dwwn
the middle, and similar pollen in irregular patches, especially on the

margin and sides of segments.

The ferown shows through the pollen in small

round spots, very much as in the Ortalid, Stictocephala van.
conical, a little flattened at tip in one specimen; black,

Ovipositor

or partly

dark red.

Legs yellowish-brown, femora darker.
Wings broad, with very obtuse tip, more evenly reticulate than in

solidaginis

:

the picture a deep brown; the hyaline predominates from

near the tip of the sixth vein anteriorly to middle of wing; at the tip
of wing, broadly,

and just distad of the end of the first vein; cross

veins perpendicular; bristles of third vein well developed.
6 to

Length

7 mm.

Three males and one female, Connecticut; one felam e from
Montana (Morrison)

-102The Montana specimen is a little larger than the others and has the
brown spots of the abdomen more distinct,

of the eastern specimens,

Injtvo

which are not well preserved, the spots are obsolete.

The ovipositor of

the western female is broader and more depressed at tip than lnyihe

other case.

While differing from its congeners in the four-bristled scutellum,

this species has in common with them, a broad front, great

breadth and convexity of body, short conical ovipositor, and broad,
Its generic location is therefore easily

obtusely tipped, reticulate wings.

ascertained.

resembles that of latifrons , it is

wing of reticulata

•Vhile the

more guttate and lacks the large dark "convexity" or callosity in the
first posterior cell.

Hab— Springfield.

Wellesley, Sherborn, Worcester and Chester,

Mass.; Hampton N. H. (Johnson)

Jurosta conspurcata Uoane

Burosta conspurcata
186,

floane,

Jour. N. Y. Knt. Soc.

**L1,

pi. IV, f. 1, 1899; Till, 47, 1900. Differs

from reticulat a.

Brown; front very bribed; wings broad,

hyaline spots and small yellowish spots.

reticulate with large

Scutellum with four bristles.

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely angled or nearly straight; small crossvein two-thirds to three-fourths along the discal cell; third vein with
o

bristles.

Length

o

Head— Front

5-6 mm., +

7 mm.,

wing 5.5mm.

brownish-yellow, very broad, slightly tapering in

-103tha female, more than half as vide as the head.

Two lower frontala,

the inner and outer vertical bristles black; cilia of posterior orbit black aid

white; the bristles of the head are weak; the second pair of upper frontals
and the post vertical bristles are white.

brownish.

Black spot on the ocelli; cephalon

Cheeks very broad with white hair and a brown bristle.

margin not projecting nor arcuate.

shallow antennal grooves.

Oral

Face whitish, slightly hwllowed, with

Antennae yellowish, short and broad, reading

a little more than half way to the oral margin; third segment with a distinct anterior corner; second segment with a distinct black spine.

Arista

black at tip, yellowish at the base.

Thorax

—Br ownish

with traces on the notufc of a short darker

median stripe, interrupted lateral stripes, and a short one above each
wing.

Short hair light and dark colored? the black bristles weak.

First

pair of dorso-central bristles placed nearly half way from the transverse
suture to the acutellum.
of about equal size.

The latter very convex and bearing from bristbs

Halteres with brown knob and yellow stem.

notum black.

Leta-

n

Abdomen— Brownish

:

female numerous^

tt».

tke darker brown spots

at the basis of the short hairs leaving a pa>e longitudinal middle stripe.

Short hair black; macrochaetae weak.

Genital segment heavy, conical,

blackish, longer than the last abdominal segment.

^eps— Yellowish-brown, femora darker; bristles black.

Hind

tibiae* without a distinct row of bristles,

Win&3—Broad, reticulate.

A large hyaline space occurs in the

c

third posterior bwil and may extend into the axillary angle or the discal
cell; in the second posterior cell three or four clear drops are united to

form a hyaline space and in the

united.

first posterior cell three drops are thus

In the female three hyaline spots in the first posterbr and 4*r in

the second posterior cells are separated.

Two or three spots are in the

cuetal cell before the tip of the auxiliary vein; three in the marginal cell,
two of which are just beyond the tip of the first vein, the third a little

before the tip of the second vein; four in the sub-marginal cell, three near

the tip, the other over the anterior crossvein; one in the first basal cell

below the stigma; one in the discal cell below the anterior crossvein, and
a few other smaller ones over the posterior portion of the wing.
two spots on the s&igma, one yellowish, the other nearly hyaline.

There are
Beside

the yellowish dots in the middle portion of the wing there is a small

yellowish area in the region of the anterbr crossvein; in the first posterior cell is a somewhat darker shining spot.

The large clear space in

the discal cell of the male is divided in the female to form two drops.

The second vein is slightly convex just above the small crossvein,

Hab— Washington, New

Hampshire, New Jersey (Ooane); Amherst,

Mass. New Haven, and Mt. Carmel,

Conn.

Genus Neaspilq ta O sten Sack en 1#78.

Aspilota , Loew, Mon. N. A. Dipt.,

4

m,

286,

1873. Preoccupied,

Aspilota Foerster, A. Braconid, Verh. d. naturh. Ver. pr. Rheinl., XIX
268.

1862.
ffeaspilota Osten Sack en,

— irypeta

Type

Cat ., 192, 1878,

alba—Lo ew.

Snail yellowish or whitish flies with nearly hyaline wings.

Gcutellum four bristles.

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely angled;

small crossvein about two-thirds along the discal cell; third vein bare.

Head— ?ront

smooth,

the width of the head.

slightly tapering and less than one third

Three lov/er frontals; the post vertical bristles and

.

-105cilia of the posterior orbit are white.

bristle.

Cheeks moderately broad with a
Face hollowed;

Oral margin projecting and raised anteriorly.

antennae reaching nearly to the oral margin; third segment with a distinct,
although not sharp anterior corner.

Thorax— 'ly/o pairs

of dorso-contral bristles, the first pair located

nearly half way from ths transverse suture to the scutellum.

Abdotaen—iiiacrochaetae rather prominent.

Genital segment of the

female nearly equal in length to the last three abdominal segments.

Legs—»Hind tibia with a row of short strong bristles.

Synopsis of Species
1.

'flings

hyaline, at

moot tho stigma only faintly colored.

Wings hyaline, stigma dark brown
2,

alba

.

.

albidipenni

Wings with fuscous coloration in distal half, with the small

crossvein included; second pair of upper frontals

white

vernoniat-

Wings with fuscous coloration in distal half, not including
the small crossvein; second pair of upper

frorfSfctJLs

black

achilleae

Neaspilota alba (Loew)

Trypeta alba Loew, Cent.
1862; EEL,

1,

285, pi. XI,

72,
f.

1862; Mon. H. A. Dipt., I, 100^
11. 1873, Places it in

Aspilota .

Trypeta alba Osten liacken Cat., 260, 1878.

V

Bred from seeds of

n

frermonia .
fleas pilot a,

alba Cresson, Trans. An.

1907. Oesc.

lfint

.

Soc. XXX111, 106,

s

-106-

Type— Harvard University

UaXe and female in the Loew Collection

.

from Pennsylvania.

Yellowish; wings hyaline,

Scutellura with four bristles.

Posterior

basal crossvein obtusely angled; small coossvein two-thirds along the discal

third vein without bristles.

cell;

Head— Front
as

wide as the head.

Length

o 3 ran.,

4 4 nan., wing. 3.5 ram.

pale greenish-yellow, tapering, and less than one-third

Three lower frontuls,

both pairs of upper frontals,

the

inner and outer vertical bristles dark brown.

and

cilia of the posterior orbit white.

ately broad with a dark brown bristle.

The post vertical bristles
Cheeks moder-

Cephalon yellowish.

Oral margin projecting and arcuate.

Antennae darker yellow reaching nearly to the

Face

pale yellow, hollowed.

oral

margin; third segment with a distinct but not sharp anterior corner;

second segment with a very small spine.
ish

base.

Thorax—Yellowish
and

Arista with brown bristle and yellow-

;

the anterior two-thirds of themotum,

larger part of the sterno-pleura pale gray.

tie

First pair of dsrso-ceitral

bristles nearly half way from the transverse suture to the scutellum,
just within the hind

greenish yellow,

margin of gray color.

bearing

pair being the smaller ,

Abdomen

fjftouj

Bristles brown,

brown,

placed

bcutelltun flat,

bristles of nearly equal size, the apical

Short hair x*iite.

—Yellowish-brown,

Halteres yellow.

the hind margins of the second, third,

fourth and fifth segments with narrow stripes of brighter yellow.
hair whitish,

metanotum

fcacrochaetae brown prominent.

Short

Genital segment yellowish-

flat, longer than the last two segments of the abdomen.

Legs—Yellow, bristles
bristles.

brown; hind tibia with row of short strong

Fore femora not unusually thiekened.

Wings—Hyaline

or white, the veins yellow; the sfcigma with just

-107a faint tra ce of color.

Hab— In

the Loew Coll. five specimens fro:n Pa,

Sack en Coll., 2 Uo.

1

t

In the Osten

Canon City, 2 Pa., and 4 without locality label.

Button Woods, R. I., Y'estport Factory, Mass.; Lenola and Clementon,

;
:

,J.,

Long Island, N. Y.; New Mexico (Cresson).
Host. Plant

— Collected

on Yernonia (iron weed).

Keaspilota albidipennis (Loew)

Trypeta albidipennis Loew, Cent.,
Dipt v

I,

100,

1862;

£.,

Places it in As pi lota

73,

1,

286,

1862; lion.

pi. XI,

f.

10,

>;.

A.

1873.

.

Type— Harvard University.
Grayish-white with whitish-hyaline wings having a brown 3tigma.
Scutellum with four bristles.

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely angled;

small crossvein two-thirds along the discal cell; third vein without

bristles.

Length

o

4 am., + 5 mm., wing 4 mm.

Head— Pront pale yellowish with
tapering,
ale,

the orbits white, slightly

less than one-third the width of the * head,

There lower front-

both pairs of upper frontale, the inner and outer vertical bristles

black; post vertical bristles and cilia of the posterior orbit white.

Cephalon gray.
raised.
yellow,

Cheeks rather narrow.

Oral margin projecting and slightly

Face whitish, hollowed; antennal grooves deep.

Antennae darker

reaching nearly to the oral tuargin; third segment with a distinct

but not sharp anterior corner; second segnent with a distinct spine.

Arista

with blafck bristle and brown base.

Thorax— Brownish with whitish pubescence.
from humerus to base of the wing.

White stripe running

First pair of dorso-central bristles

-loaabout half way from the trans vera© sutn»e to the scutellura; the latter

brownish -gray and bearing four bristles.

Abd omen— Gray.

Halteres yellow.

Macrochaetae black ujd

,

rorclnent.

Genital

segment black, flat, nearly equal in length to the last three abdurJLm.,1
segments.

Legs— Sro\miah becoming yellowish-brown
tips of the femora and tibiae.

on the tarsi and at the

Bristles black. A row of short bristles

on each of the hind tibiae,
S„^~v*

flings— Whitish hyaline, the stigma brown.

Hab— five
Uass.

;

.

^cx^U

from ra, in LoewCoil.; Swansea and Westport factory,

New Haven, Conn.;

New Mexico,

<u>m aM*>

;shlund,

Lenoia,

Westville and Cleraenton, N. J.;

(Cresson).

Host plant— Collected on Vernonia (iron weed)

Neaspilota -ichilleae Johnson
Described from a cotypo

Neaspilota achilleae Johnson. Knt

,

Mews, XI,

328,

fig. 1900.

Keaspilota achilleae Johnson, I-syche, XVI, 113, 1909. Gcc.
Type

— In

the collection of Ur, C. f. Johnson.

Yellowish; wings hyaline with a fuscous spot in the stigma and
a narrow faintly colored band passing from the costal margin and covering
the posterior or large cros&Vein.

ooutellum with four bristles,.

Posterior

basal crossvein obtusely angled; small trossvein two-thirds along the

discal cell; third vein without bristles.

Length

Head —Entirely yellow except the eyes.

one-third as wide as the head.

¥

4 mm,,

wing 4 mm.

Front ta^eringjless than

Three lower frontals, both pairs of upper

frontal ny inner and outer vertical bristles brown.

The post vertical bristlee

-109and cilia of the posterior orbit white.
pale brown bristle.
hollowed.

Cheek e rather narrow with

Oral margin projecting and arcuate.

Face

Antennae nearly reaching the oral margin; third segment

with an anterior corner, but not very distinct, second segment
a very small spine.

v/ith

Arista with brown bristle and yellow base.

Thorax—Yellowish

:

notura gray except a rectangular yellow

area on the hind portion; metanotum

bl?ick

with two gray spots and

the larger portion of the sternoQpl®Vira gray.

First pair of dorso-

central bristles one-third from the transverse suture to the scutellum.
size.

The latter flat, bearing four bristles of nearly equal
Halteres yellow.

Abdomen—Y el lowish brown, the third, fourth and fifth
segments being darker, and the hind margins of these segments with

narrow stripes of yellow,
segment broad,

Kacrochaetae brown rather weak.
tipped with brown,

flat, yellowish,

Leg«—Yellow, with

Genital

weak brown bristle* on the fore-

femora, and a row of small bristles on each of the hind tibiae.

Wings— Hyaline with a fuscous spot in the basal half of the
stigma, a narrow faintly colored band beginning at the margin before
the second vein and covering the large crossvein, but not reaching
the hind margin.

There may be a short transverse stripe reaching

from the tip of the submarginal cell to the fourth vein, a short

fuscous margin, or only two spots at the tips of the second and

third veins.

In the last two caoes the short transverse stripe

may be obsolete or wanting as in the figure.

Hob— yanomet,
Jacksonville, Fla.

;

Waguoit, and Kdgartown, Ma$s.; Avalon, N.J.;

Tifton, Ga.

;

Montgomery Co., Pa,

Host plant—On yarrow, Achillea millefolium .
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^easpilota vernoniae (Loew)
Trypeta vernoniae Loew, ^nt.,1, 40, 1862; Mon.
Dipt^l. 101. 1862;

m,

286,

!'.

pi. XI, f. 8,

A.

1873,

Places it in Aspilota
fteaspilota vernoniae . Coq. Jour, N. Y. Ent. Soc. Vll,
262, 1899. Refers it to Trypeta .

Type

—Harvard

University,

Yellowisn, metanotura black; wings wftih coarse reticulation
in apical half, basal half hyaline.

r>cutellum four bristles.

Pos-

terior basal crossvein obtusely angled; small crossvein less than twothirds along the discal cell; third vein without bristles.
o

Length

4.5 mm., ? 5 mm,, wing 4 mm*

Head— Front pale

yellow,

slightly tapering about one-third the

width of the head; orbits white.

Three lower frontals, the inner and

outer vertical bristles dark brown, the second pair of upper frontals,
the post vertical bristles and cilia of the posterior orbit white,

Cephalon yellowish-gray.

Cheeks rather broad with black bristle.

Oral margin projecting slightly and raised anteriorly.
hollowed, with deep antennal grooves.

Face white,

Antennae yellowish, reaching

nearly to the oral margin; third segment with a distinct, but not sharp
anterior corner; second segment with black spine.

Arista with black

bristle and yellow base.

Thorax—Yellow: bristles brown; metanotum grayish-black,
first pair of dor so-central bristles half way from the transverse
Suture to the scute Hum.
of nearly equal size.

The latter flat and bearing four bristles

Halteres yellow.

Abdomen—Yellowish-brown

:

the posterior borders of the segments

-11*-

narrow yellowish lines.

'

Short hair black; macrochaetae black

Genital segment yellowish -brown,

prominent.

xy as Ion

flat and broad,

as the last three abdominal segments.

Lefts— Yellow: bristles black; hind tibia with a row of
short bristles.

Wings— Basal half hyaline, the remainder reticulate;

a fuscous

band beginning a little before the apex of the marginal cell crosses the
wing,

covering the hiid crossvein in its course; it is connected on

the fourth vein with a short band which runs from the tip of the second

vein to the fourth vein and which is parallel to the upper portion
of the band crossing the wing.

There is a hyaline spot in the apex

of the subaiarginal and one in the apex of the first posters r cells.

There is a rather irregular and somewhat interrupted band which runs
from the stigma obliquely to the small corssvein ending in the discal
cell in a short faint brown line running parallel to the longitudinal

veins.

Hab— In
weetville,

the Loew Coll., 4 from Pa.; Westport Factory, Mass.;

Clementon and Lenola, N. 3.; Inverness, Fla, (C. W. Johnson)

Host plAnts

—Collected

on Vernonia (ironweed)

Genus Icterica Loew .

Icterica Loew, Won. N. A. Dipt., Ol, 287, 1873.
Type*- Vrypeta seriata Loew.

Yellowish; wings yellowish, broad and blunt.
with four bristles.

Scuteilum

Posterior basal crossvein right angled; small

crossvein about two-thirds along the discal cell; third vein with

-112bristles*

Head— Front smooth about one-third

as wide as the head.

Cheeks broad; oral margin not projecting! but arcuate.

fh or ax—Two pairs of dorse-central bristly; the first

pair placed nearly half way from the transverse suture to the
scutellum.

Abdomen—tiacro chaetae prominent.

Genital segment of the

female longer than the last two abdominal segments.

Legs—A few bristles

on the hind tibiae".

Synopsis of Spe cies

Reticulation of wings consists of small angular dark
spots/arranged in longitudinal rows.

.

scriata

.

circinata

Reticulation of wings eonsists of small brown
ringlets

.••••

•

Ieterica seriate Loew

Trypeta seriata Loew. Hon, N. A. Dipt., 1, 84, 1862;

m,

287, 1873,

genus Ieterica is here established.

Ieterica seriata Snow, Kans. Univ. vjuart.,11, 171, 1894,
Note on the female.

Type—Harvard University.

Male in the Loew Coll*

Yellow; wings with yellowish reticulation consisting of

•all angular blackish

spots arranged in longitudinal rows.

tellum with four bristles.

Scu-

Posterior basal crossvein nearly

right angled; small crossvein two-thirds along the discal cell;
third vein with bristles.

Length

6 6 mm.,

I 7 mm.,

wing 6.5

.
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id— /ront yellow,

of nearly uniform width,

and one-third

as wide as the head; usually with three lower f rentals.

and oilia yellow, appearing brown in a certain light.

yellow. Cheeks broud with a brown bristle.

Cephalon

Oral margin arcuate, but

Face yellowish, hallowed, with shallow

not projecting distinctly.

antennal grooves.

All bristles

Antennae reaching twer-thirds to the oral margin;

third segment with distinct, but not a sharp anterior corner; second

segment with a distinct spine; arista brown.
Tho rax—Y el low

;

bristles brown; short hair yellow; a small

black spot is behind each wing.

First pair of dorso-central bristles

a little lees than half way from the transverse

suture

to the

scutellum, the latter bearing four bristles of about equal size.

Halteres yellow,
Abd oaen— Yel lowish
and prominent.

:

short hair yellow; macrochaetae brown

Genital segment shining yellow, tipped with

blacfc

flat^and broad, a little longer than the last two abdominal segments

taken together.

Legs—Yellow: the bristles
of the hind tibia short and few,
ffing

s—Yellowish,

of fore femora long and br&wn,

placed at the middle.

the reticulation being affected by black-

ish angular specks arranged in two rows between each two veins; only

the axillary angle has a connected blackish gray reticulation formed
by clear drops.

Immediately before the tip of the auxiliary vein

begins the black margin of the wing, which encompasses the apex
and proceeds to the axillary angle growing gradually paler in its
progress, and meeting several interruptions; the most remarkable of
h

these interruptions are a ratherjfl)pyaline spot immediately beyond
the tip of the first vein, and a row of similar round spots along the
CXAJL-

posterior border, the two first of which in the second posterior cell,

—
-114The third

the following more frequent towards the axillary angle.

vein bears distinct bristles on either side of the wing from the
base to the small crossvein.

Hab

(Loew); Kebr.,

111.,

(Snow); iiich.,

(0.5.)

;

Ithaca,

My Y.; Forest Hill, Clementon, Trenton and Stockton, N. J.; Cohasset,
Frarainghom,

Southbridge and ".illiamsburg, ^ass,

Revore,

Icterica uircinata Loew.

Trvpeta circinata Loew, Uon. K. A. Dipt v £H, 288,
1873; the genus Icterica is formed for this

species as well as seriata

.

Type—-Harvard University.

Yellowish-brown; wing^ retieulation of small brown
ringlets, the infu seated border interrupted in four places on the

costal margin beyond the stigma,

ocuteilum with four bristles;

Posterior basal crossvein right angled; small crossvein tw»-thirds
alogg the discal cell; third vein bristly.

wing

Length

b

6 ism,,

* 7 mm,,

6 ram.

Head— Front yellowish
of the head,

browi,

tapering, one-third the width

ttsuclly three lower frontals;

second pair of upper

fr-ntals, the post vertical bristles and cilia of the posterior orbit

l&ght brown.
ed.

Cephalon bpown cheeks broad, the birstle light color-

Oral opening large; the .aargin strongly arcuated, but not

projecting.

Face brown retreating; antennal {grooves deep. Antennae

brown reaching a little more than half wa> to the oral margin; third
segment with rounded anterior corner; second segment with distinct
light colored spine.

Arista dark with light colored base.

-115Th o rax—Brown with bristle* of the same color; abort

hair yellowish.

First pair of dorso-central bristles nearly half

way from the transverse suture to the scutellum.

The latter

flattened and bearing four brietleu of nearly equal size.

Halteres

pale brown.
*bdome n-¥ellowish with short hair of the same color,

tia-

crochaetae of &he terminal segment dark brown and prominent.

Genital

segment yellowish-brown or fufous, flat, broad and truncate; neaiy
as long as the last two abdominal segments taken together*

Legs—Brown and bristles

brown.

Short strong bristles on

hind tibia in addition to the long strong ones on the fore femora.

.Vin^s—Reticulation consisting of small brown ringlets,

mostly closed, but some of them open, and connected with each other*
The ewioeiae tip of the auxiliary vein and a rectangular spot in the

middle of the saturate yellow enigma are black, but there is no
trace of dark coloring in the costal cell before the tip of the
auxiliary vein; between the first and second veins there are
three pale spots on the costa which interrupt the black border.

A

similar interruption is caused by another drop immediately beyond the
tip of the second vein.

Hab— Ithaca.

N. Y.; Stocltton,

Trenton, and

'<

:

estville, h, J.;

Amherst, iiass.

This species is distinguished from Icterica seriata by

paving four pale interruptions on the black costal border.

reticulation of

1.

oerirta consists of

siaall

The

angular brown spots,

arranged in double rows between each pair of longitudinal veins.

-USGenus Tephritlf Latreille

Tephritia Latreille. Hist. Nat. Crust, et Ins., XIY^
389, 1804.

Tephritl f, Loew, Kurop. Bohrfleigen, 96, 1862;

HI,

Dipt.,

T ephrltis Schiner,

295,

lion.

V, A.

1873.

Paltfcna

Austrlaca, II, 151, 1864, Includes

Urollia .
Tephrltis Van der Wulp, Biologia, Dipt., II, 419, 1899.
Table of Mexican species*

Type

—-Lusca

solstitialis Linnaeus

Grayish medium sized species with reticulate wings.

tellum with four bristles.

5cu-

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely angled;

small crossvein about two-thirds along the discal cell; third vein

with small bristles on the under surface of the wing.

Head— Front

smooth,

about one-third the width of the head

with two or three lower front als.

The second pair of upper frontals

the poet vertical and outer vertical bristle white; cilia of the

posterior orbit white or black and white.

Cheeks broad with bristle*

Oral margin projecting and arcuate. Face hollowed; antennae reading

nearly to oral margin; third segment with a distinct lower anterbr
corner.

Thorax—Two pairs
to the transverse suture.

of dorso-central bristles,

the first close

Scutellum with four bristles.

Abdomen— Jrayish with white short hair; with or without black
spots.

L^egs— ith black and white bristles on ihe fore femora.
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Synopsis of Species
With white macro chaetae and
on cheek,

bristle

ffhite

albicops

.

With blatt macro chaetae and black bristles
on cheek

platvptera

.

.

Tephritis albiceps Loew

Trypeta g.lbicopa Loow.
XI. f. 5. 1873.

i:on.

N. a. Dipt.

,IH> 302, pi,

Places it in Tephritis .

Trypeta euryptera L oew.

&ion.

I, A. Dipt.,

HI,

304,

1873.

Types of both the above species at Harvard University.

Yellowish-gray; abdomen with two longitudinal rows of
black spots; wings reticulate with the brownishHrlack color more

intense in the regions of the stigma, the apical portion of the

wing and the hind cross vein.

Scutellura with four bristles.

Pos-

terior basal crossvein obtusely angled; small crossvein a little
more than two-thirds along the discal cell;
bristles, Length

6

third vein with

3.5 mm., * 4.5 mm., wing 4 am.

Head—»Kront pale yellow with white orbits, upper portion
geeenish; of uniform width and a little more than one-third the

width of the head.

Two lower frontals and the inner vertical

bristles black; second pair of upper foontals, post vertical, outer
vertical bristles, and cilia of the posterior orbit white.

Ce-

phalon yellow upper portion with a gray spot above the foramen
sending side branches to the orbit,

cray spot on the ocelli also.

Cheeks moderately broad with short light colored hair.

Oral

-U8projecting and distinctly arcuate.

Face white, hollowed.

Antennae

pale yellow nearly reaching the oral margin; third segment with a

distinct anterior corner; second segment without a distinct spine.
Arista with black bristle and brown base.

Thorax- ~Gray with short whitish hair and black bristles;
email black spots at the bases of the bristles on the no turn, easily
seen when the color of the notum is light gray.

Usually the humeral

callous and a stripe running to the base of the wing are yellowish.

e
wcutellura pale yellow,

the lateral angles and sometimes the basis

gray, bearing four bristles,

and weaker.

the apical pair being ver^y much smaller

First pair of dorso-central bristles located very close

to the transverse suture.

Halteres yellow.

Abdomen—-! he color is variable.

Yellowish -gray with two

black spots on the middle of all but the first twof fused) segments*

The posterior borders are frequently yellowish or yellowish-red,

more easily seen from a rear view.

Short hair whitish.

Genital

segment black, with a very dark reddish color in the middle, or
dark yellow with black extremities, a little longer than the last

two abdominal segments taken together.

Macrochaetae whitish.

Legs—Yellowish-brown with rather short brown
bristles on the fore femora.

and black

Hind tibia with a row of small brown

bristles.

Wings,— Having an elliptical outline, somewhat broader in the
female than in the male.

The reticulation which leaves open the

extreme basis only, has a brownish-black coloring, which assumes a

paler hue wherever the drops are nearer together; upon the stigma,
however,

arid

upon the end of the marginal cell, it becomes nearly

black; the proximity of the posterior crossvein shows a dark space,

-

-119w.-iich

is but little perforated.

The stigma contains a rather

conspicuous hyaline drop; the aropsjupon the remaining surface
are in general large, upon the middle of the wing, however, numerous

much smaller drops are interspersed, which perforate the dark

coloring between the larger drops; this also takes place between
the six large drops which form the usual pyramid of drops, situated

beyond the stigma; upon the portion of the wing beyond this

pyramid there are generally but very few little drops, and those
are usually in the proximity of the pyramid; some larger drops,

rather distant from each other, are also to be found^ ther e, and

among these a row of very round drops along the margin of the
wing,

sometimes a little remote from it; they are of unequal

site in the male and of equal size in the female.
In the female the three posterior drops of the usual

pyramid are smaller, and separated by larger intervals, and the
intervals of all the six drops are perforated by much more numerous
8 ma 11

drops.

Hab
and Canada.

—Maine,

New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, New York,

Caldwell, N, J.

(Johnson).

tephritis euryptsra Lo*w described from one female from
Weert Point,

N. Y.,

is a synonym of Tephritis albiceps Loew.

I

have a series of six males and eight females collected at McLean,
N. Y. on July 2-3,

1904 by Dr. G. C. Crampton.

The males are

easily identified from Loew(e description of Tephritis albiceps.

All the females have broader wings than the males and upon com-

parison with Loew* e types of Tialbiceps and T. euryptera

them to be the same.

I find

There are no structural differences.

The

third vein bears weak bristles on the under side of the wing in

-120both male and female, although they say sometimes become loAt,

The bristles are difficult to see unless high magnification is
used.

Tephritis platyptera Loew

Trypeta platyptera

Loew Mon. N. A. Dipt v Hi, 306, 1873.

Places it in Tephritis .

Eutreta nora )oano. Jour. N. Y. Ent. Soc. y VUL, 184,
t

pi.

m,

f.

9,

Type— Harvard University.

1899.

One female in the Loew Coll,

from Conn*

Grayish or black; head and legs yellow; abdomen when gray
with four rows of black spots; wings broad, reticulate with small
drops over the whole surface, lar er on the margin.

with four bristles.

Scutellum

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely angled;

small crossvein uore than two-thirds alongthe discal cell; third
o
5

mm., wing 4 mm.

Head— Kront fellow slightly tapering,

broad, one-half

vein with weak bristles.

as wide as the haad.

Length o 3.5 mm.,

Bristles of the head stout, those of the

front and vertex set in small black punctiform dots; two lower

frontals; the second pair of upper frontals, the outer verticals
and post vertical bristles white; cilia of the posterior orbit

consisting of coarse white and fine black bri sties.

Spot on the

ocelli black; cephalon yellow, upper portion grayish-black. Cheeks
broad with black and white hair and a black bristle.

margin projecting, and slightly raised anteriorly.
hollowed, with moderately deep antennal grooves.

Oral
Face yellowish,

Antennae yellow.
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neyly reaching

the oral margin; third segment with a concave an-

terior margin and a distinct lover anterior corner; second segment

with a distinct black spine.
base.

Arista with black bristle and yellow

On each side between the bases of the antennae and the eye

there is a small, almost punctiform, blackish-brown streak.

Thorax— tfhen grmy the following brownish spots occur;
a short median stripe; interrupted lateral stripes, each appearing
as three brown spots; a short stripe above each wing; a spot at the

base of the post humeral bristle and one at the base of the inner
post-alar bristle,

first pair of dorso-central bristles near the

transverse sutwre.

Scutellum convex, brown, with yellowish-gray-

sides and tip; the four bristles of the scutellum are placed upon

blackish dots within the yellowish color and are of about equal
size; the pair of dots at she ape.* are connected with the dark

coloring of the scutellum.

Metanotum brown.

Short hair white, Bristles black.

Halteres yellow*

Abdome n— Gray with four rows of black

ifeh

spots, two

median and two lateral rows, the spots of the median rows are
large and broad, extending more on the posterior margin of the
segasukts.

rows.

Only a narrow gray stripe is between the two intermediate

Short hair white.

Hacvochaetae black and prominent.

Genital

segment broad, flattened, shining black, the under side yellowishred,

with a black tip; the upper with a dark reddish spot on each

side.

Legs

—Yellow with

blackish spots on the base and middle

of the under side of each of the middle and hind femora.

A smaller

brownish spot at the bate on the under side of each of the fore
femora also.
Winy,

Fore femora with strong black and weak white bristles.

s— Broad

rounded elliptical.

The black reticulation

-122covers the whole wing to the extreme basis; along the whole pos-

terior margin as far as the apex, there is a row of hyaline drops
of middle sise, separated by considerable intervals; beyond the
apex,

alongj^the anterior margin,

these drops become larger, their

intervals growing smaller; in the marginal and costal cells they
coalesce with a little drop placed behind them, so that in these
e

cells,

the reticulation limits something like little rays running

towards the anterior .mrgin; the stigma upon the extreme Oasis,
has a whitish csossline and includes a hyaline drop at' the end;

upon the whole inner side of the surface of the wing the black
color is rather sparsely perforated by drops of middle and of
the very smallest size; the latter are mere numerous upon the

The seond

posterior than upon the anterior half of the wing.

and third veins are considerably divergent towards the end.

Third

vein with weak bristles on the under surface of the wing.

Hab—Kent,
Merchant v 11

e

and

:aet Hartford,

and Clementon, H« J.l

Conn.; itofkton, N. J.;

(Johnson)^ Idaho,

A variation from otockton, K. J.

(G.

C.

(Doane)

Crarapton) differs

from the above description as follows; thorax black; humerus and
a stripe running to the base of the wing yellowish-brown,

ocu-

tellum black with three small yellowish spots on the margin between each two bristles.

Abdomen black.

One male.

Genus iiuaresta Loew
Euarest a Loew, Hon. N. A

.

Dipt.,

&u atresia Van der Wulp, Biologia,
of Mexican species.

m,
H,

296,

308,

1873.

432, 1899, Table

-123Ty»e-~Trypeta festiva Loew.

Yellowish or grayish; wings reticulate and radiating*
GcutelluB with four bristles.

Posterior basal cpossvein obtuse-

ly angled; small crosavein two-thirds to three-fourths along the

discal cell; third vein with bristles.

Head— Front
Two lower

the head.

smooth,

tapering about one-third as wide as

f rontals/bristles

;

the outer verticals, post

vertical bristles and cilia of the posterior orbit pale yellow,

e
Oral margin arcuatf.

;

face hollowed.

Thorax--¥wo pairs of dorso-central bristles, the first

pair being very close to the transverse suture,

Scutellura with

four bristles.

Abdomen— Macro ch setae rather weak, but long.

Cenital

segment about equal in length to the last three abdominal oegaants.

Legs— Bristles

pale.

The male genitalia are also peculiarly characteristic
in this genus.

Synopsis of Species
1.

flings

with hyaline spot at base of first posterior cell;

without a dark colored convexity

3

Wings without hyaline spot at base of first

posterior cell; with the convexity instead!., ..2
2."

;dngs with jjine hyaline spaces touching the margin

between the 1st and 5th veins

bella Loew

e
'flings

with fight hyaline spaces between the

1st and 5th veins ,,,,,,.......

bellula Snow.

-1243.

Basal third of wing only faintly reticulate, a broad
band extends from the stigma to the saall
crossvein,

4

...................

Basal third more evenly reticulate, no such
band is present.
4.

5

.subgura Johnson

Yellow species.

pura loew

Gray species
5.

A single hyaline spot in the apex of the 1st

festiva Loew

basal cell .
A pair of transverse hyaline spots on each

side of the small crossvein

.

aequolis Loew

sresta festiva Loew
Trypeta festiva Loew, Mon. K. A. Dipt.
309,

pi. X,

1,

86,

1862;

HI,

1873. Establishes genus Uucresta

f. 21,

with this species as a typical form.
lOuaresta festiva Snow, Kans. Univ. Quart. II, 171,

pi. VI,

f.

9. 1894.

Typ«— Harvard University,

Note on distribution.
l^ale

and female in the Loew

Collection

Yellow; wings reticulate, radiating at the apex, yellowish
at the base and in the center, dark fuscous near the berdere and

on the apical third.

Scutellum with four bristles.

Posterior

basal crossvein obtusely angled; small crossvein two-thiids along
the discal cell; third vein with bristles.

wing 5

Length

5 mm.,

+ 6 mm.,

ran.

Head—Entirely yellowish.

Front distinctly tapering, at its

narrowest part, about one-third as wide as the

hadd.

,

Two lower

-125frontals and the long Inner vertisal bristles yellowish-brown; second

pair of upper frontals, the post verticals, outer verticals and the
cilia of the posterior orbit pale yellow.

yellowish bristle.

Cheeks moderately broad with

Oral margin projecting and very much arcuate.

Face pale, hollowed, antennal grooves shallow.

Antennae darker

yellow, small, reaching two-thirds to the oral margin; third segment

with distinct lower anterior corner; second segment with a weak but
distinct yellowish spine.

Arista yellow*

Thorax— Yellow; short hair whitish-yellow, bristles yellowish-brown.

First pair of dorso-central bristles placed very close

to the transverse sutuwe.

apical pair smaller.

Scutellum bearing four bristles, the

Halteres yellow.

Abdomen— Sometimes brownish-fellow

,

darker at the base and

apex, or the hind borders of the segments are paler and in some in-

dividuals uniformly yellow.
conical, narrow,

The genital segment of the female is

longer than the last three abdominal segments taken

together, and is shining blackish-bro

wi

or black and reddish, the

black eocurring at the apex and sometimes at the base.

Macro-

chaetae weak, but prominent.

Lets— Yellow: bristles

pale.

Bristles on anterior side

of middle femur and a row on the hind tibia.

Win as— Hyaline, the reticulation being alckihg-brown,

paler and yellowish -brown near the base and in the middle of the
wing.

In the middle of the wing there are only a few drops of con-

siderable size, four of which are remarkable for their regular

position aid a more whitish appearance; one of these drops is
above,

the second before, the third behind the small transverse

vein, the fourth in the discal cell insasy p before the posterior

-126transverse vein.

The reticulation sends the following blackish

brown rays to the border of the wing; Itf, I narrow one to the middle
costal
of the exterior? cell; 2>i4,A narrow one to the tip of the auxiliary vein;
'

3d

bwwader one, the end of which is sometimes separated as a spot

l

to the middle of the stigma,
it,

and another being sometimes confluent with

to the end of the first longitudinal vein; *t^A narrow one

rising from the first of the four drops enumerated

ab/rec

;

b^A

very

broad one reaching the border of the wing between the foregoing ray
and the tip of the second longitudinal vein;

6t^,A

ray running to

the tip of the second longitudinal vein; 7t^A ray ending between the

tipsjof the second and third longitudinal veins; 8t/and

9tA,

Two rays

running to the tips of the third and fourth longitudinal veins;
10+Hand 11th

Two rays crossing the second posterior cell, the second

of which joins the reticulation,

which is formed by a few large

drops, and fills the hind port of the wing as far ae the axillary

incision.

Hab— Pennsylvania:
Kansas (1,
Col, Minn.;
N. J.

A.

Snow)',

Illinois; Ohio; Quebec; Virginia and

Brookings, S. Oak.; N. Dakota; Ulmstead

Ithaca, N.Y.; otockton, N, J.; Trenton and '.Vestville,

(Johnson)jiS. Hartford,

Lyine,

and Winnipauk, Conn.

Euaresta bella Loew
Trypeta bella Loew
311,

,

Hon. N. A. Dipt. 1, 88, 1862;

pi. X. f. 23,

IH,

1873.

Euaresta bella C resson, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. XXX111.
105, ue-U 1907.

Type— Harvard University.
Collection,

V£

.

Male and female in the Loew

-127Yellowiah-gryy; wings reticulate, radiating at thcApex

with nine hyaline spaces touching the margin between the first and
fifth veins; first posterior cell containing a dark convexity and

without a clear drop,

ocutellum with four bristles.

I'ostoriot

basal crossvein obtusely angled; small cross vein fcwo-thirds along
Length d 3

the discal cell; third vein with very small bristles.

I

ram.

4 am., wing 3 mm.

Head -Front yellow, upper portion greenish; tapering a

little less than one-third as wide as the head.

Two

lowr

frontals

and the long inner vertical bristles brownish; second pair of upper
and the cilia of the posterior orbit

frontals,

the outer verticals*

whitish.

Cephalon yellowish sometimes with a black epicephalon.

Cheeks narrow with a brown bristle.

Oral margin projecting and

very much arcuate. Face paler, hollowed. Antennae neatly reaching
oral
ihsj^riargin
third segment with a distinct, but not sharp anterior
;

corner; second segment with only a minute spine, Arista yelLow.

Thorax— Yellowish

gre:y;

semetimes black and then with

a reddish spot before the wing and one on the humerus,

V/hen

yellowish, the metanotum is dark gray and the scutellum is yelsw ish
to a large extent, the gray spots being at the anterior lateral corners;

minute

blac!;

spots occur at the bases of the brown thoracic bristles;

only the tip of the scutellum is yellow when the thorax is black.

First pair of dorso-central bristles vefy close to transverse suture.
The apical pairof scutellar bristles smaller.

Halteres yellow.

Abd o men—-.Dark yellow, black towards the extremity or en-

tirely black.

Genital segment black, rather broad, narrower towards

the end,

flat,

little longer than the last two segments taken to-

gether.

Hairs of the whole body and all bristles yellowish,

only

-128th© vory short hairs of ths genital segment being bl ick*

Legs— Yellow, bristles

pale.

Small bristles on anterior

side of middle femora and a row on the hind tibia*

'tings— Reticulation blockish-brown, leaving only the
innermost base of thewwing free, with ths exception that it has
some blackish spot 3.

In the middle of the wing there are so few

clear drops that the black coler is not only continuous, but also

occupies most part of the surface; in the submarginal cell there
is only eke clear drop, near the hind side of the second longi-

tudinal vein and a little beyond the small transverse vein.

Between

the third and fourth longitudinal veins there i3 only a single
clear drop on the anterior side of the antepenultimate portion of
the fourt

I

longitudinal vein*

The want of that drop which is

usually inside of the said interval beyond the small transverse
vein, is very characteristic of this species as is also the con-

siderable depth and blacker color of the convexity existing there.
In the discal cell there is always one drop on the hind side of
the penultimate portion of the fourth longitudinal vein, and one
or more such drops on the anterior side of the fifth longitudinal

vein.

The third posterior cell and the axillary angle of the wing

have a reticulation produced by a few proportionately large, hyaline
drops.

The reticulation of the wings emits ten rays to the borders,

corresponding to those of Kuaresta festiva. except that the first
ray of the latter species is wanting totally in .Surest a bella .and

the two rays described under Mo.
single ray in bella

:

3

in festiva are reunited into one

the last ray in bella is usually connected again

^

with the remaining reticulation; in this case the second posteciior
cell also contains a separated clear drop.

• 128

-

Illinois; Minnesota; Pennsylvania;

Hab«»- Wisconsin:

Delaware; karylandj New Hampshire; Massachusetts; Connecticut;

New York; New Jersey; Florida; Guadalajara, Kexico(V.d.R).

Of twenty-nine members of the species,

from Conn., R« Y., and i'inn.

,,

four females

black as described; a male has the

abdomen black and several others have a mottled gray and black
notum.

^-t*

~

t:

^-^s<. '*/-'
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i

OJL

Suarosta x*gualis^ Loew

Trvpeta aequalia Loew, Mon. N.
II, f. 20, 1862; EEL,
J.873.

Places it

Trvpeta (Kuaresta .

ip.

A.

Dipt.^1, 86, pi.

308, pi.

X, f ., 20,

Euaresta.

ap. Oaten iacken, \?aat. Dipt,,

)

345, 1877.

Trvpeta aeoualia fcarlatt, hroc.

iint. Soc.

^ash.^II,

40, f.,1891, Life hiatory.

Suareata aegualis Snow, Kana. Univ.
pi. Vll,

f.

ijuart.,,11,

171,

10, 1894. Note on description.

iSuareata aequalia Coq. ; Jour. N. Y. Knt

.

Soc.^Vll,

264, 1899. Refers it to Tophritia.

Type-* Harvard University.

A male and female in the Loew

Collection.

Yellow; winga with uniform reticulation having a trans-

verse pair of clear drops each side of the small crossvein and net

more than three large dropa in the diacal cell before the transverse pair which i3 below the srakll crossvein.
four bristles.

Scutellum with

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely angled; email

crossvein more than three- fourths along the diacal cell; third
vein with briatlea.

Length

fl

5-6 mm.,

^8

nm., wing 5.5 ma.

Head— Entirely yellow, front tapering greater than onethird the width of the head.

Two lower frontals, first pair of

upper frontals, and the long inner vertical bristles darker yellow

than the second pair of upper frontala, post vertita)., outer ver-

t
tical briatlea and the cilia of the posterior orbit.
Oral margin not projecting, distinctly arcuate.
hollowed, antenna! grooves moderately deep.

Cheeks broad

Face only slightly

Antennae reaching a

•130little over half way to the oral margin; third segment short,
anterior corner rounded; second segment with a weak light

colored spine.

Arista brownish at tip, yellow si the base,

Thorax— Yellow, also the short hair and bristles.

Black

spot behind each wing and a brownish spot on the lower anterior

First pair of dorso-central bristles close

angle of the scuteilum.
to the transverse suture*

Abd org on—-Yellow, short hair

ale.

k'acrochaetas brown,

Oenital segment of the female yellow tipped with black,

prominent.

narrow and conical, nearly as long a3 the last three abdominal
segments taken together.
Let^s—'Long and yellow with yellow briatl if

.

The fore

femora of the male unusually thickened with a brown stripe on the
upper side of each,

ilind

tibiae with a distinct row of short

bristles on each, and middle femora with short bri3tles on the
anterior.
T

<7ingB-»- Rather

reticulation.

large, of equal breadth and a uniform bvownish

Most of the drops forming it are rather large and near

together; those on the costal broder are nore oblong, and separated
by 3hort blackish-brown rays; the color of the reticulation near

the costal border and apical oortion of the wing is considerably
darker than in the middle portion.

On each side of/the small cross-

vein is a pair of clear transverse drops, and belov; it in the discal
cell i3 another pair of clear transverse spots.

Proximal to this

last pair are three large drops in the discal cell.

Hab— Illinois:

Missouri; Ohio; New Mexico; Colorado?

Montana; Minnesota; Kansas; New Jersey; Plymouth, Mass.; Trenton
Lucaston, Westville, and Anglesea, N.

J.

(Johnson)

.
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The dark spots on the lower anterior angle of the scutellum ar© absent in a male and female from Minnesota and also
Two, three, or four spots

present in a male from that State.

may occur in the discal cell before the first pair

of

transverse

dots.

Host plants— Xant hi urn,: Ambrosia arte; isiaef olia (G.W. Johnson)

Life history—The larv^a inhabits and feeds on the seed of

the Kant hium . attaining its

grovrfch 1-vte

in the fall.

It remains in

this stage until the following summer and is found in the adult stage

chiefly in August, at a time when the burs of the Xant ^um
forming.

The

bufc

are just

contains two seeds separated by a strong septum,

but the female oviposits only once in a bur; it i3 probable that the

adult

r.iakes

its escape when the bur becomes moistened and the other

seed germinates,

(Uarlfttt).

Suaresta pur a Loew.
T rvpeto, pura Loew,

tton.

N.

A. Dipt.
;

HI,

320, 1873,

Placed in Suaresta .
guar eat a pura Cress on, Trans, Am. 3nt. Soc.^XXXlll,
105, 1907. Note.
iSuarssta pura Johnson, Piftche^XVl, 114, 1909. Occ.

Type— Harvard University.

One female in the Collection

from fiase.

ay; wings reticulate, picture somewhat radirting in the

apical half; the fuscous branch filling the stigma also fills the

apical half of the discal cell except
Soutellum with four bristles.

tvro

transverss hyaline spots.

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely

-132anglod; small crosavein thres-f ourths along the discal cell;

third vein bare.

—

Head

Length $ 5.5mm.

,

Front clay yellow, slightly tapering, greater than

one*third the width of the head*
of upper frontals black; the outer

bristles whits.

wing 5 mm.

Two lower frontals, both pairs

vertical and po3t vertical

Cilia of posterior orbit in two rows consisting

of coarse whits and short black bristles,

Csphalon yellowish, except the spice-ohalon which is

the orbit.
gray.

the latter being neartr

Cheeks moderately broad with a white bristle.

margin projecting, arcuate.

Face pale, hollowed.

Oral

Antennae yellow-

ish, reaching nearly to the oral margin; third segment

vith a dis-

tinct, but not sharp anterior corner; second segment with small
spine.

Arista black.

Thorax— Gray with black bristles and short white hair.
Four paler grayish stripes on the notum.
the bases of

trie

bristles.

Kinute black spots at

First pair of dorso-central bristles

very close to the transverse suture.

Scutsllum

Hat

bearing

four bristles, the apical pair being small and weak, about half

the sizs of the other pair.

Sides of scutsllum lighter gray.

Halteres yellowish.

Abdomen— Gray with the hind margins

of the segments

yellowish; short hair black; raacrochaeta© black and prominent.

Genital segment bro-zmiah-red, flat, truncate, nearly equal to
the length of the last two abdominal segments.

Legs— Yellowish: bristles black.
Win :s— The wing picture of this species and that of
f

-p

JSu aresta

sub pur a Johnson are very similar.

The wing of

is gray and wiiitish- hyaline while the general color of

i).

\Z,

/ura a

subnura

-133is figured on plats

"gigus*

2J

•

A few small hyaline spots

may occur along the fourth vein in the apical portion of the first
basal coll and a pair of small semi- hyaline spots, one on each
side of the anterior end of the small crossvein.

The apical

half of the discal cell if Lo«w's type specimen is fuscous

except the pair of transverse hyaline epets in the apex.

Hab— Bridgewater, Cohasset, Concord, Nantucket
Hole, Hass.\

(C. W.

Johnson)] Durham, H. H.; Beaulah,

I.'ew

and Woods
I'exico,

(Cresson); Boyeman, Font,

*
Buaresta subpura Johnson

I
:

Not a New England form. Described from a fcotype loaned by
r. C. W. Johnson.
The wing picture i3 similar to ifiuarejsta oura

guar est a subpura Johnson, Psyche, XVI, 114, 1909.

Type— In

tne collection of C. W.

Johnson.

Yellow; wings reticulate, somewhat radiating and

more conspicuous in the apical half; one large fuscous branch
fills the stigma and surrounds the small crossvein; and wight

hyaline spaces of varying size touch the margin between the
first and fifth veins.

Scutellura with four briBtles.

Posterior

basal crossvein obtusely angled; small crossvein three-fourths along
o

the discal cell; third vein without bristles.

Length

4- 5

mm., wing

4 mm.

Head- ** Front yellowish, slightly tapering,

one-third the width
T

of

the head.

Two lower frontals black; second pair of upper

the post vertical and outer vertical bfcistles white.
posterior orbit white.

Cephalon yellowish.

fjftantals

Cilia of the

Beard and bristle of

-134-

Chocks narrow.

cheek pale*
jecting.

grooves.

Oral margin arcuate^, but not pro-

Fate pale, slightly hollov/ed and with deep antenna\
Antennae reaching t T**o- thirds to the oral margin; third

segment brown, anterior corns*" rounded; second segment with very
small spine.

Arista dark; lighter at the base.

Thorax— Yellow with short yellow hair and with minute
dark spots of the bases of the brovra bristles; a small black spot
occurs behind the base of taeh wing.

First pair of dorso- central

bristles are very close to the transverse suture,

ocutellum bear-

ing four bristles, the middle pair being much the emaller.

Haiteres

yellow.

Abdomen— Yell ow with coarse pill of the same color.
crochaetae last segment -prominent.
A

Ka-

Genital segment short, yellow.

tipped with black, and clothed with the yellow pile; it is flat,
truncate and equal in length to the last abdominal segment.

Lets— Yellow with bristles
Win]?:

s— Reticulate

of the seme color.

with two fuscous spaces; the first

dropless, beginskt the stigma and runs obliquely to the small crossvein

filling the apical y;ortion of the first basal ceil, and is connected

with the second space upon and immediately behind the third vein;
the second space is limited posteriorly by the fourth vein and in-

cludes a clear drop on the costa just beyond the tip of the second
vein.

vein

A large drop occurs on the anterior side of the fourth
etween the two transverse veins; two other drops in the

apical portions of the first porterior cell are more or lees connected with hyaline spaces touching

tfef

margin.

The two hyaline sp-'cet

beyond the first vein are separated by a narrow ray and extends into
In* submarginal coll, the first almost reaching the third vein.

rays run to the apex of the wing at the tips of the third and

Two

fouafch

-135veins, two cross thekiddle of tie second posterior cell and one

covers the hind cross vein*

These last two are connected by a

narrow fuscous bridge causing the appearance of two large drops
Another ray crosses

in the base of the second posterior cell*

the discal cell to the hind margin.

The basal portion of the dis-

cal cell and the third posterior cell are yellowish, the reticu-

lation being more pronounced near the hind margin*

Hab— V/ildwood

and Anglesea, N.

U

J.

(Johnson)

e

Genus Jfr^llia Rob inoau-Dsavoidy.

Urellia Desvoidy,

Uyoda^s,

774, 1830.

Urellia Loew, Surop. Bohrfliegen, 117, 1862.
Urellia Van der Wulp /iologia, Dipt.

Table

H,

426, 1899,

of MexicffcJiSpecios.

Urellia Adams, Kans.

TJniv.

Science Bull.

C,

450,

1904. Table of specie ...
o

Urellia Kndarlein, Zofl. Johr. Geog. and Biol. XXXI,
459, 1911, Note*

— teusoa

Type

stsllata Fuessly

Qrayiah species with a conspicuous star-shaped black
design near th* apex, while the rest of

th?>

wing is altogether

immaculate or marked with only a few isolated spots, at the ut-

most a very pale reticulate picture.
bristles.

Scu+ellum

\-7ith

two or four

Posterior basal crossvein obtusely angled; small cross-

vein three-fourths along the discal cell; third vein with or without
bristles.

Head— Front smooth, about one-th&rd as wide

as the head.

Usually three lower frontals; the second pair of upper frontals,

-136the post vertical and outer vertical bristles and cilia of the

posterior orbit white*

Cheeks narrow, oral margin projecting and

Face hollowed.

arcuate.

Antennae nearly heaahing to the oral

margin; second segment with a very small spine.

Thorax—» With minute black spots at the bases
bristles.

of

the

Two pair of dorso-central bristles, the first located

very close to the transverse suture.
Abdoraen— yacrochoetae weak.

Genital segment of the female

equal to the length of the last two abdominal segments.

Legs- - With weak bristles.

Synopsis ot Species
/.

Scutellum with two bristles; basal half of wing
pure hyaline

••••

•

•

•S

olaris ^

Scutellum with four bristles; basal half of wing

marked with faded reticulation.....

*

$~*<™^t

.

.

*.

.

,

.

.

"7? rr^

abstersa

^£^^

Urellia abstersa Loew

Try net a abstersa Loew. Cent., II, 77, 1862; Mon.
N. A. Dipt., ED.,

323,

pi. XI, 7, 1873;

places it in Urellia.

Urellia abstersa Van der ^ulp, Biologia, Dipt.^H.
426, fig., 1899. Note.

Urellia abstersa Coq.j Jour. H. Y. £nt. Soc^Vll, 265, 189~9 #
Places it in "luaresta .
,'uaresta abstersa Cresson. Trans.

Am.

3nt.

3oc.

XXXL11, 106, 1907. Mote on distr.

Urellia abstersa Johnson, Psyche, XVI, 113, 1909. Ooc.

Type—Winthera Collection.

A female.

—
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Head and legs yellowish, body gray*
with a radiating picture in the apical half*

#ings reticulate

Scutellum with four

Posterior basal crossvein curved^ small crossvein

bristles*

nearly three-fourths along the discal cell; third vein without bristles.

Length

6 3 mra.,

$

4 mm*

,

wing 4

ram.

ffead— Front yellow, upper portion grayish, slightly tapering
about one-third the widtn of the head.

lowest being the weakest.

Three lower frontals the

Second pair of upper frontals, the

post vertical bristles and cilia of the posterior orbit white.

Ocelli and upper portion of cephalon gray, lower portion clay yellow.

Cheeks narrow, beard and bristle light colored.
jecting and slightly arcuate.

Oral margin pro-

Face pale, hollowed, and nearly con-

cealed by the brown antennae which reach almost to the oral margin.

Third segment with a distinct, butiiot always a sharp anterior corner;
second segment with a very small spine.

Arista with black bristle

and brown base.

Thorax— Gray with
brown bristles.

niinute black dots at the bases of the

Humeral callus, spot before the base of the wing,

and the tip of the scutellum, yellow; the latter flat and bearing

four bristles, the middle pair being a little smaller.
of dorso-centall bristles cleae to transverse suture.

Fiwkt pair
Short hair

Halteres yellow.

yellowish.

Abdomen— Dark gray with yellowish short hair and macrochaetae.
of the

Genital segment flat, broad, reddish with the exception

basal third which is black; about as long as the last two

abdominal segaents taken together and sprinkled with the short

yellow hair.
Legs

Yellow, bristles of the fore femora weak and pale

-138yellow*

Weak bristles also on anterior sides of middle femora and

a row of short bristles on each of the hind tibiae".

Wings— Proxxmai half with a looso, gray reticulation;
t$e distal half occupied by the radiating black spot.

This spot

emits two narrow oblique rays, running towards the anterior margin;

the first begins at the anterior *n& of the small crossvoin and

runs to the end of the stigma; the second reaches the margin about
half way between the first vein and the black spot itself; three

rays run towards the apex, of which be ends of the two posterior
ones coincide with the ends of the third and fourth veins, where

they are somewhat expanded; the shortest, anterior ray,

s onetimes

separated from the body of the black spot by two drops, reaches
the anterior margin between the ends of t*G& second and third
veins; two rays cross the middle of the second poeterir cell

to reach the margin; a third ray follows the hind crossvain and
is sometimes connected to the second by a gray bridge, which

divides the hyaline indentation between then into two large
drops; in the first posterior cell, above and before the hind

crossvca there is a large hyaline drop, bordered on its pxoximal
side with the loose, reticulation.

Kab— Cuba

(Loew) Mexico City (Van der lulp);

V

tffcah;

Bozeman, Sidney, and Gallatin Co., elev. 5500 ft., i'ont.j Riverton
Avalon, and Anglesea, N.

J.

\

Key West y and Newberry Fla. (Johnson);

New Mexico and Te^as (Cresson)j Woods Hale, Ma3*.

Urellia Ttfevarna (v/alker)
T rypetu mevarna Walker, List of Insects Brit.
j. ,1V,

1023, 1849.

-k39-

Trvoeta (Urellla) Solaris Williston, Trans. Snt. Soc.
Lond., 1896, 377, pi. Xlll, f. 132. Note and occ.

Urellia nevarna Coquillott, Jour. N. Y, Ent. Soc. Vll,
266, 1699,
Urella.

-

Hot a.

Lovarna Johnson, Psyche, XVI, 114, 1909. Occ,

Urellia mevarna Johnson, Bull. Am.

EU11,
Type—- At British

!

us.

Nat. Hist.

84, 1913. Occ.
i

use urn.

A female from Florida,

Head and legs yellow; body gray.

Wings hyaline with

radiating picture in the apical half sending out nine rays, one
branch of which crosses the sgigma, and five branches which touch
the posterior margin beginning with the fourth vein.

with two bristles.

Scutellum

Posterior basal croasvein slightly curved;

small croasvein more tiian three-fourths along the discal cell; third

vein with bristles on the under side,

length

o

3.5 mm.,

£

5 mm.,

wing 3.5 -4 mm.

Head— Front clay-yellow, slightly tapering and a little
*

more than one-third the width
weak third bristle may occur*

of

the head.

Two lower frontale a very

The second pair of upper frontals, post

vertxcal, outer vertical bristles, and cilia of the posterior orbit
white.

Gray around the ocelli and on the epicephalon, remainder of

the cephalon clay-yellow.

Cheeks narrow with weak brown bristle.

Oral opening 1 urge; margin projecting and arcuate.

Face hollowed,

nearly concealed by tae antennoTi vhich reach almost to the oral
margin.

Third segment

of

antennae with distinct, butwot sharp an-

teiior co^er; second segment with very a»all spine.

Thorax

— Gray;

Arista brown.

black spot above the neck, the humeral calljauj

- 140-

and spot before base of wing yellowish, minute black spots
at the bases of the brown bristles.

Ifotrt

hair of notum white*

First pair of dorso-central bristles vary cli>ee to tne transverse
suture.

Scutellum flat, bearing twe bristles*
jferiopa.a

— Gray;

weak, but prominent.

short hair yellowish*

Halteres yellow*
fcacroclvietae

Genital MgpMtrt clack, vdth short yellow-

ish hair; flat, as long as the last two abdominal segments

taken together.

Leg£— Yellow.

Bristles brown, very weax on the

hind tibiae*.

Win :s— The radiating fuscous area in the apical
;

half contains two hyaline spots and sends out nine branches;
one opsssss the stigmn; a second goes to the costal margin

half way between the st

ind the ^r«i itself; the third

and fourth branch to the tips of the third and fourth veins,
respectively; the fifth and sixth cr:>63 the second posterior
cell; the seventh covers the hind crossv.*;in; tne exghth crosses

the deical cell is "iore or less interrupted and reaches the

hind margin; the ninth branc

I

discal cell; but not crossing it.

3hcrt re ching out into the

One of thp hyaline spots

is just beyond the tip of the second vein, the other is on the

fourth vein between the two crossvein*.

Clouded around the email

crossvein.

Hab— Florida

('"alker); 'Vest Indies (Williston);

Alabama; Vt. Greylock and ^aquoit, Mass.; Liberty, *aine;
Conn; ^ew Jersey and Florida (Johnson)^

Ur e TUn

tnlrtrii B

L e ew

Urellia solaria Loew *

W~~2Tf

J_L———7

t

~

^Trypataeolaria Loew,

N.

iSon.

pi. II, f. 19, 1862;

HI,

A. Dipt. 1, 84,

325, pi. X. f. 19,

1873. "Typical of Urellia with two bristles."

Trypeta (urellia) sp. Oaten
345, 187

Sac.-: en,

Tv'est.

Dipt*

7.

Ureili* eol'Tia Van der Wulp; 3iologia, Dipt*

n:

fig. 1899. Ooc.

427,

Urellia mevarna Creaaon, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.
Otc.

9i.

XXX111, 106. pi. 1. f. 10, 1907. Not* and

Type— At

A female from Georgia!

Harvard Univeraity.

Head and legs yeliewish; body gray.

ingo hyaline

wiifah

radi ting black apot in the apical half aending out eight rays,
one of which

i;>ay

diaappear at the stigma, and four of which reach

the posterior margin beginning with the fourth vein,

with two bfcistles.

ocutellum

Posterior basal crossvein slightly curved;

small crossvein three- fourths along the discal cell; third vein

with a few small bristles.

Length

6 3

mm., 4

4mm.,

wing 3 am*

The description of this species, except for the wing
picture is practically the same a3 tnat of mevarna Walk.

The three lower frontal bristles of Solaris are more prominent,
however.

The wing picture i3 taken from a specimen from Tifton,

Georgia.

It differs from the type in that the first ray doea

not vanish in the stigma and the email crossvein is at the edge
of the baick spot, instead of outside it.

Hab— Georgia; North
(Creason); Mexico (V. d W.

Mt., Pa.; New Mexico and Taxaa

•142It -would be

species of Urellia

.

alraorfc

impossible to identify any of the

having two bristles on the scutellum, by

a
differences in the win& picture

structural characters alon|.

seen to be the only ground on which new species have been erected*

These differences have often been

with rather narrow limits

ir:ade

and, considering the variations which occur, confusion has

resulted.

In the four specimens of Urellia actinobla in the
i

i

Loevr

Collection there is a noticeable variation

picture.

One

lias

The ray entering the discal cell may
The spot on the

reach the fifth vein or barely go half way.
fifth vein varies considerably in size.

connected.

of the

The small crossvein

black spot or clouded, or even partly

In the light

1

these variations, tM-s species-^ the

wing of which is figured on pi,

XL Solaris

the wing

the ra/s crossing the lirst posterior cell

connected at the middle.

may be outside

ir.

—comfort

t ee eleaie fei

\.

&*
&

;

,

amiroacher

(f

a

All degrees of variation occur also between actinobQJLa (]*&•

U-

^

-~-~^^

and radifera. the latt e r in f l&m «d on pi.
-

^

A-

K,H*.37.

CX

**«.J6j

x/^e^e^^^

.

/

.
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Explanation of Plates.
Plate
Pig.

Lateral view of head

1.

(

Buaresta festiva ) showing

bristles and a projecting oral margin.
Pig.

Lateral view of head

2.

(

Strauzia

)

showing bristles

and retreating face.
Pig.

3.

Pront view of head

"

4.

Front view of head with narrowed front and arcuate

oral margin
Pig.

5.

(

Euaresta festiva

(

Butreta sparsa ).

l

Pront view of head with broad front and slightly

arcuate oral margin.
Pig.

6.

Lateral view of thorax.

Pig.

7.

Wing venation.

Plate
Pig. 8.

Chaetotaxy of mesonotum (dorsal view)

Bristles on the fore femur.

•

9.

"

10.

Row of short strong bristles on hind tibia.

"

11.

Spine on middle tibia.

•

12.

Genital segment and extruded ovipositor.

•

13.

Lateral view of female abdomen, distended, showing

dorsal and ventral segments.
Pig. 14.

Lateral view of male abdomen, distended, showing

dorsal and ventral segments.

IHH

Plat e

—
2—
3—
4—

post rertical "bristles.

5—

inner vertical bristles*

—
7—
8—
9—
—

outer

1

lower frontal bristles.
second pair of upper frontals.

first pair of upper frontals.

6

•

*

cilia of posterior orbit*

bristle of the cheek*
ocellar bristles.
spine on second segment of antenna.

lc

Wing.

—
2^ —

first

v~

third

Jv

3

4Y

second

—

*

fifth

6 v--

sixth

a.b.c.v.

—

"

•

•

fourth

v~

5

longitudinal rein.

*

"

•
•

*

anterior basal crossvein.

a.c.v.-- anterior or small crossvein.
aux.
hu.

v.

—

auxiliary vein.

v.-- humeral vein.

p.b.c.v.— posterior basal crossvein.
p.c.v.

a—
l

—

—

posterior or hind crossvein.

anal cell.
anal angle.

/

—
b2—

y

6

first basal cell.

1>1

second basal cell.

c-- costal cell.

d-- discal cell.

m-- marginal

$1-- first posterior cell.

^2~" 8econ<* posterior cell.
P 3 -- third

»

•

s-- Bubmarginal cell.

Alphabetical List of O ther Abbreviatio ns.

ar—

arista

ex—

coxa,,

.

dc,— anterior pair of dorso-central

bristles.

dCo-^ posterior pair of dorso-central bristles.
f-- face,

fr

—

g.

s,-- genital segment.

front,

hu-- humeral bristle.

hu.c.-^ humeral callus.
hpl<--

anterior hypopleura.

hplg-^ posterior hypopleura.

mac-* macrochaetae,
apl-- mesopleura,

mtn

—

metanotum.

ifC

mtpl

—

anterior metapleura.

mtplp— posterior metapleura.
n-- notum.

atpl-- notopleural "bristles.
ov

—

p.al

ovipositor.

—

t>hu--

post alar.
post humeral bristle.

ptpl— pteroDleura.
ptsu-- ptilinal suture.
S
9

—

second segment of antenna.

S 3 -- third

s.al.-- supra alar

so—
sh

—

bristle.

scutellum.

sheath of ovipositor.

m
Wings.

Plate

Plate

Aciura nigricomis
"
limata
2.
3. Strauzia longipennis longipennis
'
4.
longipennis longipennis
•
longipennis perfecta
5.
6. Eurosta comma
7. Butreta sparsa
8. Acidogona cantabrigeneis
9. Heaspilota achilleae
*
alba
10.
11. Icteriea seriata
•
circinata
12.
1.

13. Rhagoletis faueta
"
14.
suavis
cingulata
15.
"
Domonella
16.
17. Stenopa vulnerata
18. Acidia fratria
19. Epochra canadensis
20. OSdaspis atra
"
penelope
21.
22.

*

polita.

Plate
Tephritis platyptera
albiceps
Euaresta festiva
bella
w
subpura
aequalis
solidaginis
Eurosta
It

consr>urcata

Eurosta
n

sp.

latifrons

tf^£-

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Urellia mevarna
•
abstersa
"
solaris
M
actinobola
"
radifera
Spilographa persuasa
Trypeta ruficauda
"
palposa
Spilographa flavonotata
"

electa.

/v

BfDEX.

Synonyms are in Italics,

abdomen
abstersa_
achilleae
Achillea millefolium
Acidia
Acidogona
Aciura
a :tinobola
aequalis
alba
albiceps
albidipennis
Ambrosia artemisiaefolia
anatomy
antennae
antennal grooves
Aphoereta auripes
apple
Archangel ica
arista
armata
artimisiae
Aspilota
asteris
atra

basiolum
bella
black walnut
burdock
caliptera
Canadensis
cantabrigens is
celery
cephalon
cerasi
ceratitis
chaetotaxy (head^
chaetotaxy (thorax)
cheeks
cherry fruit-fly
cilia
cingulata
circinata
Cireium
Cnicus pumilus
collections

cognata

coma
conspurcata
cornif era
cornigera
cranberry
Crataegus
currant
currant fly
dorso-central
electa
elsa
empodium
Epochra
Euaresta
Eurosta
euryptera
Eurytoma gigantea
Eurytoma studiosa
Eutreta
eyes
face
family characters
fausta
femoral is
festiva
flavonotata_
florescentiae
fratria
front
frontal bristles (upper and lower)
genera, table of,
genital apparatus (male)
genital segment
goldenrod fly

gooseberry
hamifera
head
heraclei
Heracleum
historical
huckleberry
humeral bristle

/

*7

polita
Po lymorphomy ia

humeral callus
hymenopterous parasites

poraonella

Icaria
Ic terica
inermis
intradens
iron weed

post-alar bristles
post-humeral
proboscis
pro thorax
pulTilli
pura

Jug Ian e nigra

latifrons
latipennis
legs
Ligusticum
limata
liogaster
longipennis
long i tud inal i s

macro chaetae
melanura
me son o turn
mesopleural suture
rtanotum

miners
Mordellistena nigricans
mouth parts
multifasciata

Baaspilota
nigricornis
nora
notopleural
novaeboracengis
oc

occiput
ocelli
OSdast>is

oral margin
Orellia
OTipositor

palpi
palposa
Paracantha
parsnio
pear
penelope
perfecta
Pimp la inquisitor
i'lagiotoma

platyptera
pleural region

radifera
reticulata
Hhagoletis
ruf icauda

scutellum
seriata
setosa
sexual characters { secondary
Sigolphus texanus
Solanum carol inenss
Solaris
solidaginis
Solidago altiseimm
*
canadensis
*
juncea
•
rugosa
•
serotina
solstitialis
sparsa
Spilographa
Stella ta
Stenopa
—traussia
m
——
rauzia
sua vie
subpura
sunflower
supra-alar bristles
'.

+m

i

mi

—'I —i

mm mm

Tephritis
thistle
thoracic plates
thorax
transverse suture
trimaculata
Trypeta
Trypetidae

Urellia
Vernonia_
vernoniae

A

vertical "bristles
vulnerata
wings

Xanthium
Xenochaeta

yarrow
Zephyria
Zonoseraa

'/!&.
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